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CHAPTER I 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Parasitism is a type of symbiotic association between two organisms. The most 

common definition of parasitism is a symbiotic relationship between two organisms 

where the parasite lives in or on a host at the expense of the host (Roberts et al., 2013). 

Some parasites are highly pathogenic to their hosts and cause mechanical damage to host 

tissues and stimulate inflammatory and/or immune responses (Roberts et al., 2013). Other 

parasites are more subtle and simply divert resources away from the host. This can 

happen in various degrees including many cases where the harm caused by parasite is 

debatable (Combes, 2001). In any case, parasites are metabolically dependent on their 

hosts and have remarkable adaptations to obtain host resources and survive host 

immunological defenses (Roberts et al., 2013). 

It has been estimated that more than 50% of all plant and animal species are 

parasitic at some point in their life cycle (Price, 1980). Additionally, it has been estimated 

that nearly all plants and animals serve as hosts for parasites (Esch and Fernandez, 1993). 

Therefore, parasitism is a very common ecological relationship that is represented in 

most species. To the parasite, the host represents a resource and habitat where the parasite 

can grow and reproduce (Combes, 2001). Parasite reproductive stages must then find 

their way to a new host, either by exiting the host into the external environment, or by
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ingestion by a predator or vector (Roberts et al., 2013). Therefore, unlike most free-living 

organisms, a defining feature of parasite diversity are the adaptations particular parasite 

species have evolved to increase the chance of contact with a suitable host in order to 

propagate the next generation and complete their life cycle. The spatial and temporal 

difficulties parasites face to successfully transfer from one host to another must be 

overcome by enormous reproductive outputs and/or by exploiting complex ecological 

associations between successive hosts (Tinsley, 1990). 

 Combes (2001) identified the processes that limit a given parasites’ range of 

suitable hosts into two general categories defined as filters. The encounter filter includes 

ecological barriers to parasite transmission. Ecological barriers can result through a 

biodiversity parameter, where the geographic ranges of the parasite and host must overlap 

for successful transmission, and a behavioral parameter, where the spatial and temporal 

activities of the parasite and host must coincide for parasite transmission to occur. Once a 

parasite is in contact with a potential host, the compatibility filter further excludes some 

hosts through physiological or immunological barriers. Physiological barriers can result 

through a resource parameter, where the host must be able to support the requirements of 

a parasite’s infection spatially or metabolically, and a defense parameter, where the 

parasite must be able to evade host defenses such as immune responses or other 

mechanisms (Combes, 2001).  

Despite these barriers, parasites are immensely successful organisms and, as 

mentioned above, they are estimated to have colonized almost all animal and plant 

species (Esch and Fernandez, 1993). However, given the estimated vastness of their 
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diversity, it is extremely difficult to quantify parasite diversity due to a lack of 

morphological characters and genetic markers suitable for species delineation. 

This dissertation investigates the diversity of two genera of amphibian blood 

parasites, Trypanosoma and Hepatozoon, both of which are cryptic and challenging to 

identify. Trypanosomes of amphibians present numerous morphological characters for 

species differentiation, however the possibility for species to take multiple forms has 

historically inhibited the use of morphology in trypanosome species delineation. In 

contrast, Hepatozoon spp. have the opposite problem, where genetically divergent species 

across wide host ranges can all have very similar gamont morphology in the bloodstream 

of their hosts, and morphology is not a useful character to identify species. It is fairly 

common to observe up to five morphologies of trypanosomes and Hepatozoon spp. 

infecting the blood of a single frog. However, the challenges posed to identify these 

parasites keeps their diversity hidden in plain sight. 

The following chapters address these problems and propose a way forward to 

generating data useful for blood parasite identification. Chapter II details novel methods 

to address the challenge of mixed trypanosome infections and characterize trypanosomes 

morphologically and genetically. Chapter III uses the sequence data linked to 

trypanosome morphology generated in Chapter II to investigate amphibian trypanosome 

morphological diversity in a phylogenetic context. Chapter IV reports the description of 

three new trypanosome species and one redescription of a trypanosome species 

previously misidentified in North American anurans based on the data generated in 

Chapters II and III. Finally, Chapter V investigates characters for species differentiation 
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of three Hepatozoon species in North America, two that infect frogs, Hepatozoon 

catesbianae and Hepatozoon clamatae, and one, Hepatozoon sipedon, that infects snakes.
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CHAPTER II 
 

 

A METHOD FOR ISOLATING AND SEQUENCING TRYPANOSOME CELLS TO 

INVESTIGATE SPECIES ASSOCIATIONS IN MULTIPLE MORPHOTYPE 

INFECTIONS 

 

ABSTRACT: Amphibians are commonly infected by multiple trypanosome 

morphologies and these mixed infections make linking sequence data to bloodstream 

trypanosome morphology extremely challenging. This chapter presents a method to 

isolate individual trypanosome cells from frog blood for nested PCR for the 18s rRNA 

and gGAPDH genes. Single trypanosome cells were isolated by dilution and three DNA 

extraction methods and five nested PCR primer regimes were utilized to optimize 

amplification from very low starting concentrations. The success rates of extraction 

methods ranged from 29% to 50% with the use of a Direct PCR kit having the highest 

success rate. Even though the sequence success rate varied in the different combinations 

of extraction methods and primer regimes, multiple individuals of all 6 trypanosome 

morphotypes were sequenced for both genes in a novel way that links sequence data to 

cell morphology by observing isolated cells before PCR amplification with a microscope. 

The methods presented here offer a promising solution to overcome the difficulties of  
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multiple morphotype infections and the data generated here has interesting consequences 

for the current amphibian trypanosome phylogeny, which is explored in Chapter III. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Amphibians are commonly infected by multiple trypanosome morphologies and 

these mixed infections make it challenging to evaluate amphibian trypanosome diversity 

(Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Werner and Walewski, 1976; Desser, 

2001; Attias et al., 2016; Spodareva et al., 2018). For example, studies often find that 85-

100% of frogs infected by trypanosomes are infected with two to five different 

trypanosome morphotypes (Diamond, 1965; Werner and Walewski, 1976; Jones and 

Woo, 1986; Attias et al., 2016; Spodareva et al., 2018; Fig. 1). When observing these 

mixed trypanosome infections on amphibian blood smears, it is not clear whether the 

forms present in the bloodstream represent different species (genetic lineages) or a single 

pleomorphic species (one genetic lineage that takes more than one morphological form in 

the bloodstream). However, many authors have considered trypanosome morphotypes 

found infecting the same frogs to be a single species and this has led to the assumption 

that most amphibian trypanosomes are pleomorphic (Fantham et al., 1942; Nigrelli, 1945; 

Diamond, 1965; Werner and Walewski, 1976, Desser, 2001). This assumption has been 

based on life cycle and culturing studies performed on a limited number of trypanosome 

species more than 40 years ago and only recently has this assumption been tested with 

genetic methods. However, there is currently no genetic evidence that multiple 

morphotypes infecting the same frog individual represent a single pleomorphic 
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trypanosome species (Fantham et al., 1942; Nigrelli, 1945; Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and 

Harmsen, 1973; Werner and Walewski, 1976; Spodareva et al., 2018). 

 With the advancement of molecular technology and increases in affordability for 

gene sequencing, determining pleomorphic trypanosome species using genetic techniques 

is now possible. However, mixed morphotype infections provide challenges in acquiring 

and interpreting sequence data. One common problem is that amplifying and sequencing 

trypanosome genes from blood samples with multiple morphotypes can yield messy 

chromatograms, indicating there are multiple genotypes present in the sample. A second 

problem is that if one of the multiple morphotypes is more numerous in the blood of their 

amphibian host, PCR can favor that genotype and result in clean chromatograms which 

look like a single genotype is present, hiding the true diversity of these infections 

(Shannon, unpublished observation).  

To overcome these difficulties and obtain sequence data from individual 

trypanosome morphotypes, specific methods are needed. Spodareva et al. (2018) used 

cloning to separate and sequence gene copies amplified from multiple morphotype 

infections. This method provides clean sequences from each cloned bacterial colony, yet 

the origin of the sequence is usually unknown. Sequences must be assigned to 

morphotypes indirectly by repeating the cloning process on different frogs with different 

combinations of morphotypes. Additionally, PCR errors are exposed in this process, 

resulting in each clone sequence having 1-2 bases different at random positions. The 

assembly of cloned sequences into consensus sequences is then required to represent the 

taxa in phylogenetic comparisons (Brown, 2020). 
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 In this chapter, I detail an improved method to link trypanosome morphology to 

sequence data by directly sequencing single cells with a known morphology. In the 

following sections I present the trials performed in the development of this method and 

evaluate the success rates of the different extraction methods and PCR regimes utilized. 

These methods can be used to provide definitive links between amphibian trypanosome 

gene sequences and the original trypanosome morphology in the bloodstream. With this 

novel technique, we can begin to uncover the true hidden diversity of amphibian 

trypanosomes and discover any true pleomorphic trypanosome species. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample Material and Morphotype Identification 

Infected blood samples were obtained from five frog species: Rana blairi, Rana 

catesbeiana, Rana clamitans, Rana sphenocephala, and Hyla cinerea. Frogs were 

collected from Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Wisconsin, USA, as described in Chapter III. 

Briefly, blood was collected in capillary tubes and blood smears on glass slides were 

created. Additionally, capillary tubes were centrifuged to concentrate trypanosomes at the 

buffy coat layer (Woo, 1969; see below). Concentrated trypanosomes from centrifuged 

capillary tubes were deposited into phosphate buffered saline for examination of live 

trypanosomes (Woo, 1969; see below). Blood smears and live blood plasma preparations 

were examined for parasites and blood samples only containing mixed trypanosome 

infections were used in these experiments (Fig. 1). Blood samples from individual frogs 

contained two to five trypanosome morphotypes, and in total six different trypanosome 
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morphotypes were isolated for DNA extraction and amplification (Fig. 2). These 

morphotypes were identified based on morphological characteristics by examining thin 

blood smears stained with the JorVet Dip Quick Stain Kit (Jorgensen Labs, CO) with a 

compound microscope. Identifications were based on comparisons to the primary 

literature; however trypanosome taxonomy is in a state of flux (Desser, 2001). Therefore, 

the morphotypes in this study were numbered with designations of the frog host family 

they infected, except for two forms that conform to previously described species and 

were given the cf. designation. The current taxonomical problems and decisions 

regarding naming are covered in Chapter III and IV. Morphotypes R1, R2, R3, T. cf. 

ranarum, and T. cf. chattoni originated from ranid hosts including R. blairi, R. 

catesbeiana, R. clamitans, R. sphenocephala, and morphotype H3 was from the hylid H. 

cinerea. These morphotypes range in morphological characteristics and include broad 

cells without free flagella (R1 and R2), broad cells with free flagella (R3 and T. cf. 

ranarum), large spherical cells (T. cf. chattoni), and long slender cells (H3, Fig. 2). In 

blood plasma preparations, live trypanosome general size, shape, and swimming behavior 

was compared to morphology observed on slides to identify morphotypes 

(Supplementary Videos 1 - 4). Specific identification characteristics of the morphotypes 

in this study are given in Chapters III and IV. 

 

Trypanosome Isolation 

 Trypanosomes were isolated from amphibian blood by dilution of plasma 

obtained by the hematocrit centrifugation technique of Woo (1969; Fig. 3). Capillary 
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tubes with fresh, naturally infected frog blood were sealed with Cha-Seal compound 

(Kimble, NJ) and centrifuged for 1 minute at 4,000g with an Allegra X-22 centrifuge 

(Beckman Coulter, CA). This concentrates trypanosomes and white blood cells in the 

buffy coat layer in between packed red blood cells and clear blood plasma. The capillary 

tubes were the scored with a glass scratcher just below the buffy coat layer, allowing the 

tube to be snapped right at that spot and providing easy access to concentrated 

trypanosomes (Fig. 3B). The buffy coat and plasma were then dispensed into a tube with 

50 µL phosphate buffered saline (PBS) using a pipette bulb attached to the snapped 

capillary tube (Fig. 3C). This stock solution of trypanosomes in buffer was kept in a 

refrigerator for trypanosome isolation for about a week.  

Small samples (5 µL) of trypanosomes in buffer were then pipetted into a 20 µL 

drop of buffer on a glass microscope slide and examined with a microscope to find 

trypanosomes to isolate (Fig. 3D). The motion of trypanosomes swimming in these live 

preparations makes them fairly easy to spot against the background of nonmotile frog 

blood cells. Specific morphologies of trypanosomes were recognized by comparing live 

trypanosomes and their size to trypanosomes observed on prepared stained blood smears. 

In addition, specific trypanosome morphotypes had characteristic movement based on 

their morphological characteristics, including the length of the undulating membrane and 

presence or absence of a free flagellum (Supplementary Videos 1 - 4), which allowed for 

accurate identification of live trypanosome morphotypes in the blood plasma/buffer 

mixture.  

When a specific trypanosome morphotype was recognized for isolation, a 2 µL 

aliquot was pipetted from the approximate area of the drop where the trypanosome was 
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observed and deposited into a new 20 µL drop of buffer (Fig. 3D). The new drop was 

then observed to see if transferring the trypanosome was successful. Most of the time 

multiple trypanosomes were transferred, but by repeating this process of pipetting 2 µL 

samples with a trypanosome into new drops of buffer, one can make drops of buffer 

containing only a single trypanosome cell (Fig. 4). These cells were then collected in 2 

µL samples and transferred into 200 µL PCR tubes for DNA extraction, and/or PCR, and 

gene sequencing (see below). Additionally, 2 µL samples not containing trypanosomes 

were collected as negative controls to ensure trypanosome DNA is not distributed 

throughout the stock buffer solution. 

The ease of this dilution process depended on the intensity/parasitemia of the 

sample. Isolating single cells was much easier from blood samples with relatively low 

trypanosome numbers (e.g. 10 to 20 trypanosomes per capillary tube) compared to 

samples containing thousands of trypanosomes per capillary tube. In samples with low 

parasitemia, trypanosomes of a target morphology were often swimming alone and could 

be easily isolated and observed in a subsequent drop. In samples with high parasitemia, a 

few trypanosomes were often pipetted together and require repeated dilutions to get down 

to a single cell. 

 

Extraction of Isolated Trypanosome DNA 

The isolated trypanosome samples from the above dilutions have very low DNA 

concentrations and require modifications to typical DNA extraction protocols to 

successfully obtain DNA for PCR amplification (Hamilton et al., 2015). The problem is 
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typical DNA extraction kits result in elutions of 50-200 µL in which the initial 2 µL 

trypanosome samples would be too dilute for reliable PCR amplification (Hamilton et al., 

2015). To successfully extract DNA from these samples, three modified methods of DNA 

extraction were employed. 

The first method attempted was to perform DNA extractions by following the 

instructions provided in the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, CA), but with the 

modification of using only 1/10th the reagents to maximize DNA concentration from the 

isolated trypanosome cell. Additionally, an elution volume of 20 µL instead of the 

recommend 200 µL was used. Nested PCR with the Hotstartaq Master Mix Kit (Qiagen, 

CA) was then performed as detailed below for either the 18s rRNA or gGAPDH genes.  

To improve on the success rate of the first method, a second method was 

performed which attempted to minimize DNA losses by forgoing DNA extraction. DNA 

extraction is not always necessary for PCR amplifications from small (1 – 2 µL) blood 

samples, as in addition to not having very much DNA present, small samples also contain 

low levels of PCR inhibitors (Mercier et al., 1990). The second method used a modified 

PCR protocol with three hot-cold cycles before the normal denaturation-annealing-

extension cycles to lyse cells in the sample and free the DNA for amplification (Mercier 

et al., 1990). This PCR used the Hotstartaq Master Mix Kit (Qiagen, CA) and the 

protocol was as follows: Three cycles of 94°C for 3 minutes, 55°C for 3 minutes, then 

denaturation for 30s at 95°C, annealing for 30s at the appropriate temperature for the 

primer pair listed below, extension for 60s at 72°C, repeated for 30-40 cycles before a 

final extension period of 420s at 72°C.  
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The third method used the Platinum Direct PCR Universal Master Mix Kit 

(Thermofisher) for a combined extraction and amplification protocol. DNA was obtained 

by lysing single cell isolates using lysis buffer and proteinase K, but without a column or 

beads to elute DNA. Additionally, I used the following modifications to the normal kit 

protocol. A stock lysis buffer containing 19.4 µL of lysis buffer and 0.6 µL proteinase K 

was prepared and 1-2 µL of this stock buffer was added to the 1-2 µL sample containing 

a single trypanosome for a total volume of 3 µL. This sample was incubated at room 

temperature for one minute, followed by one minute at 98°C on a thermal cycler. The 

sample was then returned to room temperature and PCR reagents were added and nested 

PCR was performed. 

 

Amplification of Isolated Trypanosome DNA 

For all three of the above methods, amplification of the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH 

genes were performed with nested PCR. Five different Nested PCR primer regimens (A, 

B, C, D, E) were implemented to sequence both genes from isolated trypanosome cells 

(Fig. 5). These regimens consisted of combinations of reactions with external and internal 

primers for both the 18s and gGAPDH genes (Fig. 5). Regimen A targeted the 18s rRNA 

gene and regimen B targeted gGAPDH gene. Regimens C, D, and E were used with the 

goal of sequencing both genes from the DNA of the single isolated trypanosome cell 

using multiplex PCR (Fig. 5). However, balancing amplification of the two genes, which 

have different starting copy numbers, proved difficult. Regime C tended to favor 

amplification of only the gGAPDH gene, which were the initial external primers (Fig. 5). 
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Regime D was attempted in which amplification of both genes was first performed in the 

reaction. This unfortunately only amplified the 18s rRNA gene. Therefore, regime E was 

devised which delayed the addition of 18s rRNA primers six cycles to allow the 

gGAPDH gene, which has two copies in the trypanosome genome (Hamilton et al., 

2004), to catch up to the concentration of the 18s rRNA gene of about 100 copies 

(Stothard, 2000).  

For 18s, the external reaction was performed with external primers Tryp_18s_EF 

(5’-GATAACTTGGCGAAACGCC-3’) and Tryp_18s_ER (5’-

GCAATACTCGGTCCCAAGTG-3’) with an annealing temperature of 58°C. For the 

internal reaction, 1 µL of the first PCR was used as the template for the second reaction, 

and internal primers Tryp_18s_IF (5’-AACCCATCCAATATCGAGTAAC-3’) and 

Tryp_18s_IR (5’-GTTGCCCAAAATCTCACC-3’) were used with an annealing 

temperature of 55°C. The internal and external primer sets were designed from an 

alignment of available frog trypanosome 18s rRNA sequences (Martin et al., 2002).  

For gGAPDH, the external reaction used the external primers Tryp_gGAPDH_EF 

(5’-GACATGAACACSGACGC-3’) and Tryp_gGAPDH_ER (5’-

GATGGAGCTRCGGTTGTC-3’) with an annealing temperature of 55°C. The internal 

reaction was performed with 1 µL of the first reaction as template, and the internal 

primers Tryp_gGAPDH_IF (5’- CGCGTACCAGATGAAGTACG-3’) and 

Tryp_gGAPDH_IR (5’- CGGTTGTCRTTGATGAAGTC-3’) with an annealing 

temperature of 55°C. These primers were designed using an alignment of available frog 

trypanosome gGAPDH sequences (Hamilton et al., 2004).  
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Depending on the method, PCR was either performed with Hotstartaq Master Mix 

Kit (Qiagen, CA) or the Platinum Direct PCR Universal Master Mix Kit (Thermofisher) 

as follows unless specified previously: initial activation for 300s at 95°C, denaturation for 

30s at 95°C, annealing for 30s at the appropriate temperature for the primer pair listed 

above, extension for 60s at 72°C, repeated for 30-40 cycles before a final extension 

period of 420s at 72°C. The products of the internal PCRs were checked with gel 

electrophoresis for single bands of the appropriate size, 1200 base pairs for 18s rRNA 

and 800 for gGAPDH. If PCR was successful, the product was cleaned up with the 

Wizard® SV gel and PCR cleanup kit (Promega, WI), and submitted for Sanger 

sequencing at the Oklahoma State University Core Facility. The 18s rRNA gene 

fragments were sequenced bidirectionally with primers Tryp_18s_IF, Tryp_18s_IR, as 

well as 827F and 662R from Maslov et al. (1996). The gGAPDH gene fragments were 

sequenced bidirectionally with primers Tryp_gGAPDH_IF and Tryp_gGAPDH_IR. 

 

Comparing Success of Extraction and Amplification Methods 

 The number of cells isolated and successfully sequenced in each trial was 

tabulated and organized by the extraction and amplification methods (Table 1) as well as 

by morphotype (Table 2). A successful sequencing attempt was determined as one where 

the isolation, amplification, and sequencing led to high quality chromatograms that 

produced a sequence matching the expected morphology of the original isolated cell. The 

expected sequence for trypanosome morphotypes was not initially known but sequencing 

multiple cells of a given morphology established the sequence(s) defining that 
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morphotype. Comparisons of success between extraction and amplification methods as 

well as between morphotypes were performed with chi-square tests (Freund et al., 2010). 

 

RESULTS 

 In total, 79 of 241 (33%) single trypanosome cell isolates were successfully 

amplified and sequenced. Trials for the 18s rRNA gene (50/122 41%) were more 

successful than gGAPDH (29/119 24%, Table 1). When comparing extraction methods, 

the Direct PCR kit method was the most successful (14/28 = 50%) and the No Extraction, 

Initial Hot/Cold PCR cycles method was the least successful (42/151 = 29%, χ2 = 13.016, 

p = 0.0015, Table 1). Across all methods and both genes, six morphotypes were 

successfully sequenced and success did not statistically differ between morphotypes (χ2 = 

4.0495, p = 0.5423, Fig. 2). However, for 18s, the R2 morphotype had the highest success 

rate (9/16 = 56%) and the R3 morphotype had the lowest success rate (3/14 = 21%, Table 

2). For gGAPDH, the H3 morphotype was the most successful (4/7 = 57%) and the T. cf. 

ranarum was the least successful (4/23 = 17%, Table 2). 

 Of the trials, the three nested PCR regimes (C, D, E) designed to multiplex and 

amplify both the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH from the same isolated cells were markedly 

less successful than those aiming for a single gene (A, B, χ2 = 36.01, p = 1.97E-09). 

Multiplexing worked for the 18s rRNA gene 18/84 (23%) times, and worked for 

gGAPDH 21/89 (22%) times, where nested PCR for a single gene worked more often, 

31/38 (82%) times for 18s and 12/30 (40%) times for gGAPDH.  
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 Included in the definition of a success as reported above was that the sequence 

obtained for a cell matched a sequence expected for a cell’s morphology. There were four 

times (4/241 = 1.7%) when a cell was successfully sequenced but the sequence matched 

an unexpected morphology. This happened once for 18s, when a R3 morphotype came 

out as an R2 morphotype, and three times for gGAPDH, all three were expected to be R1 

morphotypes but came out as T. chattoni, the R2 morphotype, and the R3 morphotype. 

These four sequences were counted as failures in Table 1 and were not used for further 

analyses in Chapter III. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The goal of the study was to develop a method to obtain sequences from 

trypanosome cells of known morphologies. To this end, all extraction methods and 

primer regimes had some success and generated sequences linked to cell morphology. 

However, the methods employed differed in their ease and success rate. For all methods, 

the 18s rRNA was much easier to amplify and sequence than gGAPDH. This could be 

due to the original gene copy number in trypanosome cells. Trypanosomes have upwards 

of 100 copies of the 18s rRNA gene, yet only two copies of the glycosomal GAPDH gene 

(Stothard, 2000; Hamilton et al., 2004). This technique for isolating and amplifying DNA 

from single trypanosome cells means that the starting DNA concentration is very low. 

With more copies in the genome, the 18s rRNA gene should have a higher number of 

primer binding sites and should be easier to amplify and sequence, which was found in 

this study. Additionally, the low copy number of gGAPDH could make it more 
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vulnerable to amplifying contaminating trypanosome morphotypes than the 18s rRNA 

gene, which was also found in this study as three gGAPDH sequences resulted from 

contamination compared to one in the 18s trials. 

Initially, it was thought that multiplexing both 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes 

from individual cells would be valuable for confirming the morphological identification 

of sequences in both gene phylogenies. However, multiplexing proved difficult, and trials 

without multiplexing (A, B) had a much higher success rate for both the 18s rRNA gene 

(81%) and gGAPDH (40%) than trials with multiplexing (C, D, E; 18s 23%, gGAPDH 

21%). Additionally, some variation was found in the ease of sequencing certain 

morphotypes and the success rate ranged from 21% to 56% at 18s and 17% to 57% at 

gGAPDH (Table 2). It is possible that the primers developed and used in this study could 

have favored certain morphotypes, however at least two isolates worked for all 

morphotypes attempted. Even though the success rate was relatively low in some 

combinations of extraction methods and primer regimes, all morphotypes investigated 

were able to be sequenced in a novel way that links the sequence data to the trypanosome 

bloodstream morphology. Additionally, both genes were sequenced from multiple 

trypanosome individuals from multiple frog species across different locations in 

Oklahoma, Arkansas, Wisconsin, and New Hampshire. Finally, both genes were 

successfully sequenced with multiplex PCR from the same individual cell at least once 

for each morphotype, bolstering the identity of morphotypes on each phylogeny. 

 Multiple morphotype infections are an extremely interesting part of amphibian 

trypanosome biology but they present a difficult challenge to studying trypanosome 

diversity (Desser, 2001). Studies are increasingly using genetic methods to investigate 
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amphibian trypanosome diversity, but methods that address the difficulties posed by 

multiple morphotype infections have only recently begun to be implemented (Spodareva 

et al., 2018). This chapter presents an improvement to the cloning techniques used by 

Spodareva et al. (2018) with a method that directly links the sequence data generated 

with trypanosome bloodstream morphology. The methods presented here offer a 

promising solution to overcome the difficulties of multiple morphotype infections and the 

data generated here has interesting consequences for the current amphibian trypanosome 

phylogeny, which is explored in Chapter III. 
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Figure 1. Photomicrograph of the R1 and R2 morphotypes coinfecting a single Rana 

sphenocephala. Multiple morphotype infections were common and necessitate methods 

to isolate morphotypes prior to amplification and sequencing. Scale bar = 20 µm. 
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Figure 2. Photomicrographs of the 6 trypanosome morphotypes isolated in this study. A. 

Rl morphotype from Rana clamitans, B. R2 morphotype from Rana sphenocephala, C. 

Trypanosoma cf. ranarum from Rana clamitans, D. R3 morphotype from Rana 
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sphenocephala, E. Trypanosoma cf. chattoni from Rana catesbeiana, F. H3 morphotype 

from Hyla cinerea. Scale bars = 10 µm. 
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Figure 3. Blood collection and preparation to view and isolate trypanosomes. A. 

Diagram showing where the maxillary vein is punctured with a needle and blood is 

collected in a capillary tube. B. The capillary tube is centrifuged, separating red blood 

cells from plasma and concentration trypanosomes in the buffy coat layer. The capillary 

tube is scored with a glass scratcher just below the buffy coat layer. C. The tube is 

snapped and the buffy coat containing trypanosomes can be deposited into sodium citrate 

buffer, creating a stock for trypanosomes. D. The trypanosome stock is serially diluted in 

20 µL drops of phosphate buffered saline. 
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Figure 4. Photomicrographs of fresh green frog blood diluted in PBS buffer on a 

microscope slide and showing the location (white square) of before (A) and after (B) 

extraction of a live R1 morphotype trypanosome from the microscope slide. Both figures 

are at 200x magnification.  
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Figure 5. Schematic for five different (A-E) nested PCR primer combinations used to 

amplify the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes from individual trypomastigotes isolated 

from frog blood. Primer sequences are listed in the text.  
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Table 1. Sequencing success of the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes from isolated trypanosome cells 

organized by three different extraction methods and five different nested primer regimens. Data are 

presented as success/attempt (%). 

Extraction Method Primer Regimen 18s rRNA gGAPDH 

Modified Smaller Volume Extraction A   6/6 (100%) n/a 

Modified Smaller Volume Extraction B   n/a 3/5 (60%) 

Modified Smaller Volume Extraction C   6/23 (26%) 8/28 (29%) 

    Subtotal 12/29 (41%) 11/33 (33%) 

No Extraction, Initial Hot/Cold PCR cycles A   16/18 (89%) n/a 

No Extraction, Initial Hot/Cold PCR cycles B   n/a 4/11 (36%) 

No Extraction, Initial Hot/Cold PCR cycles D   5/8 (63%) 0/8 (0%) 

No Extraction, Initial Hot/Cold PCR cycles E   8/53 (15%) 9/53 (17%) 

    Subtotal 29/79 (37%) 13/72 (18%) 

Direct PCR Kit A   9/14 (64%) n/a 

Direct PCR Kit B   n/a 5/14 (36%) 

    Subtotal 9/14 (64%) 5/14 (36%) 

    Grand Total 50/122 (41%) 29/119 (24%) 
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Table 2. Sequencing success of the 18s rRNA and 

gGAPDH genes from isolated trypanosome cells 

organized by morphotype. Data are presented as 

success/attempt (%). 

Morphotype 
18s rRNA gGAPDH 

R1 
19/45 (42%) 10/42 (24%) 

R2 
9/16 (56%) 4/16 (25%) 

T. cf. ranarum 

10/24 (42%) 4/23 (17%) 

R3 

3/14 (21%) 4/18 (22%) 

T. cf. chattoni 
7/16 (44%) 3/12 (25%) 

H3 
2/7 (29%) 4/7 (57%) 

Total 
50/122 (41%) 29/119 (24%) 
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CHAPTER III 
 

 

INSIGHTS INTO AMPHIBIAN TRYPANOSOME DIVERSITY WITH THE 

ADDITION OF SEQUENCES MATCHED TO ISOLATE CELL MORPHOLOGY 

 

ABSTRACT: Amphibians are commonly infected with multiple trypanosome 

morphotypes that are often assumed to represent pleomorphic stages of a single 

trypanosome species. These mixed infections make sequencing trypanosomes for genetic 

comparisons of morphological diversity difficult. In this study, I examined 15 amphibian 

species collected from nine locations across the central and eastern United States for their 

trypanosome diversity. In addition, I used a novel method to isolate and sequence 

individual trypanosome cells from amphibian blood to evaluate trypanosome genetic and 

morphological diversity. Of the fifteen amphibian species examined, six were found to be 

infected with trypanosomes. These included four species of true frogs (Rana blairi, Rana 

catesbeiana, Rana clamitans, and Rana sphenocephala), and two species of treefrogs 

(Hyla avivoca and Hyla cinerea). Twelve trypanosome morphotypes were recovered, six 

in true frogs and six in treefrogs. As expected, most trypanosome infected frogs were 

infected with multiple trypanosome morphotypes, with as many as five morphotypes 

occurring in an individual frog. Two pairs of morphotypes were suspected of being 

pleomorphic species based on coinfection frequency and morphological similarity. 
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However, all morphotypes were found to be genetically distinct. In fact, there is currently 

no genetic evidence from any study that has linked sequence data to trypanosome 

morphology that any amphibian trypanosome species is pleomorphic. Additionally, the 

removal of questionable sequences previously obtained from cultured trypanosome forms 

and commonly used in amphibian trypanosome phylogenetic analyses resulted in four 

clades of amphibian trypanosomes with general morphological similarities, strongly 

suggesting that amphibian trypanosome morphology is phylogenetically conserved across 

sampling locations in Europe and North America. This study suggests that with continued 

generation of sequences linked to morphology, the diversity and evolutionary history of 

amphibian trypanosomes can be better explored. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The genus Trypanosoma (Trypanosomatida, Kinetoplasta) comprises more than 

500 species of flagellated protozoa that infect the circulatory system of all classes of 

vertebrates (Roberts et al., 2013). However, most studies on trypanosomes have focused 

on a few species that infect mammals, primarily those that cause severe disease in 

humans and livestock (Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Hamilton et al., 2007; Espinosa-

Álvarez et al., 2018; Spodareva et al., 2018). In contrast, trypanosomes of other 

vertebrate groups have largely been ignored in the scientific literature. This is particularly 

true of trypanosomes that infect amphibians, even though the first species representing 

the genus Trypanosoma were described from anurans (Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; 

Spodareva et al., 2018). Currently, at least 70 species of Trypanosoma have been 
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described infecting amphibians worldwide, and in North America at least 26 species of 

trypanosomes have been reported infecting 36 amphibian species (Diamond, 1965; 

Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Martin and Desser, 1990; Desser, 2001; Bernal and Pinto, 

2016). 

Amphibians are interesting hosts for trypanosomes, because unlike other 

vertebrate groups, members of the class Amphibia are exposed to both terrestrial vectors 

such as blood feeding dipterans and aquatic vectors like leeches. In fact, previous studies 

have suggested amphibian trypanosomes are an evolutionary link between trypanosome 

species of terrestrial and aquatic vertebrate hosts (Vickerman, 2000; Spodareva et al., 

2018). Additionally, amphibian trypanosomes are also some of the largest and most 

morphologically diverse species of Trypanosoma (Diamond, 1965; Woo, 1969; Barta and 

Desser, 1984, Desser, 2001). For example, some amphibian trypanosomes have “typical” 

trypanosome morphology and are long and slender with a free flagellum extending past 

the anterior portion of the cell (e.g. Fig. 7F). However, most amphibian trypanosomes are 

much wider than the typical trypomastigote form and vary in the presence or absence of 

the free flagellum (e.g. Figs. 7A-D). Additionally, some forms have such an atypical 

morphology that it is difficult to tell they are trypanosomes (Fig. 7E), and they can only 

be identified as trypanosomes by observing the kinetoplast and nucleus in stained 

preparations. 

Although the morphological diversity and evolutionary relationships of amphibian 

trypanosomes are fascinating, the morphological diversity is difficult to characterize 

because amphibian infections commonly consist of multiple trypanosome morphotypes 

(Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Desser, 2001; Spodareva et al., 2018). 
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For example, studies often find that 85-100% of frogs infected by trypanosomes are 

infected with two to five different trypanosome morphotypes (Diamond, 1965; Werner 

and Walewski, 1976; Jones and Woo, 1986; Attias et al., 2016; Spodareva et al., 2018). 

When observing these mixed trypanosome infections on amphibian blood smears, it is 

not clear whether the forms present in the bloodstream represent different species 

(genetic lineages) or a single pleomorphic species (one genetic lineage that takes more 

than one morphological form in the bloodstream). However, many authors have 

considered trypanosome morphotypes found infecting the same frog individual to 

represent a single species, often without any clear justification, and this has led to the 

assumption that most amphibian trypanosomes are pleomorphic (Fantham et al., 1942; 

Nigrelli, 1945; Diamond, 1965; Werner and Walewski, 1976, Desser, 2001). 

Pleomorphism refers to changes in morphology through the development of 

trypanosome cells during their life cycle (Diamond, 1965; Desser, 2001). Technically, all 

trypanosomes are pleomorphic and change morphology when transmitted between 

vectors and vertebrate hosts (Vickerman, 1965; Roberts et al., 2013). In amphibian 

trypanosomes, this has been shown in experimental infections from trypanosome 

cultures. When culture forms are injected into a naïve frog, the individual trypomastigote 

cells start out as relatively small cells and over a period of about a month increase in size 

and develop to their adult morphological forms (Diamond, 1965; Martin and Desser, 

1991; Desser, 2001). However, a pleomorphic trypanosome species refers to one that has 

multiple morphological stages in the bloodstream (Vickerman, 1965). Some of the most 

well studied and medically significant trypanosomes of humans (Trypanosoma brucei 

group) are pleomorphic in the bloodstream, with distinct trypomastigote morphologies 
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including slender forms and stumpy forms. These forms have important functions in the 

life cycle, where slender forms are proliferative in the bloodstream and stumpy forms are 

infective to the tsetse fly vector (Vickerman, 1965). Amphibians infected by multiple 

trypanosome morphotypes are often infected by specific pairs of morphologically similar 

morphotypes, and these associated forms have been commonly assumed to represent 

pleomorphic forms of the same species, like the slender and stumpy forms of T. brucei 

(Fantham et al., 1942; Nigrelli, 1944; Woo, 1969; Werner and Walewski, 1976). 

However, these assumptions have not been tested with controlled life cycle studies or 

genetic comparisons of morphotypes in mixed trypanosome infections of amphibian 

hosts, leading to a taxonomic nightmare where species descriptions are inconsistent in 

reports of pleomorphism and are often not usable for future comparisons (Desser, 2001). 

The best demonstration of the problem comes from descriptions of the species 

Trypanosoma rotatorium. This trypanosome name has been reported from 21 different 

amphibian hosts and from all six continents having frogs (Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973). 

This species was reported to be pleomorphic with at least two forms by some authors 

(Fantham et al., 1942; Nigrelli, 1944; Woo, 1969; Werner and Walewski, 1976) and to 

consist of only one form by others (Diamond, 1965; Barta and Desser, 1984). 

Undoubtedly, many reports of T. rotatorium are not valid and do not refer to the original 

species. A recognized example is that researchers in North America used the name 

Trypanosoma rotatorium for a trypanosome that differs from the original morphological 

description in European amphibians (Diamond, 1965; Barta et al., 1989; Spodareva et al., 

2018). Unfortunately, this trend is common for other amphibian trypanosome species as 

well, including Trypanosoma chattoni, which was originally described from Vietnam 
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from the Asian Toad, Duttaphrynus melanostictus, by Mathis and Léger (1911) yet has 

been reported in North and Central America (Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 

1973). 

To overcome the taxonomic problems resulting from mixed morphotype 

infections, Desser (2001) argued for a specific list of information that needed to be 

characterized to describe amphibian trypanosome species. This included documenting the 

host associations and geographic localities, characterizing cell morphology and 

development in the bloodstream, and describing culture forms and vector stages of each 

trypanosome species by completing their life cycles in the laboratory. However, up to 

now, only two species, T. pipentis and T. fallisi, are reported to meet these characteristics. 

Since Desser (2001) published these criteria for identifying and describing amphibian 

trypanosome species based on morphological and life cycle data, technological advances 

have made obtaining genetic information much easier and genetic markers have been 

developed to help resolve the taxonomic conundrum of amphibian trypanosomes. 

However, the power of genetic methods is limited to the availability of sequences of 

identified trypanosomes for comparative purposes and the quality of the link between 

sequence data and the bloodstream morphological characteristics from which 

trypanosome species have been traditionally described (Diamond, 1965; Barta et al., 

1989; Attias et al., 2016; Spodareva et al., 2018).  

Establishing this link is a major challenge, as acquiring and interpreting sequence 

data from mixed infections is difficult. One problem is that if you directly sequence 

trypanosomes from frog blood containing a mixed infection, you can get messy 

chromatograms indicating there are multiple genotypes in the sample. Additionally, if 
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one of the multiple morphotypes is more numerous in the blood of their amphibian host, 

PCR can favor that genotype and result in clean chromatograms which look like a single 

genotype is present, hiding the true diversity of the infection (Shannon, unpublished 

observation). Another problem arises from sequencing cultured trypanosomes. Many 

amphibian trypanosomes sequences were obtained from cultured forms established from 

amphibian blood. However, as stated above, all trypanosomes drastically change their 

morphology from the vertebrate blood forms when cultured and it can be unclear which 

morphotype established in culture without doing controlled amphibian infections 

(Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Martin and Desser, 1991; Martin et al., 

1992; Attias et al., 2016). Therefore, the original bloodstream morphology is difficult if 

not impossible to confirm from sequences originating from trypanosome cultures. 

To overcome these difficulties and obtain sequence data from individual 

trypanosome morphotypes, specific methods are needed. Spodareva et al. (2018) used 

cloning to separate and sequence gene copies amplified from multiple morphotype 

infections. This method provides clean sequence from each cloned bacterial colony, yet 

the origin of the sequence is usually unknown. Sequences must be assigned to 

morphotypes indirectly by repeating the cloning process on different frogs with different 

combinations of morphotypes. Additionally, PCR errors are exposed in this process, 

resulting in each clone sequence having 1-2 bases different at random positions. The 

assembly of cloned sequences into consensus sequences is then required to represent the 

taxa in phylogenetic comparisons (Brown, 2020). 

I developed an improved method to link trypanosome morphology to sequence 

data by directly sequencing single cells with a known morphology (Chapter II). I 
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achieved this by diluting blood samples in PBS buffer down to small drops containing a 

single trypanosome cell, recording the cells’ morphology, and directly amplifying and 

sequencing the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes from that specific cell (Chapter II). In this 

chapter, I use the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH sequence data generated in Chapter II to 

characterize the morphology and genetics of 6 of the 12 trypanosome morphotypes found 

in anurans examined from Arkansas, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin, U.S.A. 

I then compare sequences of these 6 morphotypes with previous taxa in a phylogenetic 

context. In addition, I investigate the phylogenetic conservation of amphibian 

trypanosome morphology with a second 18s phylogeny that only includes sequences with 

confirmed trypomastigote morphology in the amphibian bloodstream. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Collection of Specimens 

During April through August of 2014-2021, 328 individuals of 14 anuran species 

and ten individuals of one caudatan species were collected and examined for blood 

protozoa. Sampling occurred in Arkansas, New Hampshire, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin 

(Table 3). Species sampled from Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland, Stillwater, Oklahoma 

(36°06'03.3" N, 97°04'48.3" W) included Acris blanchardi (N=28), Ambystoma texanum 

(N=10), Anaxyrus americanus (N=2), Anaxyrus woodhousii (N=5), Gastrophryne 

olivacea (N=28), Hyla chrysoscelis (adults N=11, tadpoles N=13), Pseudacris clarki 

(N=5), Rana catesbeiana (N=13), R. sphenocephala (N=30). Species from Hennessey, 

Oklahoma (36°07'00.0" N, 97°53'56.0" W) included R. blairi (N=4) and R. catesbeiana 
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(N=2). Species from Guthrie, Oklahoma (35°48'38.4" N, 97°24'08.6" W) included R. 

sphenocephala (N=7). Species from Red Slough WMA, McCurtain Co. Oklahoma 

(33°44.897' N, 094°38.549' W) included R. catesbeiana (N=15), R. clamitans (N=7), and 

R. sphenocephala (N=1). Species from Little River NWR, McCurtain Co. Oklahoma 

(33°57.200' N, 094°42.166' W) included H. avivoca (N=9), H. cinerea (N=9), R. 

clamitans (N=2), and R. sphenocephala (N=2). Species from Blue Haze Vista, Arkansas 

(34°37'40.17'' N, 94°14'44.4228'' W) included R. catesbeiana (N =2) and R. clamitans 

(N=14). Nine of the R. clamitans were reported in McCallister et al. (2020). Species from 

Ouachita Mountains Biological Station, Arkansas (34°27'44.5" N, 93°59'54.2" W) 

included H. cinerea (N=5), R. catesbeiana (N=17), and R. clamitans (N=10). 

Additionally, eight R. clamitans were collected from Woodward Park, New London, New 

Hampshire (43°24'51" N, 71°59'32" W) and fifteen R. clamitans were collected from 

Muskego, Waukesha County, Wisconsin (42°51'13.1764'' N, 88°7'22.944'' W).  

Amphibians were collected by hand or by dip-net. Adult and newly 

metamorphosed amphibians were placed in moist cotton bags, whereas all larval 

amphibians were placed in 18.9 L buckets filled with pond water and transported to the 

laboratory. In the laboratory, amphibians were double pithed and examined for blood 

protozoans within 12 hours of capture. 

 

Blood Processing and Examination 

 For adult and newly metamorphosed amphibians, blood was drawn by puncturing 

the facial vein with a 26-gauge needle and collecting a drop of blood in capillary tubes 
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following the methods of Forzán et al. (2012). For tadpoles, the tail vein was punctured 

with a 26-gauge needle and blood was collected in capillary tubes, as described by 

Diamond (1965). For each amphibian individual, a drop of blood from a single capillary 

tube was deposited on a glass slide with a pipette bulb and a thin smear prepared. When 

possible, one capillary tube was centrifuged to observe live trypanosomes swimming and 

for isolation of single cells (See below). 

Thin blood smears were air-dried and stained with the JorVet Dip Quick Stain Kit 

(Jorgensen Labs, CO). Stained slides were scanned at low power (10x objective) with an 

Olympus BX-51 upright research microscope for approximately 10 minutes to detect 

trypanosomes. When Trypanosoma spp. were found on smears, up to 20 trypomastigotes 

of each morphology were photographed with an Olympus 5-megapixel digital camera. 

Trypanosome cell dimensions and organelle positions were measured on 

photomicrographs (Fig. 6) using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) calibrated with a stage 

micrometer (Reichert, NY). If possible, ten trypanosomes were photographed and 

measured from each infected frog, however not all measurements could be taken for all 

specimens because often organelles or flagella were not visible on each individual 

trypanosome. For the round form T. cf. chattoni, the maximum cell diameter was 

recorded for body length and the diameter perpendicular to the maximum diameter 

measurement was recorded for the body width. 

Prevalence for trypanosome morphotypes was calculated according to Bush et al. 

(1997) and 95% confidence intervals were calculated for the number of frogs of each 

species sampled (Rohlf and Sokal, 1995). Morphotype richness within infected frogs was 
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calculated as the sum of trypanosome morphotypes per individual amphibian, excluding 

uninfected individuals, divided by the number of infected amphibians (Bush et al., 1997).  

 To determine whether morphotypes were morphologically distinct, measurements 

were tabulated and analyzed with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in R version 

4.1.2 using the prcomp function with scaled variables (R Core Team, 2021). Five metrics 

were used for PCA: body width (BW), body length (PA), area of the elliptical nucleus 

(NArea = π*LN*WN), and ratios of the kinetoplast to the posterior end of the cell body 

length over the body length (PK/PA), and nucleus to the posterior end of the cell body 

length over the body length (PN/PA). Trypanosomes from ranids and hylids were 

analyzed separately (Figs. 9 and 10). 

 

Trypanosome Isolation and Sequencing 

 Trypanosomes were isolated from amphibian blood by dilution of plasma 

obtained by centrifuging infected blood in capillary tubes as described previously in 

Chapter II. Briefly, capillary tubes with frog blood were sealed with Cha-Seal (Kimble, 

NJ) and centrifuged for 1 minute at 4,000g, which concentrates trypanosomes and white 

blood cells in the buffy coat layer (Jones and Woo, 1989). The capillary tubes were 

scored with a glass scratcher just below the buffy coat layer, allowing the tube to be 

snapped at the scored location, and the buffy coat and plasma was dispensed into 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) using a pipette bulb attached to the snapped capillary 

tube. Small samples (5 µL) of this stock solution of trypanosomes in buffer could then be 

further diluted in 20 µL drops of buffer on glass microscope slides and examined with a 
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microscope to find trypanosomes to isolate. When found, 2 µL were pipetted from the 

approximate area of the drop where a single trypanosome was observed and deposited 

into a new 5 µL drop of buffer. The new drop was then observed to see if transferring the 

trypanosome was successful. Most of the time multiple trypanosomes are transferred, but 

by repeating this process dilution of pipetting 2 µL samples with a trypanosome into new 

drops of buffer, one can make drops of buffer containing only a single trypanosome cell. 

These cells were then collected in 1-2 µL samples and transferred into 200 µL PCR tubes 

for DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and gene sequencing. 

 

Extraction and Amplification of Isolated Trypanosome DNA 

 DNA was extracted and amplified directly from single cell isolates with the 

Platinum Direct PCR Universal Master Mix Kit (Thermofisher) with the following 

modifications. A stock lysis buffer containing 19.4 µL of lysis buffer and 0.6 µL 

proteinase K was prepared and 1-2 µL of this stock buffer was added to the 1-2 µL 

sample containing a single trypanosome for a total volume of 3 µL. This sample was 

incubated at room temperature for one minute, followed by one minute at 98°C on a 

thermal cycler. The sample was then returned to room temperature and PCR reagents 

were added and nested PCR was performed. 

For amplification of the 18s rRNA gene, the first reaction was performed with 

external primers Tryp_18s_EF (5’-GATAACTTGGCGAAACGCC-3’) and 

Tryp_18s_ER (5’-GCAATACTCGGTCCCAAGTG-3’) with an annealing temperature of 

58°C. For the second reaction, 1 µL of the first PCR product was used as the template for 
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the second, and internal primers Tryp_18s_IF (5’-AACCCATCCAATATCGAGTAAC-

3’) and Tryp_18s_IR (5’-GTTGCCCAAAATCTCACC-3’) were used with an annealing 

temperature of 55°C. The internal and external primer sets were designed from an 

alignment of available frog trypanosome 18s rRNA sequences (Martin et al., 2002). 

Amplification of glycosomal glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

(gGAPDH) gene was also performed with nested PCR. The first reaction used the 

external primers Tryp_gGAPDH_EF (5’-GACATGAACACSGACGC-3’) and 

Tryp_gGAPDH_ER (5’-GATGGAGCTRCGGTTGTC-3’) with an annealing 

temperature of 55°C. The second reaction was performed with 1 µL of the first reaction 

as template, and the internal primers Tryp_gGAPDH_IF (5’- 

CGCGTACCAGATGAAGTACG-3’) and Tryp_gGAPDH_IR (5’- 

CGGTTGTCRTTGATGAAGTC-3’) with an annealing temperature of 55°C. These 

primers were designed using an alignment of available frog gGAPDH sequences 

(Hamilton et al., 2004). 

PCR was performed with the Platinum Direct PCR Universal Master Mix Kit 

(Thermofisher) as follows: initial activation for 300s at 95°C, denaturation for 30s at 

95°C, annealing for 30s at the appropriate temperature for the primer pair listed above, 

and extension for 60s at 72°C, repeated for 30-40 cycles before a final extension period 

of 420s at 72°C. The products of the nested PCRs were checked with gel electrophoresis 

for single bands of the appropriate size, 1200 base pairs for 18s rRNA and 800 for 

gGAPDH. If PCR was successful, the product was cleaned up with the Wizard® SV gel 

and PCR cleanup kit (Promega, WI), and submitted for Sanger sequencing at the 

Oklahoma State University Core Facility. The 18s rRNA gene fragments were sequenced 
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bidirectionally with primers Tryp_18s_IF, Tryp_18s_IR, as well as 827F and 662R from 

Maslov et al. (1996). The gGAPDH gene fragments were sequenced bidirectionally with 

primers Tryp_gGAPDH_IF and Tryp_gGAPDH_IR. 

 

Phylogenetic Analyses 

 The 18s rRNA gene sequences obtained in this study were combined with the 

sequences used for the phylogenetic analyses in Attias et al. (2016) and Spodareva et al. 

(2018), which were accessed from GenBank. Sequences were aligned with the MUSCLE 

(Edgar, 2004) feature of MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). The alignment was visually 

inspected and corrected, resulting in a final alignment of 106 sequences with 1302 

positions. The phylogeny was estimated using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) 

framework within MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). The TN93+G+I model (Tamura and 

Nei, 1993) was found to be the best fit (lowest BIC score of models tested, 20423.415) 

using the MEGA X model selection feature. Support values of nodes were assessed using 

1000 bootstrap replications. 

The 18s rRNA alignment used above had two important modifications. The first 

was that I generated consensus sequences for the clones sequenced by Spodareva et al. 

(2018). Spodareva et al. (2018) obtained sequences of amphibian trypanosomes from 

frogs with multiple infections by cloning partial 18s sequences, resulting in sequences for 

each morphotype but with PCR errors. To use their sequences in phylogenetic analyses, 

Spodareva et al. (2018) formed consensus sequences for each morphotype, but they only 

deposited raw sequences on GenBank. Therefore, I generated consensus sequences from 
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the sequences of each morphotype deposited on GenBank by Spodareva et al. (2018) with 

Geneious Prime 2021.1.1 using a 70% consensus threshold. The second important 

modification was a correction in how MUSCLE was aligning AF119810.1 Trypanosoma 

ranarum. This sequence has a gap of unknown data marked with 21 N’s in the middle 

that actually represents 80 missing bases, and when misaligned creates a large branch 

length for this taxon that has been shown in many previous trypanosome phylogenies 

(Hamilton et al., 2007; Bernal and Pinto, 2016; Spodareva et al., 2018). When the gap of 

missing data is enlarged by 59 bases, the sequence is compared correctly to sequences 

generated in this study from trypanosomes with the same morphology as trypomastigotes 

from which the AF119810.1 Trypanosoma ranarum sequence was generated, and there 

are not nearly as many unique bases (see below). 

 The gGAPDH sequences obtained in this study were added to those from 

Hamilton et al. (2007), Attias et al. (2016), and Spodareva et al. (2018) and aligned with 

the MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) feature of MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). The final 

alignment included 58 sequences and was 592 positions. The phylogeny was estimated 

using the ML framework within Mega X (Kumar et al., 2018). The T92+G model 

(Tamura, 1992) was found to be the best fit using the MEGA X model selection feature. 

Support values of nodes were assessed using 1000 bootstrap replications. 

 In addition to phylogenies, genetic distances were calculated to compare genetic 

variation within and between morphotypes in MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). The same 

alignments used for phylogenies were used for distances. For the 18s rRNA gene, 

distances were estimated using the TN93+G model with the pairwise deletion option 
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(Tamura and Nei, 1993, Table VI). For gGAPDH, distances were estimated using the 

T92+G model with the pairwise deletion option (Tamura, 1992, Table VII). 

 Many sequences included in the above phylogenies on amphibian trypanosomes 

included sequences that came from culture collections. These sequences are difficult if 

not impossible to track back to the original morphology in the bloodstream of their 

amphibian hosts because trypanosomes drastically change their morphology when 

cultured. As a result, I made an additional 18s phylogeny only using sequences obtained 

from cultured forms that could be linked to the morphology of trypomastigotes from the 

bloodstream of anurans. Cultured sequences were only included if there was published 

evidence demonstrating that experimentally infected anurans inoculated from cultured 

forms yielded infections of only trypomastigotes with the appropriate morphology for 

that particular species (Martin et al., 1992). Additionally, sequences were included from 

studies that demonstrated anurans were only infected with a single morphotype (Bernal 

and Pinto, 2016). The sequences in the aquatic clade and the terrestrial clade outgroup 

were the same from the original 18s phylogeny. The ML phylogeny was constructed with 

the partial 18s rRNA gene (1292 bp, -Ln = -7283.83) using the K2P+G+I model in 

MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). Support values of nodes were assessed using 1000 

bootstrap replications. 

For this additional 18s tree, I included the sequences obtained in Chapter II of this 

dissertation because they came from isolated cells that were identified before sequencing. 

I also included the consensus sequences of T. loricatum, T. sp. ring morphotype, T. 

ranarum, T. rotatorium, and T. sp. nautilus morphotype from Spodareva et al. (2018), 

which were obtained by sequencing clones made from mixed PCR products that could 
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then be tracked back to morphologies observed on blood smears. The two sequences of T. 

tungarae from Bernal and Pinto (2016) were also retained as they came from frogs 

assumed to be infected by only one trypanosome morphology. Finally, the sequences of 

T. fallisi and T. ranarum were retained because Martin et al. (1992) reinfected naïve frogs 

with these cultures and observed the correct bloodstream morphology in laboratory 

infected frogs. 

The sequences I excluded did not have any confirmation of bloodstream 

morphology. For example, Martin et al. (1992) indicated that their identification of 

cultured forms of T. rotatorium (corresponding to sequences U39583.1 and AJ009161.1) 

was inferred from evidence other than bloodstream trypomastigote morphology because 

they were unable to infect frogs in the laboratory from T. rotatorium cultures. Therefore, 

I excluded U39583.1 and AJ009161.1 from this phylogeny. Additionally, sequences from 

culture forms of T. chattoni (KT765865.1 and AF119807.1) of Attias et al. (2016) and 

Martin et al. (2002) were excluded. The original cultures of T. chattoni were isolated 

from a single northern leopard frog, Rana pipiens, collected by Diamond (1965). 

Although Diamond (1965) was able to infect two frogs in the laboratory with culture 

forms of T. chattoni that produced blood forms resembling T. chattoni isolated from the 

blood of field collected frogs, many of the frogs collected from Anoka County were 

coinfected with T. pipientis and other amphibian trypanosomes. Previous phylogenetic 

analyses place 18s sequences for T. chattoni sister to amphibian trypanosome species that 

are morphologically similar to T. pipientis (long and skinny trypanosomes). Additionally, 

in the phylogenetic analyses in the present study, the T. chattoni sequences came out in 

distinct clades from all 18s and gGAPDH T. cf. chattoni sequences obtained in this study 
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from isolated cells. Therefore, it is not clear if Diamond (1965) established pure cultures 

of T. chattoni. Finally, the sequences of T. neveulemairei, T. therezieni, T. mega, and 

sequences from cultured trypanosomes from Attias et al. (2016) cannot be linked to forms 

from the bloodstream of frogs, because they were isolated for culturing without recording 

their morphology from the blood of their amphibian hosts. 

 

RESULTS 

Trypanosome Morphotype Prevalence 

 Of the fifteen amphibian species examined, six were found to be infected with 

trypanosomes (Table 3). These included four species in the family Ranidae, Rana blairi, 

Rana catesbeiana, Rana clamitans, and Rana sphenocephala, (Table 4) and two members 

of the Hylidae, Hyla avivoca and Hyla cinerea (Table 5). Twelve trypanosome 

morphotypes were recovered. Six were found in ranid frogs (R1-R4, T. cf. ranarum, and 

T. cf. chattoni, Fig. 7) and six morphotypes were unique to hylids (H1-H6, Fig. 8).  

Of the ranid frogs, Rana clamitans had the highest prevalence (79%) and was 

infected with all six morphotypes found in ranids (Table 4). The most commonly 

observed trypanosome morphotype in ranids was the R1 form, which infected all ranids 

except R. palustrus. The R2 form was mainly found infecting leopard frogs R. blairi and 

R. sphenocephala, except for a single R. clamitans infection. Trypanosoma cf. chattoni 

and the T. cf. ranarum had similar prevalence in R. catesbeiana and R. clamitans, but T. 

cf. chattoni had a higher prevalence in R. sphenocephala than T. cf. ranarum. Lastly, the 

R3 and R4 forms were the least prevalent morphotypes infecting true frogs. The R3 form 
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was found in R. catesbeiana, R. clamitans, and R. sphenocephala while the R4 form was 

only found in R. clamitans and R. sphenocephala (Table 4). 

 For the hylid frogs, Hyla cinerea was most commonly infected species and the 

morphotypes infecting H. cinerea differed by collection site. Hyla cinerea collected in 

Oklahoma was infected with H1, H2, and H3 morphotypes; whereas H. cinerea sampled 

from Arkansas was infected with the H4, H5, and H6 morphotypes. A single H. avivoca 

of 12 collected in Oklahoma was infected with two morphotypes, H2 and H3 (Table 5). 

 Both ranids and hylids were often infected with multiple trypanosome 

morphotypes. Specifically, 59 of 88 (67%) infected ranids and 8 of 10 (80%) infected 

hylids were simultaneously infected with two or more trypanosome morphologies as 

observed on blood smears. In ranids, multiple infections were most common in Rana 

sphenocephala (19/23 infected frogs, 83%), followed by R. catesbeiana (12/18, 66%), R. 

clamitans (27/44, 61%), and R. blairi (1/3, 33%). The average infected ranid morphotype 

richness was 2.0 and was lowest 1.3 (range 1-2) for R. blairi and highest 2.1 (range 1-5) 

for R. sphenocephala. The maximum number of morphotypes found infecting a single 

frog was 5 and occurred in one R. sphenocephala and one R. clamitans (Table 3). In 

hylids, 7 of 9 (77%) Hyla cinerea and the single Hyla avivoca had at least 2 

morphotypes. Average infected hylid trypanosome morphotype richness was 1.9; being 

1.9 (range 1-3) in H. cinerea and 2.0 (range 1-2) in H. avivoca (Table 3). 

In addition to finding multiple morphotypes in a single frog, specific morphotypes 

were often associated together in the same frog individuals. In ranids, all eleven frogs 

infected with the R3 morphotype were also infected with morphotype T. cf. ranarum. 
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Additionally, 75% (18/24) of ranids infected with the R2 morphotype were also infected 

with the R1 morphotype. These two pairs were interesting because they were also similar 

morphologically, the main difference was one form being larger than the other (Fig. 7). 

Lastly, 80% (35/44) of frogs infected with morphotype T. cf. chattoni were also infected 

with a morphologically distinct morphotype, R1 (Fig. 7). Morphotypes in hylids were 

also found together but the sample sizes are lower than the ranids. All 3 hylids infected 

with morphotype H1 were infected with morphotype H2 and 4 of 5 (80%) hylids infected 

with morphotype H3 were also infected with morphotype H2. 

 

Descriptions of Trypanosome Morphology and Motility in Amphibian Blood 

Trypanosomes of Ranids (Fig. 7) 

R1 Morphotype (Fig. 7A) 

 Large, broad trypanosome with no free flagellum (PA 57.22 ± 7.38, BW 12.73 ± 

3.87, Fig. 7A). Often appears flat like a sheet, or with longitudinal folds depending how 

cells rest when fixed on slides. Kinetoplast near the posterior end (PK/PA 0.17 ± 0.05), 

nucleus circular and about a third of the length of the cell from the posterior end (PN/PA 

0.35 ± 0.05, Table 6). Both the kinetoplast and nucleus are off the midline of the cell, 

closer to the undulating membrane. The undulating membrane begins at the kinetoplast 

and ends at the anterior end of the cell. In live preparations of blood plasma, the 

undulating membrane flutters quickly, however the actual movement of the whole cell is 

gentle. Sometimes spinning and tumbling, the main direction of cell movement is 

perpendicular to the anterior-posterior axis, towards the undulating membrane. 
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R2 Morphotype (Fig. 7B) 

Short, broad trypanosome (PA 34.76 ± 3.56, BW 10.6 ± 3.61, Fig. 7B) with a 

curved anterior end. Kinetoplast close to the posterior end of the cell (PK/PA 0.1 ± 0.05), 

nucleus circular and located about a third of the way from posterior to anterior end of cell 

body (PN/PA 0.36 ± 0.04). Both the kinetoplast and nucleus are off the midline of the 

cell, closer to the undulating membrane. Flagellum spans the length of the cell, 

terminating at the anterior end with no free flagellum. This form looks similar to 

morphotype R1 and differs only in the body length (PA), position of the kinetoplast 

(PK/PA), and curved anterior end (Table 6). In live preparations of blood plasma, the 

curved form moves toward the curved anterior end as the undulating membrane flutters 

along the length of the cell. 

Trypanosoma cf. ranarum (Fig. 7C) 

Large, broad trypanosome with a free flagellum (PA 52.85 ± 7.11, BW 13.27 ± 

3.73, Fig. 7C). Ends of cells come to a point, and the cell is often twisting to form an S or 

C shape. Kinetoplast about a third of the way from posterior to anterior end (PK/PA 0.33 

± 0.06), nucleus circular and just under halfway from the posterior end to anterior end of 

the cell body (PN/PA 0.45 ± 0.06). Both the kinetoplast and nucleus are off the midline 

of the cell, closer to the undulating membrane. The undulating membrane begins at the 

kinetoplast and extends into a free flagellum that was on average 14.75 ± 3.69 µm long 

(Table 6). When observed live in blood plasma, the free flagellum extends forward away 

from the cell and twists rapidly, pulling the rest of the cell body anteriorly in a spiral. 

R3 Morphotype (Fig. 7D) 
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Medium sized trypanosome with a free flagellum (PA 46.07 ± 7.76, BW 7.19 ± 

2.43, Fig. 7D). Both anterior and posterior ends taper to points. The kinetoplast is just 

under halfway (PK/PA 0.46 ± 0.06) from the posterior to the anterior end of the cell 

body, while the circular nucleus is located approximately halfway along the cell body 

(PN/PA 0.51 ± 0.05). Both the kinetoplast and nucleus are off the midline of the cell, 

closer to the undulating membrane. The flagellum extends past the anterior end of the cell 

(FF 12.03 ± 6.65). This form looks like a smaller version of T. cf. ranarum, with smaller 

body length (PA), body width (BW), and nucleus length and width (LN, WN). 

Additionally, the kinetoplast and nucleus are more anterior than in T. cf. ranarum 

(PK/PA, PN/PA, Table 6). In live blood plasma preparations, the posterior end generally 

stays straight, and the anterior end rotates as the flagellum pulls the cell body in a circular 

rotation. 

Trypanosoma cf. chattoni (Fig. 7E) 

 Unique trypanosome that is spherical with golf ball-like dimples around its 

surface. The diameter of this morphotype is similar in size to the cell lengths of the 

smaller morphotypes, such as the R2 and R4 morphotypes (PA 34.37 ± 7.46, BW 30.52 ± 

6.94, Fig. 7E, Table 6). The nucleus and kinetoplast are near the center of the cell, and an 

internal flagellum extends from the kinetoplast. These cells are not motile in live 

preparations. 

R4 Morphotype (Fig. 7F) 

 Small, slender trypanosome with a free flagellum (PA 31.67 ± 5.6, BW 2.18 ± 

0.5, Fig. 7F). Kinetoplast about a fifth of the way from posterior to anterior of the cell 
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body (PK/PA 0.18 ± 0.09). The nucleus is oval in shape and located about two fifths of 

the way from posterior to anterior end of the cell body (PN/PA 0.42 ± 0.07). The 

flagellum extends past the anterior end of the cell (FF 15.54 ± 3.12) and is about half the 

length of the cell body (FF/PA 0.48 ± 0.11). This form is similar to the H6 slender 

morphotype form in hylids, but the kinetoplast and nucleus are closer to the posterior end 

in the R4 morphotype found in ranid hosts (Tables 6 and 7). In live blood plasma 

preparations, the cells writhe and twist without great progress in any specific direction. 

 

Trypanosomes of Hylids (Fig. 8) 

H1 Morphotype (Fig. 8A) 

 This long, slender trypanosome was the longest trypanosome found in this study 

and was often observed coiled up in a spiral (PA 74.98 ± 9.8, BW 5.08 ± 1.08, Fig. 8A). 

The kinetoplast was located near the posterior end of the cell body (PK/PA 0.11 ± 0.02). 

The nucleus is oval in shape and fills the whole cell width in its’ position about a fifth of 

the way along the cell (PN/PA 0.2 ± 0.04, Fig. 8A). The flagellum extends past the 

anterior end of the cell and is on average about one third of the cell length 24.45 ± 3.18 

(Table 7). This form spirals like a corkscrew in live blood plasma preparations. 

H2 Morphotype (Fig. 8B) 

 Small, slender trypanosome with a free flagellum and a unique pre-flagellar 

extension that often rests such that the anterior end of the cell appears like the head of a 

horned goat or ibex (PA 34.82 ± 11.89, BW 3.83 ± 1.41, Fig. 8B). Kinetoplast near the 
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posterior end (PK/PA 0.14 ± 0.04) and nucleus positioned about a third from posterior to 

anterior end (PN/PA 0.34 ± 0.06). The flagellum extends past the anterior end of the cell 

and is quite variable in observed length, ranging from 18.37 to 30.05 µm with an average 

length of 19.41 ± 9.33 (Table 7). In blood plasma preparations, this form was observed 

rocking back and forth with its flagellum extending perpendicular to the cell at the 

anterior end. 

H3 Morphotype (Fig. 8C) 

 Small, slender trypanosome with a free flagellum (PA 40.31 ± 5.05, BW 2.85 ± 

0.78, Fig. 8C). Kinetoplast near the posterior end (PK/PA 0.14 ± 0.05) and nucleus 

positioned about a third from posterior to anterior end of the cell body (PN/PA 0.36 ± 

0.07). Flagellum extends past the anterior end of the cell (FF 19.91 ± 3.03, Table 7). The 

H3 morphotype was very similar to the H2 morphotype but did not have the pre-flagellar 

extension observed in the H2 morphotype. In live blood plasma preparations, the cells 

writhe and twist without great progress in any specific direction. 

H4 Morphotype (Fig. 8D) 

 Medium sized, broad trypanosome with a rounded posterior end (PA 40.92 ± 

5.16, BW 15.17 ± 3.65, Fig. 8D). Kinetoplast positioned about a third of the length from 

posterior to anterior end of the cell body (PK/PA 0.31 ± 0.08). The nucleus is elongate in 

shape and just ahead of the kinetoplast (PN/PA 0.42 ± 0.09). Free flagellum is short (FF 

10.94 ± 2.11, Table 7). This form was not observed alive in blood plasma, as all samples 

were obtained from fixed blood smears. 
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H5 Morphotype (Fig. 8E) 

 Small, broad trypanosome with a rounded posterior end (PA 30.01 ± 2.97, BW 

11.69 ± 2.56, Fig. 8E). Kinetoplast near the posterior end of the cell body (PK/PA 0.13 ± 

0.05). Nucleus elongate and about a third of the way from posterior to anterior end of the 

cell body (PN/PA 0.32 ± 0.08). Free flagellum about two thirds in length of the cell body 

length (FF 20.45 ± 4.79, FF/PA 0.7 ± 0.2). This form was similar to the H4 morphotype, 

but was smaller in cell length (PA), cell width (BW), and organelles were positioned 

more posterior in the cell body (PK/PA, PN/PA, Table 7). This form was not observed 

alive in the blood of frogs. 

H6 Morphotype (Fig. 8F) 

 Small, slender trypanosome with a free flagellum (PA 37.3 ± 2.67, BW 2.74 ± 

0.62, Fig. 8F). Kinetoplast distant from posterior end (PK/PA 0.4 ± 0.02). Nucleus a little 

past halfway between the posterior and anterior end of the cell body (PN/PA 0.57 ± 0.03). 

The flagellum extends past the anterior end of the cell and is about half the length of the 

cell (FF 21.34 ± 1.39, FF/PA 0.57 ± 0.06). This morphotype looked similar to the slender 

R4 form found in ranids, but the kinetoplast and nucleus were more anterior in this form 

(PK/PA, PN/PA, Tables 6 and 7). This form was not observed alive in frog blood plasma. 

 

Trypanosome Morphology and Principal Component Analysis 

 The six morphotypes infecting ranids and six morphotypes infecting hylids were 

morphologically distinct (Fig. 9A and 10A). More specifically, they were easily separated 
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by cell size and/or the positions of the nucleus and kinetoplast along the midline of the 

cell. PCA showed clusters of morphotypes based on cell measurements (Figs. 9B-D and 

10B-D). For the morphotypes infecting ranids, PC1 explained 37.65% of the variance and 

was most influenced by cell width (BW = -0.60) and nucleus area (NArea = -0.59). PC2 

explained 35.92% of the variance and was most influenced by nucleus position (PN/PA = 

-0.70) and kinetoplast position (PK/PA = -0.61). PC3 explained 13.96% of the variance 

and was most influenced by cell length (PA = 0.77) and nucleus area (NArea = -0.47). 

 For the morphotypes infecting hylids, PC1 explained 42.97% of the variance and 

was most influenced by nucleus position (PN/PA = 0.60) and nucleus area (NArea = -

0.48). PC2 explained 26.48% of the variance and was most influenced by cell width (BW 

= 0.55), nucleus area (NArea = 0.54), and kinetoplast position (PK/PA = 0.54). PC3 

explained 23.58 % of the variance and was most influenced by cell length (PA = 0.68), 

cell width (BW = -0.64), and kinetoplast position (PK/PA = 0.31). 

 

Phylogenetic Analyses of Trypanosome Morphotypes 

Six of the twelve trypanosome morphotypes were successfully isolated and 

sequenced for both the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes. These included five morphotypes 

infecting ranid hosts, including R1, R2, R3, T. cf. ranarum, and T. cf. chattoni as well as 

one morphotype infecting a hylid, H3. Within-morphotype genetic distance was low 

regardless of host species or host sampling location from Oklahoma, Arkansas, or 

Wisconsin. Morphotype R1 was the most variable, with distances ranging from 0.0 – 

0.9% (0 to 9/1110 bases) at 18s and 0.0 – 2.1% (0 to 12/590 bases) at gGAPDH. The 
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other five morphotypes were less variable and ranged between 0.0 – 0.3% (0 to 3/1111 

bases) at 18s and 0.0 – 0.9% (0 to 5/590 bases) at gGAPDH. Between morphotype 

variation was much higher and ranged between 6.9 – 10.7% (72 to 109/1302 bases) at 18s 

and 8.7 – 12.3% (46 to 63/592 bases) at gGAPDH for all morphotype comparisons except 

for the comparisons between R1 and R2 morphotypes (18s: 0.8 – 1.6%, 9 to 17/1302 

bases; gGAPDH: 2.5 – 4.4%, 14 to 24/592 bases), and R3 and T. cf. ranarum 

morphotypes (18s: 3.8 – 4.0%, 42 to 44/1302 bases; gGAPDH: 1.2 – 1.4%, 7 to 8/592 

bases), which were closer to the within morphotype variation. These pairs were also 

found together commonly and had morphological similarities that are discussed further 

below. 

In ML phylogenies for both 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes, frog trypanosomes 

fell into four well supported clades, however the deeper relationships between these 

clades did not recover high bootstrap support, especially in the gGAPDH analysis (Figs. 

11 and 12). The trypanosomes from aquatic hosts (fish and turtles) formed a clade within 

the frog trypanosomes, making frog trypanosomes paraphyletic. At 18s rRNA, the 

aquatic clade was sister to a group made up of the T. loricatum consensus sequence from 

Spodareva et al. (2018) and the sequences of the R1 and R2 morphotypes from this study 

(Clade A, Fig. 11). At gGAPDH, the aquatic clade was within the frog trypanosomes but 

there was low bootstrap support for its placement (Fig. 12). 

Of the six trypanosome morphotypes sequenced in this study, three conform to 

morphology of previously sequenced trypanosomes from North American amphibians. 

The R1 morphotype observed in this study conforms to the morphology of T. rotatorium 

of Barta and Desser (1984), T. cf. chattoni conforms to the morphology of T. chattoni of 
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Diamond (1965), and T. cf. ranarum conforms to the morphology of T. ranarum of Barta 

and Desser (1984) and Spodareva et al. (2018). However, of these three morphotypes, 

only sequences from T. cf. ranarum were genetically similar to previous sequences of 

this species and came out in the same clade as previous T. ranarum sequences from North 

American and Europe (Fig. 11). Previous sequences for T. rotatorium and T. chattoni 

originated from cultures and it is suspected that these sequences may not correspond to 

the bloodstream morphologies they are assumed to represent (see below). 

 For the final phylogeny, and as mentioned above, sequences from amphibian 

trypanosome cultures were removed because they were difficult to track back to the 

original amphibian morphological bloodstream forms. This phylogeny yielded clades of 

trypanosomes with general morphological similarities (Fig. 13). Clade A included broad 

trypanosomes that did not have a free flagellum and included the T. loricatum consensus 

sequence from Spodareva et al. (2018) and sequences from the R1 and R2 morphotypes. 

Clade B included slender trypanosomes with free flagella, T. tungarae and the H3 

morphotype. Clade C was more variable morphologically but generally contained broad 

trypanosomes with free flagella and included the spherical T. cf. chattoni from this study 

and the consensus sequences of the European T. rotatorium and the nautilus morphotype 

of Spodareva et al. (2018). Clade D contained broad trypanosomes with free flagella, 

including morphotype R3 and T. cf. ranarum from this study, T. ranarum and T. fallisi 

from North American anurans, and consensus sequences for the European T. ranarum 

and the ring morphotype of Spodareva et al. (2018). In all four clades, morphology was 

conserved independent of host species and geography, as trypanosomes from Europe 

nested with morphologically similar species from America. Additionally, in most 
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instances, European trypanosomes (blue lines) were found to be basal to trypanosomes 

from the Americas (red lines, Fig. 13). 

 

DISCUSSION 

Morphological Diversity and Coinfection of Amphibian Trypanosomes 

I found a high morphological diversity of trypanosomes in this study including six 

morphotypes infecting ranid hosts and six morphotypes infecting hylid hosts (Diamond, 

1965; Woo, 1969; Werner and Walewski, 1976; Barta and Desser, 1984; Desser, 2001; 

Spodareva et al., 2018). This finding is similar to previous research, for example, Woo 

(1969) found trypanosomes of seven morphotypes infecting four amphibian host species 

in Ontario, Canada, and Werner and Walewski (1976) found trypanosomes of eight 

morphotypes infecting seven amphibian host species in Michigan, USA. Additionally, in 

the current study, frogs were commonly infected with multiple morphotypes. On average 

infected frogs had two morphotypes with some frogs having as many as five 

morphotypes. These observations also support previous research on amphibian 

trypanosome diversity, with many studies reporting a large proportion of frogs having 

mixed morphotype infections (Diamond, 1965; Werner and Walewski, 1976; Jones and 

Woo, 1986, 1989; Spodareva et al., 2018). Most notably, Jones and Woo (1986) report all 

eight infected frogs in their study had mixed trypanosome infections and Spodareva et al. 

(2018) report that all 16 infected frogs they examined in their study were infected with 

multiple morphotypes. Furthermore, these mixed infections often consist of pairs of 

morphotypes that are commonly found coinfecting an individual frog host. In this study, 
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75% (18/24) of frogs with morphotype R2 also had morphotype R1 and 100% (11/11) of 

frogs infected with morphotype R4 were also infected with T. cf. ranarum. Other studies 

have found these associations as well, for example Werner and Walewski (1976) reported 

that in their study, 85% (52/61) of the anurans infected with round trypomastigote forms 

conforming to T. chattoni were co-infected with T. rotatorium. 

In this study, the two morphotype pairs commonly associated together in the same 

frogs also had general morphological similarities. The R1 and R2 morphotypes are both 

broad trypanosomes that do not have a free flagellum (Fig. 7A & 7B), and the R3 and T. 

cf. ranarum morphotypes are both broad trypanosomes with free flagella (Fig. 7C & 7D). 

The pairs do differ in some measurements, as for example PCA demonstrated that the R1 

morphotype differs from R2 morphotype in the body length (PA), position of the 

kinetoplast (PK/PA), and the curvature of the anterior end (Fig. 8). However, the general 

characteristics of the pairs are similar except for the general size, with a larger form and a 

smaller form, similar to the well documented slender and stumpy life cycle stages of the 

T. brucei group that infect mammal hosts (Vickerman, 1965; Roberts et al., 2013). 

Therefore, it would be logical to conclude that these morphologically similar 

morphotypes that almost always infect the same frog are pleomorphic forms of a single 

trypanosome species. Yet surprisingly, after isolating and sequencing these forms from 

mixed infections, each morphotype was genetically distinct (Figs. 11-13).  
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Inferences from Phylogeny with the Addition of Sequences Linked to Morphology 

This study is the first to directly link amphibian trypanosome morphology to gene 

sequences obtained from frogs infected with multiple trypanosome morphologies. 

Additionally, this study provides novel sequence data for distinguishing North American 

trypanosomes from similar European forms sequenced by Spodareva et al. (2018). Many 

amphibian trypanosome species reported from North America were originally described 

infecting frogs in Europe and Asia (Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973). The 

validity of European trypanosome species reported in North America have long been in 

contention, however sequence data for comparison have not been available until recently 

(Diamond, 1965; Barta et al., 1989; Spodareva et al., 2018). Spodareva et al. (2018) 

sequenced the first trypanosomes from European anurans and compared sequences of T. 

rotatorium and T. ranarum from their type host, Pelophylax kl. esculentus, in Europe to 

that of sequences of T. rotatorium and T. ranarum from North America. The addition of 

sequences of North American trypanosome morphotypes in this study enables further 

comparison of these species to their European counterparts. Additionally, because my 

sequences can be linked to bloodstream morphology, they allow for comparisons to 

previous sequences of North American trypanosomes originating from cultures. The next 

two sections cover comparisons of sequences from amphibian trypanosome taxa reported 

in North America and Europe and discuss issues that arise with the addition of these 

novel data. 
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Trypanosoma rotatorium in North America and Europe 

Recently, Spodareva et al. (2018) argued that morphological comparisons and 

sequence divergence of Trypanosoma rotatorium in North America and Europe indicate 

that they are morphologically and genetically distinct. Based on the 18s phylogeny in this 

study, the T. rotatorium consensus sequence from Europe was also distinct from previous 

sequences of the North American T. rotatorium, and they occurred in different clades 

(Fig. 11). This is consistent with previous hypotheses that T. rotatorium from North 

American frogs represent a distinct species from T. rotatorium in European frogs 

(Diamond, 1965; Barta et al., 1989; Spodareva et al., 2018). However, until the current 

study, all sequences for the North American form of T. rotatorium used in previous 

phylogenetic analyses and generated by Maslov et al. (1996; U39583.1) and Stevens et al. 

(1998; AJ009161.1) were from cultures (B2-I and B2-II strains) of trypanosomes 

originally isolated from ranid frogs from Canada with multiple trypanosome infections 

(Martin et al., 1992). Importantly, Martin et al. (1992) indicated that their identification 

of T. rotatorium was inferred from evidence other than bloodstream trypomastigote 

morphology, as their attempts at infect naïve frogs using their culture forms (B2-I and 

B2-II) did not produce infections. Therefore, it is unclear if these sequences (U39583.1 

and AJ009161.1) represent the North American T. rotatorium. Additionally, the R1 

morphotype observed in this study conforms to the morphology of North American 

anuran trypanosomes previously identified as T. rotatorium by Barta and Desser (1984) 

and Martin et al. (1992). However, the sequences generated during this study from the R1 

morphotypes were genetically distinct from sequences obtained from cultures of T. 

rotatorium from Martin et al. (1992), strongly suggesting that these cultures contained 
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some other anuran trypanosome. To determine what trypanosome Martin et al. (1992) 

cultured, additional trypanosomes from frogs in Ontario will have to be sequenced to 

compare to the sequences from cultures and the R1 morphotype in this study. 

Interestingly, sequences obtained from the R1 morphotype during this study were 

sister to the R2 morphotype sequences and the consensus sequence of T. loricatum from 

Spodareva et al. (2018), forming a clade of morphologically similar anuran trypanosomes 

all without a free flagellum or an elongate nucleus (Fig. 11 - 13; Clade A). In fact, 

compared to the original T. rotatorium description, the North American T. rotatorium 

more closely resembles T. loricatum, a species described from the edible frog, P. kl. 

esculentus from Europe (França and Athias, 1906; Desser, 2001).  

Although Mayer’s (1843) original description of T. rotatorium is rather dubious, 

subsequent authors have clarified that T. rotatorium is a broad trypanosome with an 

elongate nucleus and a free flagellum (Laveran and Mesnil, 1901; França and Athias, 

1906; Diamond, 1965; Barta et al., 1989). This morphological distinction is particularly 

important since no trypanosomes have been observed from North American anurans that 

have an elongate nucleus (Diamond, 1965; Barta et al., 1989). Trypanosoma rotatorium 

in North America has been described as a large, broad trypanosome with an undulating 

membrane spanning most of the cell body and terminating at the anterior end without a 

free flagellum (Fantham et al., 1942; Nigrelli et al., 1945; Diamond, 1965; Barta and 

Desser, 1984). Many authors acknowledge that T. rotatorium from North American 

anurans does not conform to the original description of T. rotatorium by Mayer in 1843 

(Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Barta et al., 1989; Martin et al., 2002; 

Spodareva et al., 2018). However, the name was often still used by North American 
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authors as a convention to report the same trypanosomes as previous research in North 

America (Martin et al., 2002). In my study, the R1 morphotype does not possess a free 

flagellum or an elongate nucleus and conforms to previous reports of North American 

anuran trypanosomes referred to as T. rotatorium (Diamond, 1965; Barta and Desser, 

1984; Barta et al., 1989; Martin et al., 2002; Spodareva et al., 2018). Taken together, 

these morphological and genetic data strongly suggest that the North American R1 

morphotype represents a distinct species from the European T. rotatorium and is one of 

three new species described in Chapter IV. 

 

Trypanosoma ranarum in North America and Europe 

In contrast to the clear morphological and genetic differences among North 

American and European anuran trypanosomes considered to represent T. rotatorium, the 

North American T. ranarum sequences were morphologically and genetically quite 

similar to the European T. ranarum. For example, sequences of T. cf. ranarum, which 

were genetically similar across the sampling sites in Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Wisconsin 

(18s: 0.0 – 0.2%, Fig. 11; gGAPDH: 0.0 – 0.2%, Fig. 12), were also similar to the 

sequences obtained from culture forms of T. ranarum originating from frogs in Canada 

(AF119810.1; 18s: 0.7 – 0.9%, Fig. 11) and the consensus sequence for European T. 

ranarum (18s: 0.9 – 1.1%, Fig. 11). The close genetic similarity between the European T. 

ranarum and the North American T. cf. ranarum is a novel finding. Spodareva et al. 

(2018) found long branches between these taxa, most likely due to the misalignment 

issues mentioned above.  
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Trypanosoma ranarum in Europe reported by Spodareva et al. (2018) and the 

North American T. cf. ranarum in this study are morphologically and genetically similar, 

however, the evidence is too premature to declare them conspecific at this point. There is 

currently only a single 18s consensus sequence for the European T. ranarum, which came 

from seven clones from three frogs, including two P. kl. esculentus from Ukraine and one 

P. ridibundus from Czechia (Spodareva et al., 2018). Additional sampling and 

sequencing using similar methods to those in Chapter II will have to be employed to link 

sequence data and morphology from different hosts across the type localities in Europe as 

well as North America to support or refute the specific status of the current reports. 

Additionally, gGAPDH sequences are needed to compare in addition to the 18s rRNA 

sequences, as the primary difference between the European T. ranarum and North 

American T. cf. ranarum 18s sequences were a gap of 19 bases (data not shown). 

Trypanosoma ranarum was originally described from P. kl. esculentus from 

Germany by Lankester (1871) as a large, broad trypanosome with a free flagellum and a 

circular nucleus. The T. cf. ranarum and R3 morphotypes fit these general morphological 

characteristics and formed a clade with other broad anuran trypanosomes with a free 

flagellum and a circular nucleus (Fig. 13; Clade D). These included T. fallisi from North 

American toads, Anaxyrus americanus, T. ranarum from North American bullfrogs, Rana 

catesbeiana, and T. ranarum and an undescribed ring morphotype trypanosome from the 

edible frog, P. kl. esculentus from Europe. Importantly, previous sequences of the North 

American T. fallisi and T. ranarum were also generated from culture forms established by 

Martin et al. (1992). However, unlike T. rotatorium mentioned above, Martin et al. 

(1992) confirmed the identification of these trypanosomes by infecting naïve frogs in the 
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laboratory with culture forms of T. fallisi and T. ranarum and obtaining the correct 

morphology in the blood plasma of the infected frogs. 

The R3 morphotype was also nested within Clade D, and it was unexpected to 

find greater morphological and genetic differences between the North American T. cf. 

ranarum and the R3 morphotype from the same individual frogs than between the North 

American T. cf. ranarum and T. ranarum in Europe, which infect geographically isolated 

frogs from different genera (T. cf. ranarum and R3 at 18s: 3.8 – 4.0%, 42 to 44/1302 

bases vs T. cf. ranarum and European T. ranarum at 18s: 0.9% – 1.1%, 11 to 13/1302 

bases). Based on the clear genetic and morphological differences between the T. cf. 

ranarum and R3 morphotypes and across multiple geographical localities, the R3 

morphotype will also be described as a new species in a future publication. 

 

Phylogenetic Conservation of Amphibian Trypanosome Morphology 

Before the current addition of sequences of trypanosome with known 

morphology, previous phylogenetic analyses suggested that morphology may not be 

phylogenetically conserved for amphibian trypanosomes (Bernal and Pinto, 2016; 

Spodareva et al., 2018). This was primarily due to 18s sequences of the large, round 

trypanosome T. chattoni (AF119807.1 and KT765865.1) coming out as sister species to 

T. tungarae (KM406915.1 and KM406916.1), which is a long, skinny trypanosome 

(Bernal and Pinto, 2016; Spodareva et al., 2018). In the current study, the isolates of T. 

cf. chattoni sequenced from Oklahoma and Wisconsin were nested in a different clade 

than previously generated sequences from culture forms of T. chattoni and blood forms of 
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T. tungarae (Clade C, Fig. 11). Additionally, the 18s and gGAPDH sequences generated 

in this study for the H3 morphotype, a long and skinny trypanosome similar in 

morphology to T. tungarae, were nested in Clade B with the T. chattoni and T. tungarae 

(Figs. 11-12). Given their drastically different morphology to the other members of the 

clade, the T. chattoni sequences seem out of place. 

Trypanosoma chattoni is a morphologically unique trypanosome that was 

originally described from the Asian toad, Duttaphrynus melanostictus (syn. Bufo 

melanostictus) in Vietnam by Mathis and Leger (1911). Its large, spherical shape has 

long bewildered parasitologists and many previous investigators have considered it a 

pleomorphic morphotype of other amphibian trypanosome species (Fantham et al., 1942; 

Nigrelli et al., 1945; Werner and Walewski, 1976). However, Diamond (1965) working 

in North America argued that his T. chattoni morphotype was a distinct species and 

distinct from other North American amphibian trypanosome species. In addition, he was 

able to establish a culture of T. chattoni morphotype from a single northern leopard frog 

collected in January 1950 from Anoka County, Minnesota. This culture was maintained 

in the laboratory for years before being deposited in the American Type Culture 

Collection (314, clone AC). This culture has been sequenced independently by two 

groups of researchers, Martin et al. (2002) provided a 18s rRNA sequence (AF119807.1) 

and Attias et al. (2016) provided the 18s (KT765865.1) and gGAPDH (KT765886.1) 

sequences. 

Although Diamond (1965) was able to infect two leopard frogs from culture 

forms of T. chattoni which produced blood forms resembling T. chattoni in his laboratory 

reared frogs, he also indicated that many of the T. chattoni infected frogs he collected 
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from Anoka County, Minnesota were coinfected with T. pipientis. This is particularly 

interesting as both T. tungarae and the H3 morphotype sequenced in this study are 

morphologically similar to T. pipientis, which has also been described as a long and 

skinny trypanosome (Diamond, 1950). In the phylogenies generated during this study, 

these long, skinny trypanosomes nested within Clade B with the questionable T. chattoni 

sequences from culture (Figs. 11-13). Additionally, the T. cf. chattoni morphotype from 

multiple anuran species collected from multiple. geographical locations in the US during 

this study were 7.9 – 9.8% (60 to 76/1302 bases) different from the sequences obtained 

from T. chattoni from Diamond’s (1965) cultures (Figs. 11-12). Taken together, these 

findings suggest Diamond (1965) may not have had pure cultures of T. chattoni, and 

perhaps the sequences are coming from the long, skinny T. pipientis. However, to truly 

resolve this issue, confirmed sequences from T. pipientis and T. chattoni morphotypes 

obtained from northern leopard frogs from Diamond’s original localities in Anoka 

County, Minnesota are needed. 

 

Potential Problems with Sequencing Trypanosome Cultures 

Culturing amphibian trypanosomes is an incredibly useful tool for studying 

trypanosome biology and has been proposed as part of the standard tool kit for describing 

the diversity of these amphibian parasites (Desser, 2001). More recently, sequencing 

trypanosomes from previously cultured forms has become a way to obtain sequences for 

multiple amphibian trypanosomes from across the world and without the added costs of 

new biodiversity inventories to reisolate these species for molecular analyses (Maslov et 
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al., 1996 Stevens et al., 1998; Martin et al., 2002; Attias et al., 2016). However, when 

cultured, the morphology of the trypomastigotes from the blood of anuran hosts changes 

dramatically, which makes it difficult and impossible to link the morphology of culture 

forms to the morphotypes found in amphibian blood without doing frog laboratory 

infections (Attias et al., 2016). For example, Attias et al. (2016) observed six 

trypanosome morphotypes that commonly coinfected individual leptodactylid frogs from 

Brazil. These authors were successful at establishing in culture one of the six 

morphotypes observed in the blood of frogs. This trypanosome species was then 

described morphologically and genetically from its culture forms as T. herthameyeri. 

However, the authors stated that the trypomastigotes of T. herthameyeri, which occur in 

the blood of their amphibian hosts, still await descriptions based on the future discovery 

of a frog infected exclusively by this trypanosome species and by using genetic barcoding 

to match the blood trypomastigote form with the culture forms, or alternatively, by 

conducting experimental infection of laboratory-raised frogs using pure cultures of T. 

herthameyeri and recovering the trypomastigote stages for morphological descriptions 

(Attias et al. 2016). 

As a result of the difficulty in linking sequences from cultured trypanosomes to 

the morphology of their trypomastigote stages in their amphibian hosts, I created an 

additional 18s phylogeny with these sequences removed (Fig. 13). This phylogeny 

yielded clades of trypanosomes with general morphological similarities. In all four 

clades, morphology was conserved independent of host species and geographic location, 

as trypanosomes from Europe fell out with morphologically similar species from 

America. Additionally, in most instances, European trypanosomes (blue lines) were 
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found to be basal to trypanosomes from the Americas (red lines, Fig. 13), suggesting the 

morphological lineages have existed before the continents split. In contrast to previous 

studies, my findings suggest that bloodstream amphibian trypanosome morphology may 

be phylogenetically conserved. However, there are not many taxa currently represented 

and additional sampling of different morphotypes from different hosts are needed to 

confirm these speculations. Furthermore, most amphibian trypanosomes studied and 

sequenced to date have been from North America and Europe, however the global 

morphological diversity of amphibian trypanosomes is impressive, with reports of 

trypanosome morphotypes that appear similar to and in some cases intermediate between 

the morphotypes in this study (Miyata and Yong, 1994; Netherlands et al. 2015). 

Continued study and generation of amphibian trypanosomes sequences linked to 

bloodstream morphology will be interesting additions to test the conservation of the four 

morphological clades found in this study. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

While pleomorphism has been considered a major problem for amphibian trypanosome 

taxonomy, currently there is no genetic evidence that amphibian trypanosome species 

have multiple morphological forms in the bloodstream. Infections of multiple 

trypanosome morphotypes are common, and the close associations between forms in 

terms of coinfection frequency and morphology have undoubtedly led researchers to 

report morphotypes as a single, pleomorphic species (Fantham et al., 1942; Nigrelli et al., 

1945; Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Werner and Walewski, 1976; Jones 
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and Woo, 1986, 1989; Attias et al., 2016; Spodareva et al., 2018). Similarly, in this study 

pairs of trypanosome morphotypes that were morphologically similar and only differed in 

size were commonly observed coinfecting individual anurans. However, the 

implementation of a novel technique to isolate and amplify DNA from single 

trypanosome cells provided definitive evidence that these morphotypes were genetically 

distinct. Additionally, the sequences of morphotypes generated in this study were linked 

to their bloodstream morphology and discrepancies between previously sequenced 

species from cultures shed light on possible misrepresentations in previous analyses. The 

phylogenetic analysis using only sequences with confirmed bloodstream morphology 

formed clades of trypanosomes with general morphological similarities, suggesting that 

amphibian trypanosome morphology may be more conserved than previously thought. 

Overall, the methods presented in Chapter II provide a unique and novel technique to 

overcome the challenges of studying amphibian trypanosome diversity and with them we 

can begin to tease apart the relationships of this enigmatic group of parasites.   
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Table 3. Species, life stage, and numbers of amphibians collected and 

examined for trypanosomes. 

Species Examined 
Life 

Stage 
Prevalence* 

Avg. 

Morphotype 

Richness 

(range) 

Ambystomatidae      

    Ambystoma texanum  Adult 0/10 (0%) 0 - 31 - 

Bufonidae      

    Anaxyrus americanus Adult 0/2 (0%) 0 - 84 - 

    Anaxyrus fowleri Adult 0/2 (0%) 0 - 84 - 

    Anaxyrus woodhousii  Adult 0/5 (0%) 0 - 52 - 

Hylidae      

    Acris blanchardi Adult 0/28 (0%) 0 - 12 - 

    Hyla avivoca Adult 1/12 (8%) 0 - 38 2.0 (1-2) 

    Hyla cinerea Adult 9/20 (45%) 23 - 68 1.9 (1-3) 

    Hyla chrysoscelis Adult   0/11 (0%) 0 - 29 - 

  Tadpole 0/13 (0%) 0 - 25 - 

    Pseudacris clarkii Adult 0/5 (0%) 0 - 52 - 

Microhylidae      

    Gastrophryne olivacea Adult 0/28 (0%) 0 - 12 - 

Ranidae      

    Rana blairi Adult 3/6 (50%) 12 - 88 1.3 (1-2) 

    Rana catesbeiana Adult 18/36 (50%) 33 - 67 1.9 (1-4) 

    Rana clamitans Adult 44/56 (79%) 66 - 88 1.9 (1-5) 

    Rana palustrus Adult 0/4 (0%) 0 - 60 - 

    Rana sphenocephala Adult 23/39 (59%) 42 - 74 2.1 (1-5) 

  Metamorph 3/31 (10%) 2 - 26 - 

  Tadpole 0/30 (0%) 0 - 12 - 

  Total   101/338 (30%)  

*Data in cells represent No. Infected/No. Examined (%), 95% Confidence 

Interval. Confidence intervals were calculated using the binomial distribution 

for the appropriate sample size. 
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Table 4. Ranid hosts infected with trypanosomes, their collection locations, and prevalence of trypanosome morphotypes. Numbers represent the no. 

infected/no. sampled followed by percent. 

Species Location R1 R2 T. cf. chattoni T. cf. ranarum R3 R4 Total 

Rana blairi Hennessey, OK 2/6 (33%) 2/6 (33%) - - - - 3/6 (50%) 

 Total 2/6 (33%) 2/6 (33%) 0/6 (0%) 0/6 (0%) 0/6 (0%) 0/6 (0%) 3/6 (50%) 

Rana  Stillwater, OK 2/13 (15%) - 2/13 (15%) 4/13 (31%) 1/13 (8%) - 4/13 (31%)  

catesbeiana Hennessey, OK - - - - - - 0/2 (0%) 

 Red Slough, OK 4/17 (24%) - 6/17 (35%) 7/17 (41%) 1/17 (6%) - 10/17 (59%)  

 Blue Haze Vista, AR 1/2 (50%) - 2/2 (100%) - 1/2 (50%) - 2/2 (100%) 

 OMBS Pond, AR 2/2 (100%) - 1/2 (50%) - - - 2/2 (100%) 

 Total 9/36 (25%) 0/36 (0%) 11/36 (31%) 11/36 (31%) 3/36 (8%) 0/36 (0%) 18/36 (50%)  

Rana  Red Slough, OK 1/7 (14%) - 1/7 (14%) 5/7 (71%) 1/7 (14%) - 5/7 (71%) 

clamitans Little River, OK 1/2 (50%) - - 1/2 (50%) 1/2 (50%) 1/2 (50%) 1/2 (50%) 

 Blue Haze Vista, AR 8/14 (57%) 1/14 (7%) 5/14 (36%) 1/14 (7%) 1/14 (7%) - 10/14 (71%) 

 OMBS Pond, AR 10/10 (100%) - 6/10 (60%) 2/10 (20%) 1/10 (10%) 1/10 (10%) 10/10 (100%) 

 New Hampshire 8/8 (100%) - 6/8 (75%) 4/8 (50%) - - 8/8 (100%) 

 Wisconsin 5/15 (33%) - 3/15 (20%) 9/15 (60%) 2/15 (13%) 1/15 (7%) 10/15 (67%) 

 Total 33/56 (59%) 1/56 (2%) 21/56 (38%) 22/56 (39%) 6/56 (11%) 3/56 (5%) 44/56 (79%) 

Rana  Stillwater, OK 8/30 (27%) 10/30 (33%) 3/30 (10%) 5/30 (17%) 2/30 (7%) 1/30 (3%) 14/30 (47%) 

sphenocephala Stillwater, OK* - 1/29 (3%) - - - - 1/29 (3%)* 

 Stillwater, OK† - - - - - - 0/30 (0%)† 

 Guthrie, OK 8/8 (100%) 8/8 (100%) 7/8 (88%) - - - 8/8 (100%) 

 Little River, OK* 1/2 (50%)* 1/2 (50%)* 1/2 (50%)* 1/2 (50%)* - 2/2 (100%)* 2/2 (100%)* 

 Hochatown, OK 1/1 (100%) 1/1 (100%) 1/1 (100%) - - - 1/1 (100%) 

 Total 17/39 (44%) 19/39 (49%) 11/39 (28%) 5/39 (13%) 2/39 (5%) 1/39 (3%) 23/39 (59%) 

  Grand Total 61/137 (45%) 22/137 (16%) 43/137 (31%) 38/137 (28%) 11/137 (8%) 4/137 (3%) 88/137 (64%) 

 

* - Data from newly metamorphosed frogs. Total and grand total do not include these data.  
† - Data from tadpoles. Total and grand total do not include these data. 
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Table 5. Hylid hosts infected with trypanosomes, their collection locations, and prevalence of trypanosome morphotypes. Numbers represent the 

no. infected/no. sampled followed by percent. 

Species Location H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 Total 

Hyla avivoca Little River, OK - 1/12 (8%) 1/12 (8%) - - - 1/12 (8%) 

 Total 0/12 (0%) 1/12 (8%) 1/12 (8%) 0/12 (0%) 0/12 (0%) 0/12 (0%) 1/12 (8%) 

Hyla cinerea Little River, OK 3/12 (25%) 5/12 (42%) 4/12 (33%) - - - 6/15 (40%) 

 OMBS, AR - - - 2/5 (40%) 2/5 (40%) 1/5 (20%) 3/5 (60%) 

  Total 3/20 (15%) 5/20 (25%) 4/20 (20%) 2/20 (10%) 2/20 (10%) 1/20 (5%) 9/20 (45%) 

 Grand Total 3/32 (9%) 6/32 (19%) 5/32 (16%) 2/32 (6%) 2/32 (6%) 1/32 (3%) 10/32 (31%) 
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Figure 6. Key landmarks used to measure trypanosome morphology. The posterior end 

(P) was the end opposite the flagellum. Position of organelles was measured by the 

distance from either the center of the nucleus (N) or kinetoplast (K) to the posterior end 

(P), measured along the centerline of the cell (Orange line). The length of the nucleus 

(LN) was measured as its longest diameter, and the width of the nucleus (WN) was the 

diameter perpendicular to LN. Body width (BW) was measured at the cells widest point 

and did not include the undulating membrane. The free flagellum (F) was measured from 

when it extends past the cell at the anterior end (A) until the end of the flagellum. 

Specific measurements taken included: PF = total length including free flagellum, PA = 

body length excluding free flagellum, FF = length of free flagellum, BW = maximum 

body width excluding undulating membrane, LN = length of nucleus, WN = width of 
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nucleus, PK = distance from posterior end to kinetoplast, KN = distance from kinetoplast 

to center of nucleus, NA = distance from center of nucleus to anterior end, and PN = 

distance from posterior end to center of nucleus.  
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Figure 7. Photomicrographs of trypanosome morphotypes infecting ranid frogs, Rana 

blairi, R. catesbeiana, R. clamitans, and R. sphenocephala. A. R1 morphotype. B. R2 

morphotype. C. Trypanosoma cf. ranarum morphotype. D. R3 morphotype, E. 

Trypanosoma cf. chattoni morphotype. F. R4 morphotype. Scale bars = 10 µm. 
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Figure 8. Photomicrographs of trypanosome morphotypes infecting hylid frogs, Hyla 

cinerea and Hyla avivoca. A. H1 morphotype. B. H2 morphotype. C. H3 morphotype. D. 

H4 morphotype. E. H5 morphotype. F. H6 morphotype. Scale bars = 10 µm. 
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Figure 9. Plots comparing trypanosome morphotypes infecting ranid frogs. A. Pictures of 

morphotypes arranged by the average cell width and length. Picture border colors 

correspond to the same morphotypes in all plots. B-D. Principal component analyses 

(PCA) of measurements of the 5 morphotypes infecting ranids showing the first three 

principal components. Trypanosoma cf. chattoni was included in 3A to show the relative 

size but was excluded from 3B-3D because of its spherical shape. PC1 explained 37.65% 

of the variance and was most influenced by body width (BW = -0.60) and nucleus area 

(NArea = -0.59). PC2 explained 35.92% of the variance and was most influenced by 

nucleus position (PN/PA = -0.70) and kinetoplast position (PK/PA = -0.61). PC3 

explained 13.96% of the variance and was most influenced by body length (PA = 0.77) 

and nucleus area (NArea = -0.47). 
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Figure 10. Plots comparing trypanosome morphotypes found infecting hylid frogs. A. 

Pictures of morphotypes arranged by the average cell width and length. Picture border 

colors correspond to the same morphotypes in all plots. B-D. Principal component 

analyses (PCA) of measurements of the 6 morphotypes infecting hylids showing the first 

three principal components. PC1 explained 42.97% of the variance and was most 

influenced by nucleus position (PN/PA = 0.60) and nucleus area (NArea = -0.48). PC2 

explained 26.48% of the variance and was most influenced by body width (BW = 0.55), 

nucleus area (NArea = 0.54), and kinetoplast position (PK/PA = 0.54). PC3 explained 

23.58 % of the variance and was most influenced by body length (PA = 0.68), body width 

(BW = -0.64), and kinetoplast position (PK/PA = 0.31). 
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Table 6. Dimensions of the six trypanosome morphotypes infecting ranids. All measurements are reported in 

micrometers (µm) as an average ± standard deviation followed by the range in parentheses. 

 R1 R2 T. cf ranarum R3 R4 T. cf. chattoni 

  n = 330 n = 56 n = 193 n = 18 n = 20 n = 133 

PF 
n/a n/a 

68.97 ± 6.84 

(53 – 88.7) 

55.67 ± 7.34 

(47.3 – 66.7) 

48.37 ± 6.44 

(34 – 57.3) 
n/a 

PA 57.22 ± 7.38 

(31.5 – 82.7) 

34.76 ± 3.56 

(27.1 – 46.5) 

52.85 ± 7.11 

(33.5 – 71.9) 

46.07 ± 7.76 

(26.8 – 59.7) 

31.67 ± 5.6 

(17.3 – 41) 

34.37 ± 7.46 

(19.7 – 56.1) 

FF 
n/a n/a 

14.75 ± 3.69 

(4.4 – 23.2) 

12.03 ± 6.65 

(2.5 – 23) 

15.54 ± 3.12 

(8.7 – 20.7) 
n/a 

BW 12.73 ± 3.87 

(5.5 – 26.8) 

10.6 ± 3.61 

(5.5 – 19.5) 

13.27 ± 3.73 

(6 – 28.3) 

7.19 ± 2.43 

(2.4 – 10.4) 

2.18 ± 0.5 

(1.6 – 4) 

30.52 ± 6.94 

(17 – 57.8) 

LN 3.62 ± 0.58 

(2.1 – 6.2) 

3.55 ± 0.52 

(2.3 – 4.5) 

4.74 ± 1.04 

(1.2 – 8.1) 

2.44 ± 0.45 

(1.8 – 3.3) 

2.75 ± 0.61 

(1.5 – 4.2) 

5.16 ± 1.12 

(2.4 – 7.4) 

WN 3.03 ± 0.6 

(1 – 4.8) 

3.09 ± 0.56 

(2 – 4.1) 

3.82 ± 0.94 

(1.4 – 6.7) 

1.76 ± 0.49 

(1.1 – 2.7) 

1.45 ± 0.32 

(1 – 2.1) 

4.23 ± 0.86 

(2.4 – 6.4) 

PK 10.25 ± 3.44 

(3 – 19.7) 

3.55 ± 1.66 

(1.3 – 7.3) 

17.48 ± 4.13 

(5.2 – 30.1) 

21.12 ± 4.68 

(12.9 – 28.6) 

5.99 ± 3.39 

(1.2 – 11.7) 
n/a 

KN 10.26 ± 3.54 

(3.7 – 23.9) 

9.08 ± 2.1 

(3.9 – 12.6) 

5.87 ± 1.35 

(2.2 – 11) 

3.39 ± 1.06 

(2 – 5.6) 

7.4 ± 1.37 

(3.7 – 9.4) 
n/a 

NA 37.99 ± 5.91 

(20.1 – 55.9) 

22.95 ± 3.54 

(15.9 – 31.1) 

29.44 ± 5.01 

(12.3 – 46.9) 

24.47 ± 6.12 

(10.6 – 34.4) 

18.31 ± 3.69 

(9 – 23.6) 
n/a 

PN 20.04 ± 3.63 

(10.2 – 36.8) 

12.52 ± 1.51 

(8.8 – 15.7) 

23.42 ± 4.55 

(13.1 – 38) 

22.73 ± 3.43 

(16.1 – 28.4) 

13.38 ± 3.47 

(6.4 – 18.8) 
n/a 

PK/PN 0.51 ± 0.15 

(0.15 – 0.85) 

0.29 ± 0.14 

(0.11 – 0.6) 

0.75 ± 0.09 

(0.39 – 1.02) 

0.88 ± 0.08 

(0.72 – 0.99) 

0.42 ± 0.15 

(0.16 – 0.63) 
n/a 

PK/PA 0.17 ± 0.05 

(0.06 – 0.31) 

0.1 ± 0.05 

(0.04 – 0.21) 

0.33 ± 0.06 

(0.15 – 0.5) 

0.46 ± 0.06 

(0.34 – 0.64) 

0.18 ± 0.09 

(0.07 – 0.31) 
n/a 

PN/PA 0.35 ± 0.05 

(0.21 – 0.58) 

0.36 ± 0.04 

(0.27 – 0.48) 

0.45 ± 0.06 

(0.28 – 0.69) 

0.51 ± 0.05 

(0.44 – 0.6) 

0.42 ± 0.07 

(0.27 – 0.56) 
n/a 

BW/PA 0.22 ± 0.07 

(0.09 – 0.5) 

0.3 ± 0.1 

(0.16 – 0.57) 

0.25 ± 0.08 

(0.09 – 0.64) 

0.16 ± 0.05 

(0.07 – 0.23) 

0.07 ± 0.03 

(0.04 – 0.17) 

0.89 ± 0.09 

(0.53 – 1.17) 

FF/PA 
n/a n/a 

0.28 ± 0.08 

(0.06 – 0.52) 

0.33 ± 0.27 

(0.05 – 0.86) 

0.48 ± 0.11 

(0.29 – 0.75) 
n/a 
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Table 7. Dimensions of the six trypanosome morphotypes infecting hylids. All measurements are 

reported in micrometers (µm) as an average ± standard deviation followed by the range in parentheses. 

  H1  H2  H3 H4 H5 H6  

  n = 7 n = 36 n = 24 n = 12 n = 17 n = 5 

PF 92.8 ± 25.88 

(74.5 – 111.1) 

57.67 ± 9.65 

(43.63 – 75.2) 

58.99 ± 5.49 

(49.5 – 65) 

52.09 ± 6.33 

(45.3 – 62.7) 

50.37 ± 3.88 

(45.2 – 58.1) 

58.66 ± 2.8 

(53.8 – 60.5) 

PA 74.98 ± 9.8 

(52.3 – 84.4) 

34.82 ± 11.89 

(17.3 – 55.9) 

40.31 ± 5.05 

(29.3 – 51.5) 

40.92 ± 5.16 

(32.3 – 50.4) 

30.01 ± 2.97 

(24 – 36) 

37.3 ± 2.67 

(33.1 – 40.5) 

FF 24.45 ± 3.18 

(22.2 – 26.7) 

24.15 ± 3.81 

(18.4 – 30.1) 

19.91 ± 3.03 

(12.8 – 22) 

10.94 ± 2.11 

(6.7 – 13.3) 

20.45 ± 4.79 

(9.9 – 26.2) 

21.34 ± 1.39 

(19.3 – 22.8) 

BW 5.08 ± 1.08 

(3.8 – 6.5) 

3.83 ± 1.41 

(1.9 – 6.9) 

2.85 ± 0.78 

(1.8 – 4.8) 

15.17 ± 3.65 

(11.3 – 24.4) 

11.69 ± 2.56 

(7.3 – 15.6) 

2.74 ± 0.62 

(2 – 3.6) 

LN 4.95 ± 1.36 

(1.9 – 6.3) 

2.89 ± 0.69 

(1.7 – 4.5) 

2.64 ± 0.87 

(1.4 – 4.3) 

6.8 ± 2.28 

(4 – 9.5) 

3.99 ± 1.9 

(2.4 – 8.3) 

2.62 ± 0.13 

(2.4 – 2.7) 

WN 3.78 ± 0.78 

(2.7 – 5.2) 

1.65 ± 0.5 

(1 – 3) 

1.66 ± 0.49 

(1.1 – 3) 

2.18 ± 0.36 

(1.9 – 2.7) 

2.27 ± 0.35 

(1.6 – 2.7) 

1.52 ± 0.33 

(1 – 1.8) 

PK 8.35 ± 2.42 

(4.3 – 11.1) 

4.8 ± 2.01 

(1.4 – 8.7) 

5.54 ± 2.31 

(1 – 9.8) 

13.08 ± 4.2 

(9.1 – 19) 

3.78 ± 1.65 

(1.4 – 7) 

14.9 ± 1.23 

(12.8 – 15.9) 

KN 7.23 ± 2.24 

(4.5 – 11) 

7.1 ± 2.48 

(3.2 – 13.8) 

8.47 ± 2.36 

(1.9 – 11.5) 

5.18 ± 1.58 

(2.9 – 6.3) 

5.71 ± 1.86 

(2.8 – 8.6) 

6.84 ± 0.88 

(5.7 – 7.7) 

NA 59.95 ± 9 

(38.7 – 68.7) 

21.59 ± 8.26 

(10.5 – 35.5) 

25.78 ± 5.05 

(14.2 – 34.9) 

23.38 ± 3.02 

(19 – 25.7) 

20.17 ± 2.55 

(14.9 – 23.8) 

15.72 ± 2.15 

(12.8 – 18.7) 

PN 15.08 ± 1.85 

(12.8 – 18.6) 

10.72 ± 3.76 

(5.2 – 18.8) 

14.38 ± 3.22 

(5.7 – 20) 

17.73 ± 5.08 

(13 – 24.9) 

9.54 ± 2.58 

(4.2 – 13.3) 

21.24 ± 1.05 

(19.6 – 22.2) 

PK/PN 0.55 ± 0.15 

(0.27 – 0.74) 

0.4 ± 0.1 

(0.23 – 0.6) 

0.41 ± 0.13 

(0.13 – 0.6) 

0.73 ± 0.04 

(0.7 – 0.77) 

0.4 ± 0.13 

(0.18 – 0.64) 

0.7 ± 0.04 

(0.65 – 0.76) 

PK/PA 0.11 ± 0.02 

(0.08 – 0.14) 

0.14 ± 0.04 

(0.04 – 0.2) 

0.14 ± 0.05 

(0.03 – 0.22) 

0.31 ± 0.08 

(0.25 – 0.42) 

0.13 ± 0.05 

(0.06 – 0.22) 

0.4 ± 0.02 

(0.38 – 0.42) 

PN/PA 0.2 ± 0.04 

(0.18 – 0.3) 

0.34 ± 0.06 

(0.2 – 0.46) 

0.36 ± 0.07 

(0.17 – 0.5) 

0.42 ± 0.09 

(0.35 – 0.56) 

0.32 ± 0.08 

(0.17 – 0.46) 

0.57 ± 0.03 

(0.53 – 0.6) 

BW/P

A 
0.07 ± 0.02 

(0.05 – 0.1) 

0.14 ± 0.09 

(0.04 – 0.31) 

0.07 ± 0.02 

(0.04 – 0.12) 

0.38 ± 0.13 

(0.24 – 0.76) 

0.39 ± 0.1 

(0.24 – 0.57) 

0.07 ± 0.02 

(0.05 – 0.1) 

FF/PA 0.37 ± 0.08 

(0.32 – 0.42) 

0.89 ± 0.48 

(0.33 – 1.6) 

0.51 ± 0.1 

(0.31 – 0.62) 

0.27 ± 0.07 

(0.16 – 0.4) 

0.7 ± 0.2 

(0.27 – 1.02) 

0.57 ± 0.06 

(0.48 – 0.63) 
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Figure 11. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic estimation of the partial 18s rRNA gene 

(1302 bp, -Ln = -8979.52) using the TN93+G+I model in MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). 

The tree shows four distinct anuran trypanosome clades (A-D) and is rooted with 

trypanosomes infecting terrestrial hosts. Values at nodes represent bootstrap support 

values, assessed with 1000 replications. Shaded boxes include morphotypes sequenced in 

this study and names include frog host ID, collection location (NCOK = North Central 

Oklahoma, SEOK = Southeast Oklahoma, AR = Arkansas, and WI = Wisconsin), host 

taxa (BF = Rana catesbeiana, GF = Rana clamitans, SLF = Rana sphenocephala, GTF = 

Hyla cinerea), morphotype name, and isolate number. 
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Figure 12. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic estimation of the partial glycosomal 

GAPDH gene (592 bp, -Ln = -4696.87) using the T92+G model in MEGA X (Kumar et 

al., 2018). The tree shows four distinct anuran trypanosome clades (A-D) and is rooted 

with trypanosomes infecting terrestrial hosts. Values at nodes represent bootstrap support 

values, assessed with 1000 replications. Shaded boxes include morphotypes sequenced in 

this study and names include frog host ID, collection location (NCOK = North Central 

Oklahoma, SEOK = Southeast Oklahoma, AR = Arkansas, and Wisc = Wisconsin), host 

taxa (BF = Rana catesbeiana, GF = Rana clamitans, SLF = Rana sphenocephala, GTF = 

Hyla cinerea), morphotype name, and isolate number.  
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Figure 13. Maximum Likelihood phylogeny only using sequences for which there is 

good morphological data. Phylogeny was constructed with the partial 18s rRNA gene 

(1292 bp, -Ln = -7283.83) using the K2P+G+I model in MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). 

The tree shows four distinct anuran trypanosome clades (A-D) and is rooted with 

trypanosomes infecting terrestrial hosts. Values at nodes represent bootstrap support 

values, assessed with 1000 replications. Blue lines represent taxa from Europe, red lines 

represent taxa from North and Central America. Photomicrographs for trypanosomes of 

T. loricatum, T. sp. ring, T. ranarum, T. rotatorium, and T. sp. nautilus are from 

Spodareva et al. (2018). Photomicrographs of T. tungarae, T. fallisi and T. ranarum are 

from Bernal and Pinto (2016), Martin and Desser (1990), and Barta and Desser (1984) 

respectively. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

 

DESCRIPTION OF TRYPANOSOME SPECIES INFECTING RANID HOSTS IN THE 

CENTRAL UNITED STATES 

ABSTRACT: Amphibian trypanosome diversity is difficult to characterize due to mixed 

infections and the possibility of pleomorphism. With the advancement of molecular 

technology and increases in affordability for gene sequencing, genetically determining 

pleomorphic species is now possible. However specific methods are required to link 

sequences generated from mixed trypanosome infections to trypanosome morphotype 

morphology. Using the methods detailed in Chapter II, trypanosome morphotypes 

infecting ranids were isolated and characterized morphologically and genetically at the 

18s rRNA and gGAPDH loci. These techniques make critical links between sequence 

data and trypanosome morphology and suggest that morphotypes that were 

morphologically similar and often found infecting the same host were not pleomorphic 

species and were genetically distinct. In this chapter, three trypanosome species are 

formally described from the data presented in Chapters II and III. Given the difficulty of 

providing descriptions of trypanosomes that are reproducible and comparable for future 

parasitologists, I believe the most consistent way forward is to describe species based on 

sequence data linked to trypanosome cell morphology by sequencing single cells with 

known morphology. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Amphibian trypanosomes contribute a large portion of trypanosome diversity, 

with at least 70 of the about 500 trypanosome species infecting vertebrate hosts described 

from amphibians (Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Desser, 2001; Roberts et al., 2013). 

However, characterizing amphibian trypanosome diversity is difficult because infected 

amphibian hosts are almost always infected with multiple trypanosome morphotypes 

(Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Desser, 2001; Spodareva et al., 2018). 

When observing mixed infections on blood smears, it is not clear whether the forms 

present in the bloodstream represent different species (genetic lineages) or a single 

pleomorphic species (one genetic lineage that takes more than one morphological form in 

the blood stream). Historically, this has created a problem where some authors describe 

mixed infections as single pleomorphic species, and other authors describe the different 

morphotypes as distinct species (Desser, 2001). Therefore, the validity of many 

trypanosome species is questionable and until recently, methods to evaluate pleomorphic 

species have only included extensive life cycle studies and cell culturing (Desser, 2001). 

With the advancement of molecular technology and increases in affordability for gene 

sequencing, genetically determining pleomorphic species is now possible. However, 

mixed infections still pose significant challenges to acquire and interpret sequence data, 

and specific methods are needed to match sequence data with trypanosome morphology.  

In Chapter II, novel methods to link trypanosome morphology to sequence data 

are detailed. These methods include isolating individual trypanosome cells and 

amplifying and sequencing the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes using nested PCR. Using 

these methods, five trypanosome morphotypes infecting ranids and one infecting a hylid 
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were characterized morphologically and genetically (Chapter III). Additionally, two pairs 

of these morphotypes were suspected of being pleomorphic species based on coinfection 

frequency and morphological similarity, similar to previous reports of pleomorphic 

trypanosome species, however with the methods in Chapter II, all morphotypes were 

found to be genetically distinct.  

In this chapter, three trypanosome species are described from studies in Chapters 

II and III. These three trypanosome morphotypes were the most prevalent and were able 

to be sequenced from multiple frog hosts, species and/or across multiple locations 

sampled. Additionally, I describe T. cf. ranarum, a morphotype found in North America 

that morphologically conforms to T. ranarum originally described in Europe, however 

there were small genetic differences at the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes among 

morphotypes of this trypanosome species from European and North American anuran 

hosts (Chapter III). 

Traditionally, trypanosomes have been described with morphological 

measurements and life cycle studies (Desser, 2001). The following descriptions include 

morphometrics and figures showing variation of the species, potentially allowing 

comparison to previous reports of trypanosome species in North American anurans. 

However, the trypanosomes described here are based on the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH 

sequence data which link the reports of these species across host and geographic ranges 

as well as across small morphological variation found between observations. Given the 

difficulty of providing descriptions of trypanosomes that are reproducible and 

comparable for future parasitologists, I believe the most consistent way forward is the 
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describe species based on sequence data linked to trypanosome cell morphology by 

sequencing single cells with known morphology. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample Material and Morphotype Identification 

Infected blood samples were obtained from five frog species, Rana blairi, Rana 

catesbeiana, Rana clamitans, Rana sphenocephala, and Hyla cinerea collected from 

Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Wisconsin, USA as described in Chapter II and Chapter III. 

Briefly, blood was collected in capillary tubes and blood smears on glass slides were 

created. Additionally, capillary tubes were centrifuged to concentrate trypanosomes at the 

buffy coat layer, which was then deposited into phosphate buffered saline for 

examination of live trypanosomes (Woo, 1969). Blood smears were stained with the 

JorVet Dip Quick Stain Kit (Jorgensen Labs, CO) and examined for trypanosomes with 

an Olympus BX-51 upright research microscope and when trypanosomes were found 

they were photographed with an Olympus 5-megapixel digital camera (Chapter III). 

Trypanosome cell dimensions and organelle positions were measured on 

photomicrographs as described in Chapter III (Table 8). In blood plasma preparations, 

live trypanosome general size, shape, and swimming behavior was observed and 

compared to morphology observed on slides to identify morphotypes (Supplementary 

Videos 1-4). 
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Trypanosome Isolation and Sequencing 

 Trypanosomes were isolated from amphibian blood by dilution of trypanosomes 

obtained by centrifuging infected blood in capillary tubes as described previously in 

Chapter II. Trypanosomes concentrated from blood samples by centrifugation were 

diluted in 5 µL drops of phosphate buffered saline until single trypanosome cells were 

isolated. The morphology of isolated cells was noted and then they were collected for 

DNA extraction, PCR, and gene sequencing of the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes 

(Chapter II). 

 

RESULTS 

Species Descriptions: 

Trypanosoma desseri n. sp. 

Fig. 14. 

Diagnosis: Large, broad trypanosome with no free flagellum (PA 57.22 ± 7.38, 

BW 12.73 ± 3.87, Fig. 14; Table 8). Often appears flat like a sheet, or with longitudinal 

folds depending how cells rest when fixed on slides. Kinetoplast near the posterior end 

(PK/PA 0.17 ± 0.05), nucleus circular and about a third of the length of the cell from the 

posterior end (PN/PA 0.35 ± 0.05). Both the kinetoplast and nucleus are off the midline 

of the cell, closer to the undulating membrane. The undulating membrane begins at the 

kinetoplast and ends at the anterior end of the cell. In live preparations of blood plasma, 

the undulating membrane flutters quickly, however the actual movement of the whole 
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cell is gentle. Sometimes spinning and tumbling, the main direction of cell movement is 

perpendicular to the anterior-posterior axis, towards the undulating membrane 

(Supplementary Video 1). 

 

Taxonomic Summary: 

 Type host: Rana sphenocephala. 

 Additional vertebrate hosts: Rana blairi, Rana catesbeiana, Rana clamitans. 

 Vector hosts: Unknown. 

 Type locality: Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland, Stillwater, Oklahoma, (36°06'03.3" 

N, 97°04'48.3" W). 

 Distribution: Payne County, Oklahoma: Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland 

(36°06'03.3" N, 97°04'48.3" W). Logan County, Oklahoma: (35°48'38.4" N, 97°24'08.6" 

W). Kingfisher County, Hennessey, Oklahoma (36°07'00.0" N, 97°53'56.0" W). 

McCurtain County, Oklahoma: Red Slough (33°44.897' N, 094°38.549' W), Little River 

NWR (33°57.200' N, 094°42.166' W). Polk County, Arkansas: Blue Haze Vista 

(34°37'40.17'' N, 94°14'44.4228'' W), Ouachita Mountains Biological Station 

(34°27'44.5" N, 93°59'54.2" W), Muskego, Waukesha County, Wisconsin 

(42°51'13.1764'' N, 88°7'22.944'' W), Woodward Park, New London, New Hampshire 

(43°24'51" N, 71°59'32" W). 

 Prevalence: Rana blairi (2/6, 33%), Rana catesbeiana (9/36, 25%), Rana 

clamitans (33/56, 59%), Rana sphenocephala (17/39, 44%). 
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 Type material: Blood smears stained with DipQuik were deposited to the Harold 

W. Manter Laboratory of Parasitiology Collection, Lincoln, Nebraska. Gene sequences 

for the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes were deposited to GenBank, accession numbers 

(##### - #####). 

 Etymology: The species is named after Dr. Sherwin S. Desser for his numerous 

contributions to parasitology and protozoology, and especially for that of his work on 

amphibian trypanosomes. The work of Dr. Desser and his students on trypanosome 

taxonomy has set the foundation for studying amphibian trypanosomes in North America. 

 

Remarks: 

Trypanosoma desseri morphologically conforms to previous reports of T. 

rotatorium in North America, which has been described as a large, broad trypanosome 

with an undulating membrane spanning most of the cell body and terminating at the 

anterior end without a free flagellum (Fantham et al., 1942; Nigrelli et al., 1945; 

Diamond, 1965; Woo; 1969; Barta and Desser, 1984). However, many authors 

acknowledge that T. rotatorium from North American anurans does not conform to the 

original description of T. rotatorium by Mayer in 1843 from the edible frog, Pelophylax 

kl. esculentus, in Europe (Diamond, 1965; Bardsley and Harmsen, 1973; Barta et al., 

1989; Martin et al., 2002; Spodareva et al., 2018). Mayer’s (1843) original description of 

T. rotatorium is rather dubious, but subsequent authors have clarified that T. rotatorium is 

a broad trypanosome with an elongate nucleus and a free flagellum (Laveran and Mesnil, 

1901; França and Athias, 1906; Diamond, 1965; Barta et al., 1989). Diamond (1965) first 
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pushed that no trypanosomes with elongate nuclei have been observed from North 

American anurans and therefore reports of T. rotatorium in North America are not valid 

(Diamond, 1965; Barta et al., 1989). However, the name T. rotatorium was still used by 

authors as a convention to report the same trypanosomes as previous research in North 

America (Martin et al., 2002). 

Kudo (1922) first reported a broad trypanosome presumably infecting either Rana 

pipiens in Illinois and/or Rana clamitans from New York. Unfortunately, Kudo (1922) 

does not specify the locations sampled or host species which were infected with the broad 

trypanosome he identified as Trypanosoma rotatorium. However, Kudo’s study was a 

survey for multiple parasitic protozoa in frogs and he mentions the above hosts and 

locations as his material. Figs. 30-33 of Kudo (1922) represent forms very similar to my 

observations of T. desseri, except for the free flagella extending past the anterior end of 

the cells. Kudo mentions that they are not always seen, so it is possible Kudo was 

observing multiple trypanosome species. 

Fantham et al. (1942) surveyed frogs around Montreal, CA and reported T. 

rotatorium infecting R. catesbeiana, R. clamatans, and R. pipiens. Additionally, Nigrelli 

(1945) reported T. rotatorium from R. catesbeiana and R. clamitans in Connecticut, New 

York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, USA. Both Fantham et al. (1942) and Nigrelli 

(1945) considered T. rotatorium to be polymorphic and include figures of rounded-up 

forms with internal or no flagella (pl. 2, figs. 16-17, Fantham et al., 1942; text figs. 3D 

and 3E, Nigrelli, 1945). Diamond (1965) first posited that these non-flagellated forms are 

a different species T. chattoni. 
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Woo (1969) reported a broad trypanosome infecting Rana pipiens, R. clamitans, 

and R. catesbieana in Ontario, Canada and identified it as Trypanosoma rotatorium. 

Barta and Desser (1984) also reported T. rotatorium from R. clamitans, R. catesbieana, 

and R. septentrionalis in Ontario. Drawings from Woo (Figs. 1-2, 1969) and photographs 

from Barta and Desser (Fig. 1, 1984) look very similar to T. desseri. They are large and 

broad cells (PA 66.2 and BW 20.0, Woo, 1969; PA 67.4 and BW 30.8, Barta and Desser, 

1984) with similar kinetoplast and nucleus positions (PK/PA about 0.2, PN/PA about 

0.35-0.4), and no free flagella. 

I would like to synonymize my reports of Trypanosoma desseri (the R1 

morphotype in Chapter III) with the reports of North American T. rotatorium. However, 

existing 18s rRNA sequences from cultures of T. rotatorium from North America 

(U39583.1 and AJ009161.1) are on average 8.2% (107/1302 bases) different from those 

generated in Chapter III for T. desseri, suggesting they are not the same species (Chapter 

III). The T. rotatorium sequences were generated by Maslov et al. (1996; U39583.1) and 

Stevens et al. (1998; AJ009161.1) from cultures (B2-I and B2-II strains) of trypanosomes 

originally isolated from ranid frogs with multiple trypanosome infections in Canada 

(Martin et al., 1992). Martin et al. (1992) indicated that their attempts to infect naïve 

frogs using their culture forms (B2-I and B2-II) did not produce infections. Therefore, the 

bloodstream morphology of their cultured trypanosomes was not verified, and it is 

unclear if these sequences (U39583.1 and AJ009161.1) represent the North American T. 

rotatorium. To determine what trypanosome Martin et al. (1992) cultured, additional 

trypanosomes from frogs in Ontario will have to be sequenced to compare to the 

sequences from cultures and Trypanosoma desseri. 
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In Chapter III, Trypanosoma desseri was commonly found coinfecting hosts with 

the morphologically similar T. curvus (see description below), however, T. desseri is 

larger (cell length 57.22 ± 7.38 compared to 34.76 ± 3.56) and the anterior end is not as 

markedly curved as in T. curvus. Additionally, the positions of the nucleus and 

kinetoplast are more central in T. desseri and the kinetoplast is very close to the posterior 

end in T. curvus (Table 8). The close association between T. desseri and T. curvus was 

originally thought to suggest they were life stages of a single trypanosome species, 

however genetic analysis of isolated cells of each species showed they are genetically 

distinct lineages (Chapter III). 

When T. desseri was observed on stained slides and in live preparations from 

different frog host species, there was often morphological variation in cell lengths and 

widths. Sometimes a frog would have wider T. desseri and sometimes a different frog 

would have skinnier T. desseri (Fig. 14). Additionally, the cells found on slides might 

appear stretched or scrunched based on how they fell when the smear was prepared. 

Figure 14 is an example of this variation. When originally viewing these forms, I 

considered the possibility that they might vary genetically, however no such relationships 

were found (Chapter III). Additionally, principal components analyses of cell dimensions 

did not show different clusters when points were colored by host species or geographic 

collection location (data not shown). Although T. desseri was variable in cell length and 

width, consistent characters for this species include the lack of a free flagellum and the 

position of the kinetoplast and nucleus relative to the cell length (PK/PA 0.17 ± 0.05, 

PN/PA 0.35 ± 0.05).  
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Figure 14. Trypanosoma desseri n. sp. on stained blood smears showing variation in cell 

length and width. A-B. Broader forms. C-D. More slender forms. Forms displaying this 

variation were found to be genetically identical or a few base pairs different at the 18s 

rRNA gene (Chapter III). Morphological characteristics consistent between forms include 

an undulating membrane beginning at the kinetoplast (black arrows), which is about 1/5th 

of the distance from posterior to anterior end and a nucleus (white arrows) about 2/5ths of 

the distance (Table 8). Additionally, the flagellum terminates at the anterior end not 

extending into a free flagellum. Scale bars = 10 µm.  
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Trypanosoma curvus n. sp. 

Fig. 15. 

Diagnosis: Short, broad trypanosome (PA 34.76 ± 3.56, BW 10.6 ± 3.61, Fig. 15; 

Table 8) with a curved anterior end. Kinetoplast close to the posterior end of the cell 

(PK/PA 0.1 ± 0.05), nucleus circular and about a third from posterior to anterior (PN/PA 

0.36 ± 0.04). Both the kinetoplast and nucleus are off the midline of the cell, closer to the 

undulating membrane. Flagellum spans the length of the cell, terminating at the anterior 

end with no free flagellum. This form looks similar to T. desseri but differs in the body 

length (PA), position of the kinetoplast (PK/PA), and curved anterior end (Table 8). In 

live preparations of blood plasma, the curved form moves toward the curved anterior end 

as the undulating membrane flutters along the length of the cell (Supplementary Video 2). 

 

Taxonomic Summary: 

 Type host: Rana sphenocephala. 

 Additional vertebrate hosts: Rana blairi, Rana clamitans, 

 Vector hosts: Unknown.  

Type locality: Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland, Stillwater, Oklahoma, (36°06'03.3" 

N, 97°04'48.3" W). 

 Distribution: Payne County, Oklahoma: Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland 

(36°06'03.3" N, 97°04'48.3" W). Logan County, Oklahoma: (35°48'38.4" N, 97°24'08.6" 
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W). Kingfisher County, Hennessey, Oklahoma (36°07'00.0" N, 97°53'56.0" W). 

McCurtain County, Oklahoma: Little River NWR (33°57.200' N, 094°42.166' W). 

Hochatown (34°09'09.7" N, 94°45'05.6" W). 

 Prevalence: Rana blairi (2/6, 33%), Rana clamitans (1/56, 2%), Rana 

sphenocephala (19/39, 49%). 

 Type material: Blood smears stained with DipQuik were deposited to the Harold 

W. Manter Laboratory of Parasitiology Collection, Lincoln, Nebraska. Gene sequences 

for the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes were deposited to GenBank, accession numbers 

(##### - #####). 

 Etymology: The species is named for its characteristic curved anterior end. 

 

Remarks: 

 To my knowledge, Trypanosoma curvus does not morphologically conform to 

any previously described Trypanosoma species. Its cell body length is smaller than most 

amphibian trypanosomes (PA 34.76 ± 3.56), yet it is relatively wide (BW 10.6 ± 3.61) 

and does not have a free flagellum (Table 8). A unique characteristic of T. curvus is how 

the wide posterior end tapers down to a curved anterior end resembling a cornucopia. The 

cornucopia shape has been used by previous authors to describe trypanosome 

morphology, but trypanosomes described as having this shape have differences relative to 

T. curvus. For example, Diamond (1965) mentions T. ranarum Type II forms as having a 

cornucopia shape, however the morphotypes he described 1) had free flagella extending 
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past the anterior end of the cell and 2) were widest in the anterior portion of the cell (near 

the free flagellum), and tapered to a point at the posterior end, which is the opposite of T. 

curvus which is widest at the posterior end of the cell (see Diamond, 1965, Fig. 51). 

Additionally, Laveran and Mesnil (1907) refer to a cornucopia form of T. rotatorium 

infecting frogs in Europe, however their form has a free flagellum and is larger than T. 

curvus. 

 In this study, Trypanosoma curvus n. sp. was primarily found infecting semi-

terrestrial leopard frogs, Rana blairi and Rana sphenocephala, and was found on only 

one occasion infecting the semi-aquatic Rana clamitans (Chapter III). One could 

speculate that this species is adapted to more terrestrial frogs, and perhaps is transmitted 

by a more terrestrial vector such as a blood feeding dipteran. 

Trypanosoma curvus was almost always found (75%, 18 of 24 frogs) coinfecting 

frogs with the larger yet morphologically similar T. desseri. The morphological similarity 

and frequent coinfections of T. desseri and T. curvus were originally thought to suggest 

they were life stages of a single trypanosome species, however genetic analysis of 

isolated cells of each species showed they are genetically distinct lineages (Chapter III). 
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Figure 15. Trypanosoma curvus n. sp. on stained blood smears showing variation in cell 

width. A. More slender form. B-C. Intermediate width forms. D. Broad form. Consistent 

characteristics include an undulating membrane beginning at the kinetoplast (black 

arrows), which is very close to the posterior end of the cell. The nucleus (white arrows) is 

about 1/3rd of the distance from the posterior end to the anterior end. Flagellum 

terminates at the anterior end not extending into a free flagellum. Scale bars = 10 µm. 
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Trypanosoma louisdiamondi n. sp. 

Fig. 16 

Diagnosis: Medium sized trypanosome with a free flagellum (PA 46.07 ± 7.76, 

BW 7.19 ± 2.43, Fig. 16; Table 8). Both anterior and posterior ends taper to points. The 

kinetoplast is just under halfway (PK/PA 0.46 ± 0.06) from the posterior end to the 

anterior, while the circular nucleus is halfway along the cell (PN/PA 0.51 ± 0.05). Both 

the kinetoplast and nucleus are off the midline of the cell, closer to the undulating 

membrane. The flagellum extends past the anterior end of the cell (FF 12.03 ± 6.65). This 

form looks like a smaller version of T. cf. ranarum (see redescription of North American 

form below), with smaller body length (PA), width (BW), and nucleus (LN, WN). 

Additionally, the kinetoplast and nucleus are more anterior than T. cf. ranarum (PK/PA, 

PN/PA, Table 8). In live blood plasma preparations, the posterior end generally stays 

straight, and the anterior end rotates as the flagellum pulls it in a circle (Supplementary 

Video 3). 

 

Taxonomic Summary: 

 Type host: Rana sphenocephala 

 Additional vertebrate hosts: Rana catesbeiana, Rana clamitans 

 Vector hosts: Unknown. 

Type locality: Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland, Stillwater, Oklahoma, (36°06'03.3" 

N, 97°04'48.3" W). 
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 Distribution: Payne County, Oklahoma: Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland 

(36°06'03.3"N, 97°04'48.3" W). McCurtain County, Oklahoma: Red Slough (33°44.897' 

N, 094°38.549' W), Little River NWR (33°57.200' N, 094°42.166' W). Polk County, 

Arkansas: Blue Haze Vista (34°37'40.17'' N, 94°14'44.4228'' W), Ouachita Mountains 

Biological Station (34°27'44.5" N, 93°59'54.2" W). Muskego, Waukesha County, 

Wisconsin (42°51'13.1764'' N, 88°7'22.944'' W). 

 Prevalence: Rana catesbeiana (3/36, 8%), Rana clamitans (6/56, 11%), Rana 

sphenocephala (2/39, 5%). 

 Type material: Blood smears stained with DipQuik were deposited to the Harold 

W. Manter Laboratory of Parasitiology Collection, Lincoln, Nebraska. Gene sequences 

for the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes were deposited to GenBank, accession numbers 

(##### - #####). 

 Etymology: This species is named after Dr. Louis S. Diamond in recognition for 

his research on amphibian trypanosome biology. 

 

Remarks: 

 Trypanosoma louisdiamondi n. sp. was found infecting ranid hosts yet was not as 

common as other species. Additionally, T. lousidiamondi was always found infecting 

frogs with the morphologically similar morphotype T. cf. ranarum. The close association 

and morphological similarity of T. lousidiamondi and T. cf. ranarum was originally 

thought to suggest these species were life stages of a single trypanosome species, 
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however genetic analysis of isolated cells of each species showed they are genetically 

distinct lineages (Chapter III). 

 Trypanosoma louisdiamondi n. sp. looks similar to T. schmidti of Diamond (1965) 

but is much smaller. In this study, T. louisdiamondi had an average total cell length 

including flagellum of 55.67 ± 7.34, while T. schmidti is 99.5 ± 6.95 (Diamond, 1965). 

Interestingly, Diamond (1965) describes that upon inoculation of frogs with T. schmidti 

from cultures, juveniles of T. schmidti resemble the adult forms but are about half of the 

size. However, it is doubtful that all observations of T. lousidiamondi in the current study 

were immature forms, as this species was found eleven times across Oklahoma, 

Arkansas, Wisconsin, and New Hampshire, and larger versions of this species were not 

observed. 
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Figure 16. Trypanosoma louisdiamondi n. sp. on stained blood smears. This species is 

more morphologically consistent than other species in this study. Note the undulating 

membrane beginning at the kinetoplast (black arrows), just under halfway from the 

posterior end to anterior end, while the nucleus (white arrows) is near halfway along the 

cell. The flagellum extends past the anterior end of the cell. Scale bars = 10 µm. 
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Trypanosoma cf. ranarum 

Fig. 17. 

 Diagnosis: Large, broad trypanosome with a free flagellum (PA 52.85 ± 7.11, 

BW 13.27 ± 3.73, Fig. 17; Table 8). Ends of cells come to a point, and the cell is often 

twisting to form an S or C shape. Kinetoplast about a third of the way from posterior to 

anterior end (PK/PA 0.33 ± 0.06), nucleus circular and just under halfway from posterior 

to anterior (PN/PA 0.45 ±0.06). Both the kinetoplast and nucleus are off the midline of 

the cell, closer to the undulating membrane. The undulating membrane begins at the 

kinetoplast and extends into a free flagellum 14.75 ± 3.69 microns long. When observed 

live in blood plasma, the free flagellum extends forward away from the cell and twists 

rapidly, pulling the rest of the cell anteriorly in a spiral (Supplementary Video 4). 

 

Taxonomic Summary: 

 Vertebrate hosts in North America: Rana catesbianae, Rana clamitans, and Rana 

sphenocephala 

 Vector hosts: Unknown. 

 Distribution: Payne County, Oklahoma: Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland 

(36°06'03.3" N, 97°04'48.3" W). McCurtain County, Oklahoma: Red Slough (33°44.897' 

N, 094°38.549' W), Little River NWR (33°57.200' N; 094°42.166' W). Polk County, 

Arkansas: Blue Haze Vista (34°37'40.17'' N, 94°14'44.4228'' W), Ouachita Mountains 

Biological Station (34°27'44.5" N, 93°59'54.2" W), Muskego, Waukesha County, 
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Wisconsin (42°51'13.1764'' N, 88°7'22.944'' W), Woodward Park, New London, New 

Hampshire (43°24'51" N, 71°59'32" W). 

 Prevalence: Rana catesbeiana (11/36, 31%), Rana clamitans (22/56, 39%), Rana 

sphenocephala (5/39, 13%). 

 Type material: Blood smears stained with DipQuik were deposited to the Harold 

W. Manter Laboratory of Parasitiology Collection, Lincoln, Nebraska. Gene sequences 

for the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH genes were deposited to GenBank, accession numbers 

(##### - #####). 

 

Remarks: 

 Trypanosoma ranarum (Lankester, 1871), to which this species Trypanosoma cf. 

ranarum conforms, was originally described by Lankester from P. kl. esculentus in 

Germany. Since description, T. ranarum has been reported in North America and Europe, 

however the synonymy of these reports is not yet clear and because of this I have opted to 

designate the reports of this species in this study as T. cf. ranarum (Bardsley and 

Harmsen, 1973; Barta and Desser, 1984; Spodareva et al., 2018). 

Trypanosoma cf. ranarum morphologically conforms to Trypanosoma ranarum 

reported by Spodareva et al. (2018) from European anurans. However, despite genetic 

similarities of 0.9 - 1.1% at 18s rRNA, the evidence is too premature to declare these 

reports conspecific at this point (Chapter III). There is currently only a single 18s 

consensus sequence for the European T. ranarum, which came from seven clones from 
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three frogs, including two P. kl. esculentus from Ukraine and one P. ridibundus from 

Czechia (Spodareva et al., 2018). Additional sampling and sequencing using similar 

methods to those in Chapter II will have to be employed to link sequence data and 

morphology from different hosts across the type localities in Europe as well as North 

America to support or refute the specific status of the current reports (Chapter III).  

In North America, Stebbins (1907) described Trypanosoma clamatae from Rana 

clamatans presumably from Long Island, New York. He considered T. clamatae to have 

two forms, a larger broad form (Figs. 4-8, Stebbins, 1907) and a smaller slender form 

(Figs. 1-3, Stebbins, 1907). Based on recent investigations, these forms most likely 

represent distinct species and based on morphology in the plates, the larger form 

conforms to Trypanosoma cf. ranarum. Diamond (1965) reported two forms of 

Trypanosoma ranarum infecting Rana pipiens collected in Minnesota, USA. My forms 

are morphologically similar to Diamond’s T. ranarum type II forms in terms of their 

general form (plates 52 and 53) and measurements (Table 5 of Diamond, 1965). Woo 

(1969) reported a broad trypanosome with a free flagellum infecting Rana pipiens, R. 

clamitans, and R. catesbieana in Ontario, Canada and identified it as Trypanosoma 

ranarum. Woo reports two forms of T. ranarum, a broader form and a slenderer form. 

These forms have similar kinetoplast and nucleus positions and both are within my 

concept of Trypanosoma cf. ranarum. Werner and Walewski (1976) report finding T. 

ranarum infecting various ranid frogs in Michigan, USA, however they do not provide 

any morphological data. They do report data from trypanosome species infecting toads, 

and these forms do have morphological similarities to Trypanosoma cf. ranarum of this 

study. However, the forms of Werner and Walewski (1976) were found be host-specific 
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to toads by later investigations and were synonymized with T. fallisi (Werner et al., 1988; 

Martin and Desser, 1990). Additionally, T. fallisi is genetically distinct from T. ranarum 

at 18s rRNA (Chapter III; Martin et al., 2002). Barta and Desser (1984) reported T. 

ranarum infecting R. catesbeiana, R. clamitans, and R. septentrionalis in Ontario, 

Canada. Their measurements of the body length, body width, and flagella as well as their 

Fig. 3 conform to my concept of Trypansoma cf. ranarum. 
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Figure 17. Trypanosoma cf. ranarum on stained blood smears showing variation in cell 

length and width. A. More slender form. B-C. Intermediate width forms. D. Broad form. 

Consistent characteristics include an undulating membrane beginning at the kinetoplast 

(black arrows), which is about 1/3rd of the cell length from posterior to anterior end. The 

nucleus (white arrows) is about half of the distance from the posterior end to the anterior 

end. The undulating membrane begins at the kinetoplast and extends into a free flagellum 

14.75 ± 3.69 microns long. Scale bars = 10 µm. 
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DISCUSSION 

Mixed infections and the possibility for pleomorphic species have been a major 

challenge to describing the diversity of amphibian trypanosomes (Bardsley and Harmsen, 

1973; Desser, 2001). Data generated on amphibian trypanosomes without discerning the 

identity and number of forms present in a trypanosome infection runs the risk of adding 

confusion rather than clarity. An example is investigated in Chapter III, when previous 

studies found evidence suggesting trypanosome morphology was not phylogenetically 

conserved. However, phylogenetic analyses in Chapter III that excluded sequences 

without confirmed bloodstream morphology yielded clades of trypanosomes with general 

morphological similarities, suggesting that amphibian trypanosome morphology may be 

more conserved than previously thought. The methods outlined in Chapter II provide the 

ability to link sequence data to trypanosome cell morphology, which is a powerful tool to 

identify the forms in mixed trypanosome infections and elucidate pleomorphic species. 

Future studies on amphibian trypanosomes can use the techniques in Chapter II to 

sequence new trypanosomes cells and compare the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH gene 

sequences to the species described here. Further study including sequencing isolated cells 

is needed to describe the remaining eight morphotypes reported in Chapter III. 

I argue that combining morphological measurements linked to sequence data is 

the way forward in describing the diversity of trypanosomes in anurans, allowing for 

studies on life cycles, development, and host parasite interactions on known species. 

Additionally, the continued generation of sequences linked to morphology will test the 

consistency of morphology as a character to identify species and define the 

morphological limits of trypanosome species. The current research provides hope that 
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with careful considerations of possible pitfalls (mixed infections and pleomorphism) we 

can reliably identify these organisms and uncover the hidden diversity of amphibian 

trypanosomes. 
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Table 8. Dimensions of the four trypanosome species. All measurements are 

reported in micrometers (µm) as an average ± standard deviation followed by 

the range in parentheses. 

 

Trypanosoma 

desseri n. sp. 

Trypanosoma 

curvus n. sp. 

Trypanosoma 

louisdiamondi 

n. sp. 

Trypanosoma 

cf. ranarum 

  n = 330 n = 56 n = 18 n = 193 

PF 
n/a n/a 

55.67 ± 7.34 

(47.3 – 66.7) 

68.97 ± 6.84 

(53 – 88.7) 

PA 57.22 ± 7.38 

(31.5 – 82.7) 

34.76 ± 3.56 

(27.1 – 46.5) 

46.07 ± 7.76 

(26.8 – 59.7) 

52.85 ± 7.11 

(33.5 – 71.9) 

FF 
n/a n/a 

12.03 ± 6.65 

(2.5 – 23) 

14.75 ± 3.69 

(4.4 – 23.2) 

BW 12.73 ± 3.87 

(5.5 – 26.8) 

10.6 ± 3.61 

(5.5 – 19.5) 

7.19 ± 2.43 

(2.4 – 10.4) 

13.27 ± 3.73 

(6 – 28.3) 

LN 3.62 ± 0.58 

(2.1 – 6.2) 

3.55 ± 0.52 

(2.3 – 4.5) 

2.44 ± 0.45 

(1.8 – 3.3) 

4.74 ± 1.04 

(1.2 – 8.1) 

WN 3.03 ± 0.6 

(1 – 4.8) 

3.09 ± 0.56 

(2 – 4.1) 

1.76 ± 0.49 

(1.1 – 2.7) 

3.82 ± 0.94 

(1.4 – 6.7) 

PK 10.25 ± 3.44 

(3 – 19.7) 

3.55 ± 1.66 

(1.3 – 7.3) 

21.12 ± 4.68 

(12.9 – 28.6) 

17.48 ± 4.13 

(5.2 – 30.1) 

KN 10.26 ± 3.54 

(3.7 – 23.9) 

9.08 ± 2.1 

(3.9 – 12.6) 

3.39 ± 1.06 

(2 – 5.6) 

5.87 ± 1.35 

(2.2 – 11) 

NA 37.99 ± 5.91 

(20.1 – 55.9) 

22.95 ± 3.54 

(15.9 – 31.1) 

24.47 ± 6.12 

(10.6 – 34.4) 

29.44 ± 5.01 

(12.3 – 46.9) 

PN 20.04 ± 3.63 

(10.2 – 36.8) 

12.52 ± 1.51 

(8.8 – 15.7) 

22.73 ± 3.43 

(16.1 – 28.4) 

23.42 ± 4.55 

(13.1 – 38) 

PK/PN 0.51 ± 0.15 

(0.15 – 0.85) 

0.29 ± 0.14 

(0.11 – 0.6) 

0.88 ± 0.08 

(0.72 – 0.99) 

0.75 ± 0.09 

(0.39 – 1.02) 

PK/PA 0.17 ± 0.05 

(0.06 – 0.31) 

0.1 ± 0.05 

(0.04 – 0.21) 

0.46 ± 0.06 

(0.34 – 0.64) 

0.33 ± 0.06 

(0.15 – 0.5) 

PN/PA 0.35 ± 0.05 

(0.21 – 0.58) 

0.36 ± 0.04 

(0.27 – 0.48) 

0.51 ± 0.05 

(0.44 – 0.6) 

0.45 ± 0.06 

(0.28 – 0.69) 

BW/PA 0.22 ± 0.07 

(0.09 – 0.5) 

0.3 ± 0.1 

(0.16 – 0.57) 

0.16 ± 0.05 

(0.07 – 0.23) 

0.25 ± 0.08 

(0.09 – 0.64) 

FF/PA 
n/a n/a 

0.33 ± 0.27 

(0.05 – 0.86) 

0.28 ± 0.08 

(0.06 – 0.52) 
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CHAPTER V 

 

 

MORPHOLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR CHARACTERIZATION OF 

HEPATOZOON SPECIES INFECTING FROGS AND SNAKES ACROSS THE 

CENTRAL AND EASTERN UNITED STATES 

 

ABSTRACT: The genus Hepatozoon Miller, 1908 (Apicomplexa: Adeleorina) are 

intracellular blood parasites that are vector transmitted between diverse vertebrate hosts 

including frogs and snakes. Species identification based on forms in vertebrate blood is 

difficult because there are usually not many morphological characters to distinguish 

species and gamonts of genetically different isolates can be morphologically 

indistinguishable. Traditionally, Hepatozoon spp. have been distinguished by characters 

other than bloodstream gamont morphology, such as pathology to host erythrocytes 

and/or developmental stages in the invertebrate vector. However, recent molecular 

studies are finding these traditional distinctions do not correlate with gene sequence data. 

Specifically, H. catesbianae and H. clamatae are closely related species that infect North 

American anurans that are morphologically indistinguishable and have been 

distinguished by fragmentation of the host erythrocyte nucleus. However, this character 

does not correlate with specific genotypes of these infections. In this study, anurans from 

the United States with fragmented and unfragmented infections are morphologically and  
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molecularly characterized at three loci, CO3, ITS-1, and 18s rRNA, and their genotypes 

and fragmentation effects are compared. Of the three ranid species found infected with 

Hepatozoon spp., Rana catesbeiana, R. clamitans, and R. sphenocephala, only R. 

clamitans had infected erythrocytes with fragmented nuclei. Similar to previous studies, 

genotypes of Hepatozoon spp. from R. clamitans did not correlate with the presence or 

absence of fragmentation. Additionally, Hepatozoon cf. sipedon is reported and 

characterized from three snake species collected in Oklahoma and Arkansas. Infected 

erythrocytes in these snakes displayed variation in cytoplasm clearing. While frog 

Hepatozoon spp. infecting frogs were in a single clade on the 18s rRNA phylogeny, 

Hepatozoon spp. infecting snakes were found in multiple clades with other hosts 

including lizards, small mammals, and frogs, suggesting snakes may be capturing 

Hepatozoon spp. from their prey. The possibilities for life cycle evolution of Hepatozoon 

spp. infecting snakes are discussed. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 The genus Hepatozoon Miller, 1908 (Apicomplexa: Adeleorina) includes 

intracellular protozoan parasites that infect erythrocytes, leukocytes, and hepatocytes of 

mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians (Smith, 1996; Kim et al., 1998). Hemophagous 

arthropods including ticks, mites, lice, fleas, reduviid bugs, sandflies, tsetse flies, and 

mosquitoes have been reported as vectors and definitive hosts for Hepatozoon spp. 

(Smith, 1996). Hepatozoon species are reported to have either two-host or three-host life 

cycles. In two-host life cycles, gamogany (sexual reproduction) occurs in the invertebrate 

definitive host, forming oocysts (Desser et al., 1995; Smith, 1996). The oocyst then 
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undergoes sporogany (asexual reproduction) producing sporocysts containing sporozoites 

(Levine, 1988). Transmission to the vertebrate host occurs by ingestion of an infected 

arthropod. Sporozoites invade the internal organs such as the liver, where merogony 

(asexual reproduction) takes place, leading to the release of merozoites that infect 

erythrocytes or leukocytes and develop to gamonts (Smith, 1996). When the appropriate 

hematophagous invertebrate host ingests blood with gamonts from an infected vertebrate, 

gamonts travel to the hemocoel or malphigian tubules and undergo sexual reproduction 

(gamogony) followed by asexual reproduction (sporogony) forming sporozoites and 

completing the life cycle (Smith, 1996).  

Three-host lifecycles involve the addition of a dizoic cyst stage in the liver and/or 

lungs of an insectivorous vertebrate transfer host. The transfer host typically ingests an 

arthropod infected with sporozoites, and the sporozoites infect the liver and/or lungs and 

develop into dizoic cysts (Smith, 1996). When this transfer host is ingested by a suitable 

predator host, the cysts pass over and infect the predators’ organs where they undergo 

two rounds of merogany. This produces merozoites that infect circulating erythrocytes 

where they develop into gamonts that are ingested by the hematophagous arthropod. 

Gametogenesis, fertilization, and sporogony occur in the arthropod and the life cycle 

continues when the arthropod is ingested by the transfer host (Smith et al., 1994; Smith, 

1996). A more complicated life cycle is described for H. domerguei where a lizard 

transfer host has both gamonts in circulating erythrocytes and dizoic cysts in its organs 

(Landau et al., 1972). This lizard is then able to infect both blood-feeding arthropods and 

the predator snake intermediate host. 
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Hepatozoon spp. Infecting Amphibians 

Currently, 48 species of Hepatozoon have been described from amphibians 

around the world (Smith, 1996; Harris et al., 2014, Netherlands et al., 2018). In North 

America, five species of Hepatozoon are known to infect amphibians. Stebbins (1904, 

1905) described H. catesbianae in bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) and H. clamatae in green 

frogs (Rana clamatans) from New York. Additionally, Lehmann (1959a; 1959b; 1960) 

described three species of Hepatozoon in anurans from California including H. sonomae 

and H. boyli infecting the foothill yellow-legged frog (Rana boylii) and H. aurora 

infecting the northern red-legged frog (Rana aurora). The only other reports of 

Hepatozoon spp. infecting amphibians in North America include H. catesbianae and H. 

clamatae in bullfrogs, green frogs and northern leopard frogs (Rana pipiens) from 

Ontario, Canada, H. catesbianae and H. clamatae in bullfrogs and green frogs in Nova 

Scotia, Canada, and H. clamatae in green frogs and northern leopard frogs from Illinois 

(Kudo, 1922; Barta and Desser, 1984; Desser et al., 1995; Kim et al., 1998; Boulianne et 

al., 2007). More recently, it has become the practice to forgo naming Hepatozoon species 

without molecular data. Stenberg and Bowerman (2008) reported a Hepatozoon sp. from 

the Oregon spotted frog (Rana pretiosa) from Oregon and McAllister et al. (2020) 

reported Hepatozoon spp. from green frogs in Arkansas. Additionally, Léveillé et al. 

(2021) reported three genotypes of Hepatozoon spp. in Ontario, genotype A 

(corresponding to H. catesbeiana) infecting bullfrogs and green frogs, genotype B 

(corresponding to H. clamatae) in bullfrogs, green frogs, and northern leopard frogs, and 

genotype C (designated Hepatozoon sp.) that was only found in northern leopard frogs. 
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The life cycles for Hepatozoon catesbianae and H. clamatae were elucidated by 

Desser et al. (1995) and Kim et al. (1998), respectively. Briefly, gametogenesis, 

fertilization, and sporogony of both species occur in the malpighian tubules of the 

mosquito Culex territans. When a frog ingests an infected mosquito, sporozoites invade 

frog liver cells and form meronts. These meronts release merozoites that infect 

erythrocytes and develop into gamonts. Culex territans then feeds on the frog and ingest 

circulating gamonts, which migrate to the malpighian tubules and mate forming oocysts 

that undergo sporogony and the life cycle continues. More recently, Harkness et al. 

(2010) was able to infect Culex pipiens, a bird/mammal feeding mosquito, with H. 

clamatae in the laboratory, suggesting that amphibian Hepatozoon species may not be 

specific to their mosquito vector hosts. Clearly other species of mosquitoes must serve as 

vectors for anuran Hepatozoon spp. because frogs are infected in California which is 

outside of the range of C. territans (Lehman, 1959a; 1959b; 1960; Darsie and Ward, 

2005). 

Traditionally, Hepatozoon clamatae has been differentiated from H. catesbianae 

by the effect on the host erythrocyte nucleus, as H. clamatae fragments the erythrocyte 

nucleus while H. catesbianae does not (Fig. 18; Desser et al. 1995; Kim et al. 1998; 

Boulianne et al., 2007; Léveillé et al. 2021). Additionally, H. clamatae (fragmented 

infections) have been primarily found infecting Rana clamitans while H. catesbianae 

(unfragmented infections) are mainly found in bullfrogs R. catesbeiana, and hence the 

Hepatozoon spp. were named for their hosts (Desser et al. 1995; Kim et al. 1998; 

Boulianne et al., 2007). However, recent molecular studies found no genetic correlation 

with the erythrocyte nucleus fragmentation character, as sequences of Genotypes A and B 
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originated from both infections with fragmented nuclei and unfragmented nuclei 

(Boulianne et al., 2007; Léveillé et al. 2021). The biological significance of this character 

and its occurrence across different host frog species and across Hepatozoon genotypes 

remains unexplained. 

 

Hepatozoon spp. Infecting Snakes 

In addition to amphibians, at least 123 species of Hepatozoon have been described 

infecting snakes worldwide (Smith, 1996; Cook et al., 2018). In North America, Telford 

(2009) recognized 18 Hepatozoon spp. infecting snakes that have sufficient life cycle 

information available. The most studied of these species include Hepatozoon rarefaciens, 

H. fusifex, and H. sipedon. Hepatozoon rarefaciens naturally infects indigo snakes 

(Drymarchon corais) in Mexico and was experimentally transmitted to Boa constrictor 

and Pituophis c. catenifer via lab raised Culex tarsalis mosquitoes (Ball et al., 1967; 

Telford, 2009). Hepatozoon fusifex was described from natural populations of Boa 

constrictor near Colima, Mexico and sporogany was observed in the hemocoel of ticks 

(Amblyomma dissimile) attached to the boas upon capture (Ball et al., 1969). 

Additionally, H. fusifex developed in diverse vertebrate and invertebrate hosts when 

exposed experimentally. The mosquitoes C. tarsalis and Aedes togoi became infected 

with mature oocysts after feeding on infected boas. Additionally, feeding infected 

mosquitoes to lizards, Anolis carolinensis and Sceloporus occidentalis, and the snake 

Pituophis c. catenifer resulted in development and the presentation of gamonts in 

circulating red blood cells (Booden et al., 1970; Oda et al., 1971; Telford, 2009). 

Hepatozoon sipedon was described from northern watersnakes, Nerodia sipedon, in 
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Ontario, Canada (Smith et al., 1994). The life cycle for H. sipedon includes three hosts, 

the northern water snake, Nerodia sipedon, the northern leopard frog Rana pipiens, and 

either of two mosquitoes Culex pipiens or Culex territans (Smith et al., 1994).  

In general, snakes become infected with Hepatozoon spp. when they ingest either 

an invertebrate containing sporozoites, or a vertebrate containing dizoic cysts in the liver 

or lungs (Smith, 1996; Telford, 2009, Zechmeisterova et al., 2021). However, snakes do 

not commonly feed on hematophagous invertebrates, and the most plausible mode of 

transmission involves ingesting vertebrates such as frogs, lizards, and rodents containing 

dizoic cysts (Smith, 1996; Sloboda et al., 2007; Zechmeisterova et al., 2021). However, 

three-host life cycles have not been demonstrated for many snake Hepatozoon species. 

Additionally, numerous studies by Telford et al. (2001; 2004; 2005; 2008) report finding 

oocysts or sporocysts of Hepatozoon spp. in the proboscides of mosquitoes, suggesting 

transmission via direct inoculation of the blood during mosquito feeding is possible 

(Telford, 2009). Congenital transmission has also been reported, where infected pregnant 

female snakes give birth to offspring that are also infected (Lowichik and Yaeger, 1987; 

Kauffman et al., 2017). 

Most Hepatozoon spp. were described and named for the host they were found 

infecting, and experimental lab infections have generally demonstrated low host-

specificity and potentially wide host ranges (Booden et al., 1970; Oda et al., 1971; 

Landau et al., 1972; Sloboda et al., 2007; Telford, 2009). Genetic data is increasingly 

becoming available for Hepatozoon spp. and is a promising way to evaluate species 

associations. However, sequence data are only available for two species of Hepatozoon 

from frogs (H. clamatae and H. catesbianae) and one species from a snake (H. sipedon) 
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in North America. The goal of this study was to survey frogs and snakes in central USA 

for Hepatozoon species and sequence the 18s rRNA, CO3, and ITS-1 genes to provide a 

basis for genetic species identification of Hepatozoon spp. in North America. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Collection of Specimens 

During April through August of 2014-2019, 250 anurans, ten caudatans, and six 

snakes were collected and examined for blood protozoa from Arkansas, New Hampshire, 

Oklahoma, and Wisconsin (Table 9). Species sampled from Teal Ridge Aquatic Wetland, 

Stillwater, Oklahoma (36°06'03.3" N, 97°04'48.3" W) included Acris blanchardi (N=28), 

Ambystoma texanum (N=10), Anaxyrus americanus (N=2), Anaxyrus woodhousii (N=5), 

Gastrophryne olivacea (N=28), Hyla chrysoscelis (adults N=11, tadpoles N=13), 

Pseudacris clarki (N=5), Rana catesbeiana (N=13), R. sphenocephala (N=30). Species 

from Hennessey, Oklahoma (36°07'00.0" N, 97°53'56.0" W) included R. blairi (N=4) and 

R. catesbeiana (N=2). Species from Guthrie, Oklahoma (35°48'38.4" N, 97°24'08.6" W) 

included R. sphenocephala (N=7). Species from Red Slough WMA, McCurtain Co. 

Oklahoma (33°44.897' N, 094°38.549' W) included R. catesbeiana (N=15), R. clamitans 

(N=7), and R. sphenocephala (N=1). Species from Little River NWR, McCurtain Co. 

Oklahoma (33°57.200' N, 094°42.166' W) included H. avivoca (N=9), H. cinerea (N=9), 

R. clamitans (N=2), and R. sphenocephala (N=2). Species from Blue Haze Vista, 

Arkansas (34°37'40.17'' N, 94°14'44.4228'' W) included R. catesbeiana (N =2) and R. 

clamitans (N=14). Nine of the R. clamitans were reported in McCallister et al. (2020). 

Species from Ouachita Mountains Biological Station, Arkansas (34°27'44.5" N, 
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93°59'54.2" W) included H. cinerea (N=5), R. catesbeiana (N=17), and R. clamitans 

(N=10). Additionally, eight R. clamitans were collected from Woodward Park, New 

London, New Hampshire (43°24'51" N, 71°59'32" W) and fifteen R. clamitans were 

collected from Muskego, Waukesha County, Wisconsin (42°51'13.1764'' N, 88°7'22.944'' 

W).  

Amphibians from all locations were collected by hand or by dip-net. Adult and 

newly metamorphosed amphibians were placed in moist cotton bags; whereas all larval 

amphibians were placed in 18.9 L buckets filled with pond water and transported to the 

laboratory. In the laboratory, amphibians were double pithed and examined for blood 

protozoans within 12 hours of capture. Snakes were caught by hand and euthanized by an 

overdose of with an intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital. Additionally, the 

single Nerodia rhombifer was road kill found dead on the side of the road in Stillwater, 

Oklahoma. 

 

Blood Processing and Examination 

 For adult and newly metamorphosed amphibians, blood was drawn from the facial 

vein with a 26-gauge needle and collected in capillary tubes following Forzán et al. 

(2012). Blood was drawn from the heart of euthanized snakes with a 22-gauge needle and 

collected into capillary tubes. For each amphibian and snake individual, blood from a 

single capillary tube was deposited on a glass slide with a pipette bulb and a thin smear 

prepared. Additionally, 200 µL of blood from each amphibian and snake was fixed in 

100% ethanol in 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes and stored at -80 C for molecular analyses.  
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Thin blood smears were air-dried and stained with the JorVet Dip Quick Stain Kit 

(Jorgensen Labs, CO). Stained slides were scanned at high power (100x objective) with 

an Olympus BX-51 upright research microscope for approximately 10 minutes to detect 

intracellular parasites infecting host red blood cells. When Hepatozoon spp. gamonts 

were found on smears, 10 to 20 specimens of each stage were photographed with an 

Olympus 5-megapixel digital camera. Parasite cell dimensions were measured on 

photomicrographs using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) calibrated with a stage 

micrometer (Reichert, NY). Gamont length and width as well as the gamont nucleus 

length and width were measured from each cell. Gamont length was measured along the 

midline of the cell, and the gamont width was measured from the cell’s widest point. The 

gamont nucleus length was the long axis of the nucleus and the width was perpendicular 

to the length measurement. 

 

DNA Extraction 

 DNA was extracted from ethanol preserved frog blood by thawing and drying 20 

μL in a Thermolyne dri-bath heated to 56°C for approximately 30 minutes to evaporate 

ethanol. Then the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, CA) was used following the 

recommended protocol for samples of nucleated blood. 

 

PCR Amplification and Sequencing 

The 18s ribosomal RNA, internal transcribed spacer region 1 (ITS-1), and 

cytochrome oxidase subunit 3 (CO3) genes were amplified from extracted DNA samples 
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by PCR using previously published primers as well as new primers made from 

alignments of available sequences (Table 10). For all gene targets, 25 µL PCR reactions 

were performed using the Platinum Green Hot Start PCR Master Mix Kit (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA). The PCR program was as follows: initial activation for 300s at 95°C, 

annealing for 30s at the appropriate temperature for the primer pair in Table 10, and 

extension for 60s at 72°C, repeated for 30-40 cycles before a final extension period of 

420s at 72°C. PCR success was determined by running 4 μL of PCR product on a 1% 

agarose gel and only single, solid bands were prepped for sequencing using the Promega 

Wizard DNA Purification Kit (Promega, WI). Sanger sequencing of PCR amplicons was 

performed with the primers in Table 10 on an Applied Biosystems 3730 capillary 

sequencer at the Oklahoma State University core facility. Forward and reverse 

chromatograms were aligned and inspected in MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). All 

sequences had 100% identity between forward and reverse chromatograms. 

 

Phylogenetic Analyses 

Gene sequences of the 18s rRNA, ITS-1, and CO3 genes were obtained from 

GenBank. Each gene alignment was created using the MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) feature of 

MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). For the 18s rRNA gene, sequences from Karadjian et al. 

(2015) were combined with more recently sequenced Hepatozoon spp. 18s rRNA 

available on GenBank. However, to obtain reasonable support values, only sequences 

greater than 1170 base pairs in length were retained. The final alignment had 126 

sequences and 1090 positions after gaps were removed. The phylogeny was estimated 

using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) framework within MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). 
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The HKY+G+I model (Hasegawa et al., 1985) was found to be the best fit using the 

MEGA X modeltest feature. Support values of nodes were assessed using 1000 bootstrap 

replications. 

The ITS-1 gene alignment included 27 sequences with 93 positions after removal 

of gaps. ITS-1 sequences from Kim et al. (1998) and Smith et al. (1999) were not 

included in the alignment as they were reported to contain errors due to early sequencing 

technology (Boulianne et al., 2007, T. Smith pers. comm.) The ML tree was created with 

the T92 model (Tamura, 1992), as it was the best fit. Support values of nodes were 

assessed using 1000 bootstrap replications. 

The 17 cytochrome oxidase subunit 3 (CO3) gene sequences obtained in this 

study were aligned with additional CO3 sequences from Hepatozoon spp. obtained from 

GenBank. Of these, nine CO3 sequences were in records of full mitochondrial genomes 

and only the CO3 gene sequences were used for these analyses. The alignment was made 

with the MUSCLE feature and involved 31 nucleotide sequences with 581 positions and 

included all codon positions. The ML tree was created with the GTR + G model (Nei and 

Kumar, 2000), as it was the best fit. Support values of nodes were assessed using 1000 

bootstrap replications. 

For all three genes, p-distances were calculated using pairwise comparisons 

between sequences using MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). 
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RESULTS 

Parasite Prevalence and Morphology in Anurans 

Of all amphibians sampled, three species were infected with Hepatozoon spp. 

gamonts (Table 9). Prevalence was highest in Rana clamitans at 50% (28 of 56), 

followed by 22% (8 of 36) in Rana catesbeiana, and 10% (4 of 39) in Rana 

sphenocephala (Table 9, Fig. 18). Host erythrocyte nuclei were only fragmented in Rana 

clamitans, which represented 64% (18 of 28) of R. clamitans infections (Table 9). 

Additionally, infections in R. clamitans displayed varying degrees of fragmentation, 

including fully fragmented nuclei (ten infections), cells with nuclei split into two lobes 

(six infections), and nuclei that appeared to have been liquified (two infections; Fig. 19). 

 Mature and immature Hepatozoon sp. gamonts were found infecting the three 

Rana species (Fig. 18A-C, Table 11). Immature gamonts are smaller than mature 

gamonts and arise earlier in infection (Kim et al., 1998). One R. clamitans and one R. 

sphenocephala contained both mature and immature gamonts, while one R. catesbeiana 

was infected by immature gamonts exclusively. Length and width measurements of 

mature gamonts were similar from all frog hosts, as were immature gamonts from 

different frog hosts (Table 11). Additionally, measurements were similar for gamonts 

infecting red blood cells with fragmented and unfragmented nuclei and measurements of 

mature and immature gamonts were similar between genotypes (Tables 12 and 13). 
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Parasite Prevalence and Morphology in Snakes 

Five of the six snakes collected were infected with Hepatozoon sp. gamonts, 

including both the individual Nerodia rhombifer and Thamnophis proximus examined 

and three of the four Agkistrodon contortrix (Fig. 18D, Table 9). Infected snake 

erythrocytes often displayed a clearing of the cytoplasm, which varied in extent from no 

observed clearing to total clearing of the entire cell (Fig. 20). Examples of all extents of 

clearing were observed in all three snake species. Most infected cells had an intermediate 

clearing (Fig. 20B-C). 

 

Phylogenetic Analyses of Anuran Hepatozoon Genotypes 

At the CO3 gene locus, the sequences obtained in this study fell into three clades 

with Hepatozoon spp. genotypes previously identified by Léveillé et al. (2021) from 

Hepatozoon spp. infecting frogs in Ontario, Canada (Fig. 21). Nine sequences from this 

study were identical to Hepatozoon catesbianae (KF894962.2) and can be designated 

Genotype A. Five sequences had very close similarity (0 – 0.3% of 629 bases) to 

Hepatozoon clamatae (MN245241.1 and MN310689.1) and can be assigned to Genotype 

B. Three sequences were near Genotype C (MN245143.1 and MN310690.1), but with 

low bootstrap support and a slightly larger sequence divergence (1.0-1.2% of 629 bases). 

Therefore, these sequences are considered a distinct genotype, Genotype D (Fig. 21). The 

average difference between genotypes varied from 0.7% (A to C) to 2.7% (B to D) 

different over the 629 bases. 
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In general, the genetic differences found between amphibian Hepatozoon spp. 

sequences at ITS-1 and 18s rRNA were much smaller than the differences found at CO3. 

Sequences differed by only one or two bases at 18s and ITS-1, while larger variation of 5 

to 17 bases was found between sequences at CO3. For this reason, the genotype identity 

of samples at CO3 is used in the next paragraphs to compare samples at ITS-1 and 18s 

rRNA phylogenies (Figs. 22 - 24). 

The ITS-1 phylogeny recovered two groups for the Hepatozoon sp. genotypes 

sequenced in this study, designated as clades 1 and 2 (Fig. 22). Samples identified as 

Genotype A at CO3 formed Clade 1 on the ITS-1 phylogeny and included H. catesbianae 

from Léveillé et al. (2021; MN244528.1) and Boulianne et al. (2007; DQ856589-91). 

Samples identified as Genotype B and D were identical at ITS-1 and formed Clade 2 with 

H. clamatae from Léveillé et al. (2021; MN244529.1) and Boulianne et al. (2007; 

DQ856584-88). Clade 1 was two bases different (4.3%) than Clade 2 over the 93 base 

ITS-1 gene. Genotype C of Léveillé et al. (2021; MN244530.1) was one base different 

(2.2%) than Clade 1 sequences over the 93 base pair gene and was designated Clade 3 

(Fig. 22). 

The 18s phylogeny recovered similar topology to previous work (Fig. 23, 

Karadjian et al., 2015, Maia et al., 2016). Our Hepatozoon sp. sequences came out in a 

monophyletic group with previous sequences of Hepatozoon catesbianae and 

Hepatozoon clamatae from Ontario, Canada (Fig. 24; Barta et al., 2012; Léveillé et al., 

2021). This group was nested within a group containing sequences for Hepatozoon spp. 

infecting frogs throughout the world and Hepatozoon spp. infecting natricine snakes, 

which often feed on frogs. Much like the ITS-1 phylogeny, the 18s rRNA phylogeny 
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recovered two groups for the Hepatozoon sp. genotypes sequenced in this study (Fig. 24). 

Also similar to ITS-1, samples identified as Genotype A at CO3 formed Clade 1 and 

included sequences of H. catesbianae from Léveillé et al. (2021; MN244528.1) and H. cf. 

catesbeiana and H. cf. clamatae from Barta et al. (2012; HQ224954.1, HQ224962.1). 

Samples identified as Genotype B and D at CO3 were identical except for three isolates 

that showed single base pair differences across the 1090 base gene segment. Clade 1 

sequences were one base different than Clade 2 sequences. Interestingly, the sample from 

NH2 was Genotype A at CO3 and Clade 2 (matching Genotype B/D samples) at 18s 

rRNA. NH2 was a mixed infection of both fragmented and unfragmented cells and it 

appears different genotypes were amplifying at different loci (Table 14).  

When comparing the effect on the host erythrocyte nucleus with sample CO3 

genotype, Hepatozoon spp. infections that only showed unfragmented nuclei were 

predominantly Genotype A (7 of 9, 77%) with two samples Genotype C (2 of 9, 22%; 

Table 14). Samples from infections with only fragmented nuclei were mostly Genotype B 

(3 of 4, 75%) with one sample Genotype A (1 of 4, 25%). Mixed infections where 

unfragmented, fragmented, two lobed, and melted nuclei were observed showed a 

variation of all three genotypes (Table 14). 

 

Phylogenetic Inferences on Hepatozoon spp. in Snakes 

While frog Hepatozoon spp. infecting frogs were in a single clade on the 18s 

rRNA phylogeny, Hepatozoon spp. infecting snakes were found in multiple clades with 

other hosts including lizards, small mammals, and frogs (Fig. 24). The sequences 

generated in this study from Thamnophis proximus, Nerodia rhombifer, and Agkistrodon 
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contortrix were identical and were four bases (0.37%) different from the previous 18s 

rRNA sequence of H. sipedon from Barta et al. (2012; JN181157.1). The single CO3 

sequence from T. proximus was on average 18.2% different from the frog Hepatozoon 

genotypes and came out in the outgroup with Hepatozoon spp. from mammals. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Morphological and Phylogenetic Relationships of Hepatozoon spp. infecting 

Anurans 

In this study, only Rana clamitans was infected with Hepatozoon spp. gamonts 

that fragmented the host erythrocyte nucleus. Similar to previous studies, the extent of 

fragmentation varied in R. clamitans infections, spanning from unfragmented nuclei, 

nuclei beginning to fragment but split into only two lobes, and fully fragmented nuclei 

(Kim et al., 1998; Fig. 19). Additionally, two infected R. clamitans displayed host 

erythrocyte nuclei that appeared liquified or melted, where the nucleus seemed to fill the 

available space in the erythrocyte cytoplasm (Fig. 19D). To my knowledge, this specific 

effect on the host erythrocyte nucleus has not been previously reported in Hepatozoon 

spp. infections (Kim et al., 1998; Smith, 1996). 

The fragmented infections in Rana clamitans came from multiple Hepatozoon 

genotypes, including one sample that sequenced as Genotype A, which represented most 

unfragmented infections in R. catesbeiana and R. sphenocephala (Table 14). This seems 

to suggest the nuclear fragmentation is unique to R. clamitans. However, previous studies 

have found fragmented nuclei in R. catesbeiana and R. pipiens in addition to R. clamitans 
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(Kim et al., 1998; Boulianne et al., 2007; Léveillé et al., 2021). Yet interestingly, 

previous studies also found fragmented infections more commonly in R. clamitans than 

other host frog species (Kim et al., 1998; Boulianne et al., 2007; Léveillé et al., 2021). 

Currently, it remains unclear why some Hepatozoon spp. infections distort and fragment 

the host erythrocyte nucleus. Léveillé et al. (2021) found a mixed genotype infection that 

fragmented the nuclei of R. catesbeiana. Clearly more sequencing is needed to 

investigate the possibility of genotype/host interactions explaining fragmentation in 

bullfrogs. 

Rana sphenocephala constitutes a new host record for Hepatozoon sp. All four R. 

sphenocephala infections were unfragmented and the single infection sequenced from a 

R. sphenocephala came out as Genotype A at CO3, which corresponds to Hepatozoon 

catesbianae as defined by Léveillé et al. (2021; Fig. 21). 

Gamont morphology was similar between cells from different hosts (Table 11), 

fragmentation character (Table 12), and genotype (Table 13). This supports previous 

research that amphibian Hepatozoon spp. in North America cannot be differentiated by 

gamont dimensions. Other characteristics such as gamogany and sporogonic development 

in the definitive mosquito vector and/or the effect on the host erythrocyte nucleus have 

been used to delineate Hepatozoon species (Desser et al., 1995; Smith, 1996; Kim et al., 

1998). However, recent molecular studies including the current study show that the 

traditional differentiation of Hepatozoon catesbianae and Hepatozoon clamatae by the 

effect on host erythrocyte nucleus has been somewhat of an oversimplification, and the 

character is not correlated with Hepatozoon genotypes (Boulianne et al., 2007; Léveillé et 

al. 2021).  
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The three genotypes reported by Léveillé et al. (2021) from CO3 gene sequences 

did not fall out with erythrocyte nuclear fragmentation. Genotype A was identified as 

Hepatozoon catesbianae (KF894962.2) from the blood of Rana clamitans, yet the 

sequences originated from both fragmented and unfragmented infections. Genotype B 

was identified as Hepatozoon clamatae (MN245241.1 and MN310689.1) and also came 

from both fragmented and unfragmented infections in R. clamitans and R. pipiens. 

Genotype C (MN245143.1 and MN310690.1) was designated as Hepatozoon sp. and was 

only found in Rana pipiens from unfragmented infections (Léveillé et al., 2021). 

Additionally, Léveillé et al. (2021) found mixed infections of Genotype A and B in R. 

catesbeiana and R. clamitans.  

I found similar results with genotypes originating from infections with both 

fragmented and unfragmented host erythrocyte nuclei (Table 14). Additionally, I also 

found mixed infections of fragmented and unfragmented host erythrocytes, which came 

out as different genotypes at different genes. This suggests that there are multiple 

genotypes in these samples. Which genotype gets sequenced should depend on the 

proportions of each genotype in the sample and the annealing affinities of the primers for 

the different genes. Three samples originating from one R. catesbeiana and two R. 

clamitans had a sequence distinct from the three genotypes found by Léveillé et al. 

(2021), and I designated these samples Genotype D (Fig. 21). These infections were 

unfragmented with one sample having a mix of cells with unfragmented nuclei and cells 

that appeared melted (Table 14; Fig. 19D). 

In general, only small genetic differences of one or two bases were found between 

genotypes at 18s and ITS-1. Larger variation of 5 to 17 bases was found between 
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genotypes at CO3. These findings corroborate Léveillé et al. (2021) who asserted CO3 

was a good gene for DNA barcoding Hepatozoon spp. 

Recently developed single cell isolation and sequencing techniques outlined in 

Chapter II could potentially shed light on the confusion of nuclear fragmentation and 

mixed genotype Hepatozoon infections. These techniques were shown to link sequence 

data with morphology of trypanosome cells from mixed infections, providing convincing 

evidence that trypanosome morphotypes in mixed infections were distinct genetic 

lineages (Chapter II). Identifying, isolating, and sequencing single erythrocytes 

containing Hepatozoon gamonts with different extents of nuclear fragmentation could 

provide useful data regarding mixed Hepatozoon infections and may clarify 

inconsistencies between genotypes and nuclear fragmentation characteristics, which may 

simply be resulting from current methods that sequence Hepatozoon spp. from whole 

blood (Kim et al., 1998; Boulianne et al., 2007; Léveillé et al., 2021). 

 

Morphological and Phylogenetic Relationships of Hepatozoon spp. Infecting Snakes 

 The gamonts of Hepatozoon cf. sipedon infecting the three snake species 

(Thamnophis proximus, Nerodia rhombifer, and Agkistrodon contortrix) were 

morphologically similar to each other and to previous reports of Hepatozoon sipedon 

(Fig. 18D; Smith et al., 1994). Additionally, varying degrees of cytoplasm clearing were 

observed in these snake infections, which have also been reported previously for H. 

sipedon (Fig. 20; Smith et al., 1994). Genetically, the three isolates were identical at 18s 

rRNA and ITS-1 (Fig. 22 and 23). Unfortunately, amplification of the CO3 gene was 

only successful from one snake, T. proximus, and currently no other CO3 sequences are 
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available from snake Hepatozoon spp. (Fig. 21). For the 18s rRNA gene, isolates in this 

study were four bases (0.37%) different from the previous sequence of H. sipedon from 

Barta et al. (2012; JN181157.1). Hepatozoon spp. isolates from frogs were identical to 

previously sequenced genotypes, suggesting exact matches may be reasonable for species 

identification. Therefore, because of the four base pair difference to the previous 

sequence of H. sipedon, I designate the isolates infecting snakes in this study as H. cf. 

sipedon. Additional CO3 sequences from Hepatozoon spp. infecting snakes should shed 

light on this distinction and may prove a better locus for differentiating Hepatozoon spp. 

of snakes just as it has been found for anuran Hepatozoon genotypes (Léveillé et al., 

2021). 

 In the 18s rRNA phylogeny in this study, many Hepatozoon spp. infecting snakes 

were found to have close genetic similarity to Hepatozoon spp. infecting likely prey 

sources. This trend has been noticed by previous authors and occurrence of Hepatozoon 

species in snakes has been proposed to be driven by ecological interactions between the 

snake predators and their prey (Sloboda et al., 2007; Tome et al., 2013). Specific 

examples include Hepatozoon domerguei infecting Madagascarophis colubrinus 

(KM234646.1) and Ithycyphus oursi (KM234648.1) were identical to that of Hepatozoon 

domerguei infecting Furcifer sp. chameleon (KM234649.1), on which these snakes prey 

(Crottini et al., 2010; Maia et al., 2014). Additionally, Psammophis spp. prey on lizards, 

and specifically P. sibilans feeds on Quedenfeldtia moerens, which had very similar 18s 

sequences (KC696567.1, HQ734809.1; Tome et al., 2013). Hepatozoon spp. infecting 

generalist feeding snakes M. colubrinus, Python regius, and Elaphe carinata came out in 
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the clade with Hepatozoon spp. from Abrothrix spp. rodents, however this clade is not 

well resolved.  

Experimental evidence suggests there is low host specificity for Hepatozoon spp. 

infecting snakes at all hosts in their life cycle: first intermediate hosts (Booden et al., 

1970; Landau et al., 1970; Landau et al., 1972; Smith et al., 1996; Paperna and Lainson, 

2004), second intermediate hosts (Ball et al., 1967; Booden et al., 1970; Landau et al., 

1972; Smith, 1996; Telford et al., 2004; Sloboda et al., 2007), and mosquito vectors (Ball 

et al., 1967; Landau et al., 1972; Wozniak and Telford, 1991; Smith, 1996). However, in 

nature snake hosts seem to have specific parasites (Telford et al., 2001; Sloboda et al., 

2007). Snakes vary in the specificity of their diet, yet the experimentally determined low 

host specificity of Hepatozoon spp. suggests that the avenues available for snakes to 

acquire Hepatozoon spp. come from Hepatozoon species of their prey. While we do not 

know most Hepatozoon spp. life cycles, all known life cycles of Hepatozoon spp. include 

a blood feeding invertebrate definitive host. Snakes probably seldom ingest blood feeding 

invertebrates, except perhaps accidentally if they are feeding on their prey. This limits 

snakes to acquire Hepatozoon spp. via host capture and addition of the snake host to 

existing two-host Hepatozoon species. Exceptions could arise from findings of congenital 

vertical transmission of Hepatozoon sp. in live-bearing snakes and reports of Hepatozoon 

sporozoites in mosquito proboscides, suggesting transmission via direct inoculation of the 

blood during mosquito feeding is possible (Lowichik and Yaeger, 1987; Telford et al., 

2001; 2004; 2005; 2008; 2009; Kauffman et al., 2017).  

Taken together, the occurrence of snake Hepatozoon species within multiple 

clades of Hepatozoon species infecting frogs, mammals, and squamates, the low host 
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specificity of Hepatozoon species in snakes, and the inability of snakes to feed on 

mosquitoes and other definitive host vectors of Hepatozoon species, strongly suggests 

that snakes are prone to host capturing a diverse assemblage of Hepatozoon species that 

have evolved and are transmitted within their prey (Fig. 24; Sloboda et al., 2007; Tome et 

al., 2012; 2013). Given these possibilities, the Hepatozoon spp. infecting snakes represent 

a remarkable study system for studying parasite life cycle evolution. Continued sequence 

generation and life cycle studies on Hepatozoon spp. are promising to yield interesting 

examples of parasites diversifying within the ecological interactions of their hosts. 
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Table 9. Prevalence of Hepatzoon spp. infecting amphibians and reptiles collected in Arkansas, 

New Hampshire, Oklahoma and Wisconsin. Data in cells represent No. Infected/No. Examined 

(%), 95% Confidence Interval. Confidence intervals were calculated using the binomial 

distribution for the appropriate sample size. 

  Host Red Blood Cell Nucleus   

Species Examined Unfragmented Fragmented Overall 

Ambystomatidae       

    Ambystoma texanum  0/10 (0%) 0 - 31 0/10 (0%) 0 - 31 0/10 (0%) 0 - 31 

Bufonidae       

    Anaxyrus americanus 0/2 (0%) 0 - 84 0/2 (0%) 0 - 84 0/2 (0%) 0 - 84 

    Anaxyrus fowleri 0/2 (0%) 0 - 84 0/2 (0%) 0 - 84 0/2 (0%) 0 - 84 

    Anaxyrus woodhousii  0/5 (0%) 0 - 52 0/5 (0%) 0 - 52 0/5 (0%) 0 - 52 

Hylidae       

    Acris blanchardi 0/28 (0%) 0 - 12 0/28 (0%) 0 - 12 0/28 (0%) 0 - 12 

    Hyla avivoca 0/12 (0%) 0 - 26 0/12 (0%) 0 - 26 0/12 (0%) 0 - 26 

    Hyla cinerea 0/20 (0%) 0 - 17 0/20 (0%) 0 - 17 0/20 (0%) 0 - 17 

    Hyla chrysoscelis 0/11 (0%) 0 - 29 0/11 (0%) 0 - 29 0/11 (0%) 0 - 29 

    Pseudacris clarkii 0/5 (0%) 0 - 52 0/5 (0%) 0 - 52 0/5 (0%) 0 - 52 

Microhylidae       

    Gastrophryne olivacea 0/28 (0%) 0 - 12 0/28 (0%) 0 - 12 0/28 (0%) 0 - 12 

Ranidae       

    Rana blairi 0/6 (0%) 0 - 46 0/6 (0%) 0 - 46 0/6 (0%) 0 - 46 

    Rana catesbeiana 8/36 (22%) 10 - 39 0/36 (0%) 0 - 10 8/36 (22%) 10 - 16 

    Rana clamitans 10/56 (18%) 9 - 30 18/56 (32%) 20 - 46 28/56 (50%) 36 - 64 

    Rana sphenocephala 4/39 (10%) 3 - 24 0/39 (0%) 0 - 9 4/39 (10%) 3 - 24 

Colubridae       

    Agkistrodon contortrix 3/4 (75%) 19 - 99 n/a 3/4 (75%) 19 - 99 

    Nerodia rhombifer 1/1 (100%) 3 - 100 n/a 1/1 (100%) 3 - 100 

    Thamnophis proximus 1/1 (100%) 3 - 100 n/a 1/1 (100%) 3 - 100 

Total 33/266 (12%) 9 - 17  12/266 (5%) 2 - 8  45/266 (17%) 13 - 22 
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Figure 18. Photomicrographs of Hepatozoon spp. cells. A. Hepatozoon sp. gamont 

infecting the frog Rana sphenocephala. Note the nucleus of the host red blood cell is not 

fragmented. B. Hepatozoon sp. gamont infecting the frog Rana clamitans. Note the 

fragmented nucleus of the host red blood cell. C. Hepatozoon sp. immature 

gamont/merozoite infecting Rana sphenocephala. D. Hepatozoon sp. infecting the snake 

Thamnophis proximus with cleared cytoplasm. Scale bars = 10 µm. 
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Figure 19. Photomicrographs of Hepatozoon spp. infecting green frogs Rana clamitans 

showing the variation in the effects on the host erythrocyte nuclei. A. The unfragmented 

nucleus is displaced by the gamont and slightly elongated. B. The nucleus is fragmented 

into many smaller pieces often connected by visible strands. C. The nucleus 

fragmentation appears incomplete and has only split into two lobes. D. Nuclei appear 

melted or liquified, losing their shape and seeming to fill available cell space. Scale Bar = 

10 µm. 
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Figure 20. Photomicrographs showing variation and possible progression of cytoplasm 

clearing in snake erythrocytes infected with Hepatozoon cf. sipedon. A. No cytoplasm 

clearing. The apparent rip of the cell is most likely an artifact of slide preparation. B. 

Cytoplasm clearing noticeable but not extensive. C. Cytoplasm almost fully cleared, but 

the cytoplasm remains opaque around the erythrocyte nucleus and gamont. D. Cytoplasm 

fully cleared and the erythrocyte nucleus and gamont are forced very close together. A 

and C are from Thamnophis proximus, B is from Nerodia rhombifer, and D is from 

Agkistrodon contortrix, however examples of all degrees of cytoplasm clearing were 

observed in all three snake species. Scale Bar = 10 µm. 
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Table 10. PCR primers used for amplification and sequencing of the 18s rRNA, ITS-1, and CO3 genes from Hepatozoon spp. infecting frogs and snakes, their 

annealing temperatures, and fragment lengths. 

Target 

Gene 
Host Primer Name Purpose Primer sequence 

Anneal 

temperature 

Fragment 

Length 
Citation 

18s rRNA 
Frogs and 

Snakes 
18s EF Forward 5'-CCA GTA GTC ATA TGC TTG TC-3' 49°C 1660 bp This study 

  
Frogs and 

Snakes 
18s ER Reverse 5'-GTT ACG ACT TCT CCT TCC TC-3' 51°C 1660 bp This study 

  
Frogs and 

Snakes 
18s IF Sequencing 5'-CAA TTG GAG GGC AAG TCT GG-3' 60°C 1660 bp This study 

  
Frogs and 

Snakes 
18s IR Sequencing 5'-GTG CCC TTC CGT CAA TTC C-3' 60°C 1660 bp This study 

ITS-1 
Frogs and 

Snakes 
ITS-1 F Forward 5'-GTA GGT GAA CCT GCG GAA GG-3' 60°C 

  
This study 

  Frogs* ITS-1 FR Reverse 5'-CGA TGC AAA CCA AGG TAT CC-3' 54°C 195 bp* This study 

  Snakes* ITS-1 SR Reverse 5'-TCG ATG CAA ACC AAG GTA TCC-3' 60°C 254 bp* This study 

CO3 Frogs Hep_CO3_2852F Forward 5'-ATT GCA TGG TAC CGA GGT C-3' 56°C 
653 bp 

This study 

  Frogs Hep_SSUE_3706R Reverse 5’-GCT CGT CAC GCC ACT GTA-3’ 56°C  Léveillé et al. 2014 

  Snakes S-CO3F Forward 5'-GCY CAT TTA CAA ACA TAT CC-3' 50°C 
630 bp 

This study 

  Snakes S-CO3R Reverse 5'-TAA TTC WAC RAA ATG CCA G-3' 50°C This study 

*The ITS-1 region differs in length between Hepatozoon from frogs and snakes. Additionally, different reverse primers were used for amplifying ITS-1 from frogs and snakes. 
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Table 11. Measurements of Hepatozoon gamonts infecting red blood cells of frogs and snakes, arranged by 

host. Numbers in cells represent the average ± 1SD and the range. 

Host species 

Gamont 

Development   

Gamont 

Length 

Gamont 

Width 

Gamont 

Nucleus 

Length 

Gamont 

Nucleus 

Width 

Rana catesbeiana Mature N= 18 24.2 ± 2.31 5.5 ± 1.15 5.5 ± 0.92 3.9 ± 1.13 

      (21 - 29) (3 - 8) (4 - 8) (3 - 7) 

  Immature N= 10 12.4 ± 0.84 4.4 ± 0.70 5.9 ± 0.57 3.8 ± 0.79 

      (11 - 14) (4 - 6) (5 - 7) (3 - 5) 

Rana clamitans Mature N= 72 25.2 ± 2.68 5.1 ± 1.39 6.3 ± 1.03 4.0 ± 0.96 

      (19 - 31) (3 - 12) (4 - 10) (2 - 7) 

  Immature N= 2 12.5 ± 0.71 4.5 ± 0.71 5.5 ± 0.71 4.0 ± 0.00 

      (12 - 13) (4 - 5) (5 - 6) (4 - 4) 

Rana sphenocephala Mature N= 22 22.8 ± 1.97 5.1 ± 1.13 5.8 ± 0.96 4.3 ± 0.94 

      (20 - 27) (2 - 7) (4 - 8) (3 - 6) 

  Immature N= 3 12.0 ± 1.00 5.0 ± 1.00 6.0 ± 0.00 4.0 ± 1.00 

      (11 - 13) (4 - 6) (6 - 6) (3 - 5) 

Nerodia rhombifer Mature N= 20 20.3 ± 0.66 3.8 ± 0.44 6.4 ± 1.19 2.5 ± 0.51 

      (19 - 21) (3 - 4) (4 - 8) (2 - 3) 

Thamnophis proximus Mature N= 20 18.8 ± 1.40 3.7 ± 0.57 5.7 ± 0.92 2.5 ± 0.51 

      (16 - 20) (3 - 5) (4 - 7) (2 - 3) 

 

Table 12. Measurements of Hepatozoon gamonts infecting red blood cells (RBC) of frogs, arranged by the 

effect on the host RBC nucleus. Numbers in cells represent the average ± 1SD and the range. 

Nucleus 

character 

Gamont 

development   

Gamont 

Length 

Gamont 

Width 

Gamont 

Nucleus 

Length 

Gamont 

Nucleus 

Width 

Fragmented Mature 

N= 

30 25.2 ± 2.60 4.2 ± 0.55 6.9 ± 0.91 3.5 ± 0.63 

      (19 - 30) (3 - 5) (6 - 10) (2 - 5) 

Not fragmented Mature 

N= 

79 24.4 ± 2.66 5.5 ± 1.36 5.7 ± 0.88 4.3 ± 1.00 

      (20 - 31) (2 - 12) (6 - 10) (3 - 7) 

  Immature 

N= 

15 12.3 ± 0.82 4.5 ± 0.74 5.9 ± 0.52 3.9 ± 0.74 

      (11 - 14) (4 - 6) (5 - 7) (3 - 5) 
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Table 13. Measurements of Hepatozoon from frogs and snakes arranged by genotype. 

Numbers in cells represent the average ± 1SD and the range. 

  

Gamont 

Development   

Gamont 

Length 

Gamont 

Width 

Gamont 

Nucleus 

Length 

Gamont 

Nucleus 

Width 

Genotype A Mature N= 26 23.7 ± 1.64 5.4 ± 1.06 5.6 ± 0.85 3.9 ± 1.16 

      (20 - 26) (3 - 8) (4 - 8) (3 - 7) 

  Immature N= 12 12.4 ± 0.79 4.4 ± 0.67 5.8 ± 0.58 3.8 ± 0.72 

      (11 - 14) (4 - 6) (5 - 7) (3 - 5) 

Genotype B Mature N= 22 26.5 ± 2.92 6.3 ± 1.70 5.6 ± 1.01 4.8 ± 0.81 

      (20 - 31) (5 - 12) (4 - 8) (3 - 6) 

Genotype D Mature N= 22 25.6 ± 2.15 4.4 ± 0.50 6.5 ± 0.96 3.8 ± 0.53 

      (22 - 31) (4 - 5) (5 - 10) (3 - 5) 

Unsequenced Mature N= 42 23.6 ± 2.61 4.8 ± 1.08 6.3 ± 1.03 3.9 ± 0.98 

      (19 - 30) (2 - 7) (4 - 8) (2 - 6) 

  Immature N= 3 12.0 ± 1.00 5.0 ± 1.00 6.0 ± 0.00 4.0 ± 1.00 

      (11 - 13) (4 - 6) (6 - 6) (3 - 5) 

Snake 

Genotype Mature N= 40 19.6 ± 1.32 3.7 ± 0.51 6.1 ± 1.11 2.5 ± 0.51 

      (16 - 21) (3 - 5) (4 - 8) (2 - 3) 
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Table 14. Effect on the host erythrocyte nucleus and genotype sequenced from samples of infected frogs. For CO3 

sequences, genotypes are grouped by relationships to sequences in Léveillé et al. (2021). For ITS-1 and 18s rRNA, two 

clades were recovered. Clade 1 corresponds to samples identified as Genotype A at the CO3 locus. Clade 2 corresponds to 

samples identified as Genotype B and D at the CO3 locus. Samples with ~ deviated slightly (1-2 bp difference) from the 

dominant gene sequence. 

Pure Unfragmented Infections 

Frog 

ID Host Species State Collected Unfragmented Fragmented 

Two 

lobed Melted CO3 ITS-1 18s 

H1 R. catesbeiana Oklahoma X    A 1 1 

H2 R. catesbeiana Oklahoma X    A 1 1 

H4 R. catesbeiana Oklahoma X    A 1 1 

H10 R. catesbeiana Oklahoma X    A 1 - 

H11 R. catesbeiana Oklahoma X    D 2 - 

H3 R. clamitans Oklahoma X    D 2 2 

H8 R. clamitans Oklahoma X    A 1 1 

W9 R. clamitans Wisconsin X    A 1 1 

H6 R. sphenocephala Oklahoma X    A 1 1 

Pure Fragmented infections 

Frog 

ID Host Species State Collected Unfragmented Fragmented 

Two 

lobed Melted CO3 ITS-1 18s 

H14 R. clamitans Arkansas   X   B 2 ~2 

NH5 R. clamitans New Hampshire   X   A 1 1 

NH6 R. clamitans New Hampshire   X   B - - 

W13 R. clamitans Wisconsin   X     B - ~2 

Mixed Fragmented and Unfragmented Infections 

Frog 

ID Host Species State Collected Unfragmented Fragmented 

Two 

lobed Melted CO3 ITS-1 18s 

H9 R. clamitans Oklahoma X   X D 2 2 

H21 R. clamitans Arkansas X  X  B 2 ~2 

NH2* R. clamitans New Hampshire X X  X A* 1* ~2* 

NH4 R. clamitans New Hampshire X X   B 2 2 

W1 R. clamitans Wisconsin X X X   A&B 2 2 

*Sample NH2 was a mixed infection and sequenced as Genotype A at CO3 but was clade 2 at 18s 

rRNA.   
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Figure 21: Maximum Likelihood phylogeny of the partial cytochrome oxidase subunit 

III nucleotide gene sequences (629 bp, -Ln = -2102.34) using the GTR+G model in 

MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). Values at nodes represent bootstrap support values, 

assessed with 1000 replications. Clades are colored according to their genetic similarity 

to genotypes identified by Léveillé et al. (2021), which are taxa with GenBank accession 

numbers. 
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Figure 22: Maximum Likelihood phylogeny of the internal transcribed spacer region 1 

(163 bp, -Ln = -270.06) using the T92 model in MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). Values at 

nodes represent bootstrap support values, assessed with 1000 replications. Genotypes of 

frogs are colored according to their identity at the CO3 locus, following Léveillé et al. 

(2021, Fig. 21).  
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Figure 23: Maximum Likelihood phylogeny of the partial 18s rRNA gene (1090 bp, -Ln 

= -4814.63) using the HKY+G+I model in MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). Values at 

nodes represent bootstrap support values, assessed with 1000 replications. Clades are 
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labeled according to Karadijan et al. (2015). The inset of the Bartazoon clade is shown in 

Figure 24.  
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Figure 24: The Bartazoon clade from the 18s rRNA phylogeny (Fig. 23). The phylogeny 

was estimated with Maximum Likelihood framework on the partial 18s rRNA gene (1090 

bp, -Ln = -4814.63) using the HKY+G+I model in MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018). 

Values at nodes represent bootstrap support values, assessed with 1000 replications. 

Genotypes of frogs are colored according to their identity at the CO3 locus, following 

Léveillé et al. (2021, Fig. 21). 
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CHAPTER VI 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Blood parasites represent an incredibly diverse subset of parasites that infect all 

major groups of vertebrates and are transmitted by numerous blood feeding invertebrates. 

However, quantifying blood parasite diversity is difficult due to the challenges presented 

by a lack of morphological characters and genetic markers suitable for species 

delineation. This dissertation investigated the challenges to quantify diversity of two 

genera of blood parasites that infect amphibians and reptiles, Trypanosoma and 

Hepatozoon. 

Chapter II detailed new methods to link sequence data to trypanosome cell 

morphology by isolating single trypanosome cells for gene sequences, which proved to 

be a powerful tool to identify the forms in mixed trypanosome infections and elucidate 

pleomorphic species. Future studies on amphibian trypanosomes can use the techniques 

in Chapter II to sequence new trypanosomes cells and compare the 18s rRNA and 

gGAPDH gene sequences to the species described in Chapter IV. 

. 
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Chapter III uses the sequence data linked to trypanosome morphology generated 

in Chapter II to investigate amphibian trypanosome morphological diversity in a 

phylogenetic context. Of the fifteen amphibian species examined, six were found to be 

infected with trypanosomes. These included four species of true frogs (Rana blairi, Rana 

catesbeiana, Rana clamitans, and Rana sphenocephala), and two species of treefrogs, 

(Hyla avivoca and Hyla cinerea). Twelve trypanosome morphotypes were recovered, six 

in true frogs and six in treefrogs. Most infected frogs were infected with multiple 

trypanosome morphotypes, with as many as five morphotypes occurring in an individual 

frog. Two pairs of morphotypes were suspected of being pleomorphic species based on 

coinfection frequency and morphological similarity, however all morphotypes were 

found to be genetically distinct. Previous claims that amphibian trypanosome 

morphology is not conserved are challenged by reviewing sequence data obtained from 

cultured trypanosomes. The removal of questionable sequences resulted in four clades of 

amphibian trypanosomes with general morphological similarities, suggesting that 

amphibian trypanosome morphology is phylogenetically conserved across sampling 

locations in Europe and North America. 

Chapter IV reports the description of three new trypanosome species and one 

redescription of a trypanosome species previously misidentified in North American 

anurans based on the data generated in Chapters II and III. Future studies on amphibian 

trypanosomes can use the techniques in Chapter II to sequence new trypanosomes cells 

and compare the 18s rRNA and gGAPDH gene sequences to these species. 

Chapter V investigates characters for species differentiation of three Hepatozoon 

species in North America, two that infect frogs, Hepatozoon catesbianae and Hepatozoon 
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clamatae, and one, Hepatozoon sipedon, that infects snakes. Of the three ranid species 

found infected with Hepatozoon spp., Rana catesbeiana, R. clamitans, and R. 

sphenocephala, only R. clamitans had infected erythrocytes with fragmented nuclei. 

Similar to previous studies, the character that differentiates H. catesbianae and H. 

clamatae, the fragmentation of the host erythrocyte nucleus, did not correlate with 

genotypes. Additionally, Hepatozoon cf. sipedon is reported and characterized from three 

snake species collected in Oklahoma and Arkansas. Infected erythrocytes in these snakes 

displayed variation in cytoplasm clearing. While frog Hepatozoon spp. infecting frogs 

were in a single clade on the 18s rRNA phylogeny, Hepatozoon spp. infecting snakes 

were found in multiple clades with other hosts including lizards, small mammals, and 

frogs, suggesting snakes may be capturing Hepatozoon spp. from their prey.  

I argue that combining morphological measurements linked to sequence data is 

the way forward in describing the diversity of amphibian blood parasites, allowing for 

studies on life cycles, development, and host parasite interactions on known species. 

Additionally, the continued generation of sequences linked to morphology and host cell 

effects will test the usefulness of these characters in identifying blood parasites species. 

The current research provides hope that with careful considerations of possible pitfalls 

(mixed infections and pleomorphism) we can reliably identify these organisms and 

uncover the hidden diversity of amphibian blood parasites. 
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APPENDICES 
 

 

Supplementary Video 1. Trypanosoma desseri n. sp. swimming in blood plasma diluted 

in phosphate buffered saline. Note how the undulating membrane flutters quickly, 

however the actual movement of the whole cell is gentle. Sometimes spinning and 

tumbling, the main direction of cell movement is perpendicular to the anterior-posterior 

axis, towards the undulating membrane 

 

Supplementary Video 2. Trypanosoma curvus n. sp. swimming in blood plasma diluted in 

phosphate buffered saline. Note how the curved form moves toward the curved anterior 

end as the undulating membrane flutters along the length of the cell. Additionally, T. cf. 

chattoni is pictured, which is a nonmotile trypanosome morphotype. 

 

Supplementary Video 3. Trypanosoma louisdiamondi n. sp. swimming in blood plasma 

diluted in phosphate buffered saline. Note how the posterior end generally stays straight, 

and the anterior end rotates as the flagellum pulls it in a circle. 
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Supplementary Video 4. Trypanosoma cf. ranarum swimming in blood plasma diluted in 

phosphate buffered saline. Note how the free flagellum extends forward away from the 

cell and twists rapidly, pulling the rest of the cell anteriorly in a spiral.
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